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INTRODUCTION

The first state superintendent of public instruction in

Virginia, William Henry Ruffner, argued against the union of

politics and education. He maintained that schools were for

teaching children. Ruffner warned against selecting school

personnel based on political reasons rather than merit.*

Ruffner's fear of political interference in education

went unheeded. Different political views about education

were formed by the "peopling"2 of early Virginia. Virginia's

"peopling," from the Tidewater planter-aristocrats to the

backcountry southern plain folk, exhibited diverse attitudes

toward education due to the influence of cultural,

geographic, and economic factors. These factors affected

political decisions that shaped Virginia's education system

at both the state and local levels.

This dissertation will focus on the cultural,

geographic, and economic components that shaped the education

system in Virginia. How these factors politically affected

the development of education in one locale, Floyd County,

1 .
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located in southwest Virginia, will be analyzed from its

formation in 1831 to the beginning of the twentieth century.



FOOTNOTES

INTRODUCTION

‘ , 1880, pp- 140-142-
2 BernardBailyn,(New

York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1986). Bailyn defines
peopling as "motion, process, evolution in time, but it
is not abstract: it concentrates on individuals and
their fortunes." (p.8).

3 .



CHAPTER I

ATTEMPTS FOR EDUCATION IN VIRGINIA'S
TWO-CLASS SOCIETY 1607-1831

When Floyd County was formed in 1831, there existed in

Virginia a two-class system of education. The wealthy took

care of their own, while only rudimentary education was

offered to the poor. Families, in a small but growing middle

class, were left without educational opportunities unless

they provided schools and teachers on their own. This

upper-lower class attitude toward education had been shaped

by economic, geographic, and cultural factors beginning in

the 1600's. It was during the 1600's that a two-class

society influenced by English customs began to emerge which

affected educational offerings in Virginia.

The Royal Governor of Virginia, Sir William Berkeley,

in correspondence with the English Commissioners of Foreign

Plantations in 1671, wrote:

I thank God there are no free
schools or printing presses and I hope
we shall not have them these hundred
years: for learning has brought

4 .
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disobedience and heresy, and sects into
the world...God keep us from both.‘

Msddsx in his bock

pointed out that Governor Berkeley

feared the concept of self government which could be fostered

through free schools and free presses. While free schools

did occur during Berkeley's reign as governor, their purpose

was in providing the mechanics of learning to the poor.

Berkeley did not consider the poor to be an intellectual

threat to royal rule.: He believed that the educational

policy of Virginia should be the same as in England with

every man according to his ability instructing his own

children and separate provisions made for the indigent to be

taught.:

This belief that Virginia's educational policies should

be like those of England was a small part of a larger

comparison. Heatwole in his

bookVigginigstated that colonial Virginia came closer to being

a clone of English society than any other colony. Heatwole

commented that "the English church was transplanted bodily

to Virginia soil. Social customs, forms of government, and
A

educational institutions were patterned after those in

England."‘ Heatwole believed this transplanting process of

English ways to Virginia was more successful here than°in any

other colony in America. He gave three reasons for this.
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First, the majority of the early settlers were English.

Second, Virginia offered a commercial purpose for English

merchants. Finally, the religious, social, and political

views of the Virginia settlers resembled the same ideals as

those found in England.’

This bond increased in 1649 when supporters of Charles

I came to Virginia after Cromwell seized control of England.

Blair Busk thrauqh his

b¤<>k1n_y1rg1nigreported how the beheading of Charles I

strengthened the autocratic tendencies already prevalent in

Virginia's ruling class. This governing class tended to be

negative toward tax supported schools.‘

According to Maddox, this governing class of Virginia

known as the "planter-aristocrat"’ evolved not only from the

upper classes of English society, but from the merchant class

and the indentured servant class. The indentured servant

after finishing his time of servitude to the planter (for

paying his passage to the colonies) gained in economic status

through a bonus of fifty acres of land. Maddox said of the

planter—aristocrat:

Virginia evolved of itself as a
result of the natural operation of
economic law. A bourgeois class passed
quickly into a landed class. A part of
England's middle class, with a few
representatives of the English gentry,
gained advantage first through land,
later through negro slavery, and finally
through shutting off competition and
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retarding the rise of a rival commercial
class.°

This landed aristocracy was further described by Bernard

Bailyn in his article "Politics and Social Structure in

Virginia." Younger sons of prominent English families with

ties to London business and government realms came to

Virginia. These younger sons represented business and land

interests of their families in Virginia.’ They were, as

Bailyn described, "ambitious younger sons of middle class

families who knew well enough what gentility was and sought

it as a specific objective."*° By the beginning of the

eighteenth century, Virginia's colonial aristocracy had

evolved.

The colonial aristocracy depended upon tobacco as their

cash crop. To operate the large tobacco plantations (most

of the large plantations were located along the rivers in

tidewater Virginia"), it took man power. At first the

indentured servant filled this need. The indentured servants

and slaves made up a large portion of Virginia's early

population. By 1670 the population in Virginia totaled

38,000. 0f this total, approximately 6,000 were indentured

servants and 2,000 slaves.‘2 As slavery increased in

colonial Virginia, the planter-aristocrat replaced the

indentured servants with this new form of permanent cheap

labor.*3 David Galenson in his book Ehi;g_§g;yi;gdg_in
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§glgnig1_Amg;igg discussed the rise and decline of indentured

servants in America. In early colonial America, the need for

labor rose as a staple crop was introduced. Skilled labor

was needed to erect buildings and prepare the tobacco crop

for market." As white indentured servants fulfilled their

time of servitude, they moved away from the plantation,

acquiring their own land for personal use. This posed

problems for the planters in trying to maintain enough

skilled labor. An eighteenth century Virginia planter stated

that 'we have no merchants, tradesmen, or artificers of any

sort here but what become planters in a short time'.‘5

Slavery began to replace white servitude as the demand

rose for unskilled field labor to maintain crop cultivation.

White servitude was used for skilled labor until slaves were

trained for these jobs. With slaves supplying a cheap,

steady labor force, planters no longer found it necessary to

import servants.*‘ By the 1770's, white servitude

represented a small fraction of the labor force. An example

of this can be seen through 143 probate inventories made in
T

ten counties of Virginia and Maryland in 1774. Of the 143

inventories, 63 percent listed inventories with more than

eight slaves per owner while only six percent included

indentured servants." .

Slaves, and to a lesser extent indentured servants,

helped to form two distinct classes in early Virginia--rich
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and poor. The planters composed the first class. The

laborers, servants, and slaves made up the majority of the

second class. A strong middle class would not be present in

Virginia for nearly two centuries.‘° With this dominant

two-class system, Maddox concluded that "Virginia may truly

be said to have evolved its aristocracy of land and its class

of dependent poor.""

The plantation system with the social structure it

created, especially due to the absence of a middle class, had

a major impact on schooling in colonial Virginia. From the

plantation system, the role of education for the wealthy and

the poor

emerged.Plantations in eastern Virginia were large and scattered

far apart. A typical plantation could average six to ten

miles in radius from the owner's home.2° By 1700, the only

congregated areas in Virginia were the small towns of

Jamestown, Hampton, Norfolk, Williamsburg, and Richmond.2*

With few towns, the plantations became the "local centres of

population"Z2 with the planter—aristocrat the ruler.
A

The tidewater plantations were usually built along

rivers where the planter-aristocrats had private wharfs.

With the access of rivers, few roads were needed·making

Virginia known as a 'sylvan Venice'.23
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Another prominent characteristic of the plantation was

its self sufficiency. Slaves were used as carpenters,

spinners, tanners, shoemakers, and in other assorted

occupations to keep the plantation running smoothly.2‘ By

1790 there were 305,493 negroes and 442,117 whites in

Virginia.z‘ This meant that slaves made up 40.9 percent of

the total population.Z‘ As slavery increased, the

distinction between rich and poor increased. The tax list

for 1787 listed one fifth of Virqinia's landowners as owning

500 or more acres of land. These planters possessed more

than half of the total acreage and a large portion of the most

valuable land in Virginia. This small group also owned

two-fifths of the total slave and cattle population in

Virginia.2’

With plantations being independent 'baronages',Z° the

establishment of schools became difficult. Settlers in

Virginia were spread out over 64,284 square miles as compared

to the New England states, where in 1790, for example,

Massachusetts population of 378,787 was contained in 8,327

square miles.Z’ This dispersal of the population explains

why schools were less easily established in the Virginia

colony. By 1647, there were eight Latin grammar schools in

existence in Massachusetts.3°

In Virginia, schooling rested primarily with imported

tutors serving the children of wealthy plantation owners.
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Plantation owners also sent their children abroad or later

to academies built in Virginia.3‘ However, tutors

represented the most approved practice in education for the

wealthy up to the Revolutionary War.3Z The wealthy took care
V

of their own. According to Maddox, what schooling existed

for the poor was done as a "protection to established

society, taught to 'maintain themselves with 1abor.'"33

These early schools established as a means to "protect

the established society" originated in the seventeenth

century and lasted well into the nineteenth century. In

other words, education for the poor was an ideal grounded in

the concern for social order, not a quest for an egalitarian

society.

In 1617 King James I sought help from the Archbishops

in raising money to help the Governor of Virginia (Yeardley)

in erecting churches and schools to educate Indian children.

King James and the leaders of Virginia viewed the Indians as

'These Barbarians.'3‘ By 1618 Governor Yeardley had secured

plans for a university in Henrico for Indian children. The

Virginia Company gave 10,000 acres toward starting the ·

Henrico University. All efforts toward completing the

project ended with the Indian massacre of l622.3"
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At approximately the same time that a school for the

'infidels' children'3‘ was being planned, 100 orphan children

from hospitals and asylums in London came to Virginia.3’

These children were sent to Virginia under the English Poor

Laws. Because of these laws, a large number of English poor

relied on the colonies to take care of them. This included

training for a trade along with some education in the form

of reading and writing.3' This reliance of the poor on the

rich helped to further the gap between the two classes in

Virginia. Maddox explained:

The odious distinction between the
'rich' and the 'poor' and the paternal
attitude of the rich toward the dependent
lower class, so characteristic of the
English social system, became deeply
rooted in the customary thinking of both
classes and ran well into the nineteenth
century.3’

As orphans continued to come to Virginia, the

Apprenticeship Law of 1643 was passed. This law specified

that orphans would be instructed in 'Christian religion' and

be exposed to the 'rudiments of learning."°

The Apprenticeship Law of 1646 required that

commissioners of several counties near Jamestown select a boy

and a girl of poor parents to go to work in flax factories.

These factories would be built in Jamestown. The children

would learn carding, knitting, and spinning. Children would
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be provided bed and board. This type of education was known

as a workhouse."

The Apprenticeship Law of 1672 mandated that county

courts place out all children to tradesmen whose parents

could not provide means for apprenticeships. The local

parishes were responsible for finding and reporting these

children to their Orphans' Courts.‘Z

In 1705 a general law was passed that compelled masters

to teach orphans to read and write. Heatwole called this the

"first legislative provision requiring reading and writing

to be taught."‘3

As laws were being passed providing for the poor, some

wealthy landowners donated land for the establishment of poor

schools. The Symms Free school was built in Elizabeth City

County in 1634 on 200 acres of land donated by Benjamin

Symms. In 1659 Dr. Thomas Eaton established the Eaton Free

School. Between 1634 and 1775 there were nine other schools

similar to Symms and Eaton operating as free or charity

schools."

Another type of school in colonial Virginia was the

community school. Leading members in a community would band

together and build a school on an abandoned field. Teachers

of these Old Field Schools were paid by the parents or

sponsored by a wealthy patron. These schools were under the

control of the local citizens except for the licensing of a
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teacher. If a teacher was licensed, it was done so by the

government or established church. (Virginia was part of the ·

Episcopal Diocese of London.)‘s Usually, the teacher was a

clergyman in the community where the school was built. The

schools typically ran from April to September." The

curriculum of the Old Field schools appears to have centered

on reading, writing, and the 'casting of accounts."’

Teachers for the community schools were paid in tobacco

or in currency which amounted to an annual fee of

approximately 25 dollars per child. The General Assembly in

1691 refused to adopt a resolution that would have required

a teacher's salary to be set by law.‘° While the General

Assembly would not interfere with localities in setting

salaries, the New England colonies had already begun to take

steps in that direction. Their governing bodies had set laws

requiring that teachers be paid through general taxation or

by parents." Laws had also been passed in New England in the

mid seventeenth century requiring that all children be given

an education.5°

The concept of providing education for the poor through

Apprenticeship or Poor laws in Virginia continued into the

eighteenth century. By the time of the American Revolution

in 1776, Virginia's two class society with education for the

wealthy and rudiments for the poor was firmly established.

Without a strong middle class, educational opportunities for
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families that were not wealthy or poor became, as Blair Buck

described it, a "hit or miss" affair."

Thomas Jefferson saw Virginia's two-class means of

education as a stumbling block for building a democracy. He

offered in 1779 a proposal for universal education in

Virginia.

Thomas Jefferson saw universal education as a means for

preserving and maintaining the republic. He believed that

universal education would provide citizens with the

capabilities for "performing their parts in the social order"

and for protecting their rights.$2 He credited local self

government as a cornerstone to liberty. Jefferson

maintained:

Liberty can never be safe but in the
hands of the people themselves, and that,
too, of the people with a certain degree
of instruction. This is the business of
the state to effect, and on a general
plan.53

This general plan was Jefferson's Bill for the More

General Diffusion of Knowledge submitted in 1779 to the House

of Burgesses. This bill, as Button and Provenzo noted, would

create a "natural aristocracy" through education to augment

the aristocracy founded on birth and wealth."
u
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Jefferson's bill called for a three-tier educational

system: wards (primary), districts (secondary), and, at the

top, William and Mary College. At the primary level, each

community would elect aldermen who would divide the county

into districts or wards. Within the wards (100 students per

ward) a common school site would be chosen where all the

children in the district could attend. Each ward would offer

an education to all free white children of both sexes.

Children would be given a free education of three years in

reading, writing, arithmetic, and European-American

history.‘5 Jefferson believed that Virginians should become

well versed in history. By especially studying Greek and

Roman history, people would "learn lessons of history" which

would enable them to maintain their republican liberty.5‘

For every ten schools, an overseer would plan

instruction. Each year the overseer would select a boy who

appeared to have the most potential from his ward for one or

two years of free tuition and board at the district

academy.57

Virginia would be divided into 20 districts with an

academy or secondary school established in each district.‘°

Besides the most promising boy from each ward being able to

attend free, those who had the means for the tuition could

also enroll.‘° Of those who attended the secondary school

in each district for two years, the best students in each was
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allowed to continue for four more years. By this approach,

Jefferson envisioned that "twenty of the best geniuses will

be raked from the rubbish annually."‘° On alternate years,

half of the districts in Virginia would each select its top

student to attend William and Mary for three years free of

charge.‘* The key component in Jefferson's bill centered on

local taxation. The citizens of each ward would support

their own schools.‘Z

Jefferson's bill was not acted upon by the House of

Burgesses in 1779. Heatwole argued that the reason for this

was due to the aristocracy. The aristocracy controlled the

government, and by doing so, saw no reason to tax themselves

for an educational system their children would not attend.‘3

James Madison, in writing to Jefferson in 1786, believed that

the reason the education bill had not been adopted was due

to the "inability of the country to bear the expense.""

In 1796, the General Assembly did adopt Jefferson's idea

for a primary school system, but with an amendment. With the

amendment, its adoption and operation was left up to the

county courts for implementation. Jefferson believed the

amendment defeated the success of his education bill. Since

schools would be maintained by a general tax, the wealthy

justices would not be inclined to take on this added expense

for educating the poor. Free schools for the poor funded

through private charity had long been the norm in Virginia.
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The wealthy saw no reason to tax themselves for what they

were already providing through private means." With private

charity and nearly two centuries of Apprenticeship and Poor

laws providing rudimentary education for the poor, Virginia's

two—class system of taking care of the wealthy and providing

for the poor hindered the promotion of taxation for public

education."

Another problem to overcome in Jefferson's universal

education system was the isolation of the people. Maddox

noted that with tutors and private schools already available,

building schools across the state where populations were

uncertain further inhibited Jefferson's plan. Trying to find

a centrally located spot for people to meet and to go to

school was difficult."

One other weakness to Jefferson's plan was cited by

Dabney. Jefferson did not want any centralized form of

government over the people, including education. Yet, Dabney

argued that dividing counties into hundreds of wards spread

over thinly settled areas left the people without leadership

to direct the schools. Dabney believed that the state had

to give some direction if a universal system was to be

enacted.‘° «

While Jefferson's plan was not successful, rumblings for

an education system were being sounded. Charles Fenton

Mercer made the next serious move in Virginiafor an .
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education system through the establishment and use of the

Literary Fund.

Charles Fenton Mercer was from a prominent Virginia

family in Fredericksburg. An active Federalist, Mercer

gained a seat in the House of Delegates in 1810.6* In 1810

the General Assembly under the leadership of Charles Fenton

Mercer established the state Literary Fund from the

allocation of 'escheats, penalties, and forfeitures.’7° The

money from the Literary Fund was to be used for the education

of the poor.7‘

During the 1815-1816 General Assembly session, Mercer

as Chairman of the House Finance Committee, mandated that

$1,210,550 owed Virginia by the federal government from the

War of 1812 be added to the Literary Fund. This addition

increased the Fund to $3,115,894.72

With the increase in money, Mercer used his political

influence to try in 1817 to build a state supported school

system with the use of the Literary Fund.’* Through a bill

to the General Assembly, Mercer proposed having a board of

public instruction with a permanent secretary. Free primary

schools for all white children were to be established. At

the next level of education, academies were to be built of

which three were to be for females. The final phase of
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Mercer's bill included establishing colleges and a

university." Mercer considered the primary schools as the

most important part of his bill. No money would be provided

for a university until all primary schools were provided for

first.75

Je££ers¤§ opposed Mercer's bill. While advocating a

free school system, Jefferson did not like the state control.

He feared Mercer's plan would be a catalyst for a "new

autocracy." Jefferson believed that education should be

through local taxation and local self government."

Another concern Jefferson had over Mercer's bill was the

establishment of a university. While Mercer made higher

education a matter of secondary importance, Jefferson viewed

the university as a central institution to promote

education."

Jefferson, to offset Mercer's plan, proposed his own

bill to the General Assembly with features very similar to

his earlier bill in 1796. However, in his proposal, the

university received the major emphasis.’°

Both Mercer's and Jefferson's proposals were defeated

in the General Assembly. Instead, the General Assembly

restricted the Literary Fund to be used only for educating

the poor. Joseph Cabell, a strong supporter of Jefferson in

the General Assembly, was able to secure an amendment for the

building of his friend's dream, a university._ Thus, the
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Literary Fund would annually give 45,000 dollars to educate

the poor with 15,000 dollars allotted annually for support ·

of Jefferson's university. Under the act of 1818, poor

schools were to be governed by fifteen school commissioners

in each county appointed by the county court. The statute

was permissive in that commissioners determined whether to

maintain charity schools or not. Money was given to school

. commissioners only on demand.’°

Both Mercer and Jefferson wanted a system of public

education. Mercer advocated central control; Jefferson,

local planning. Their differences in views helped to defeat

the establishment of public schools in Virginia for all white

children. However, this was not the only reason for reducing

Virginia to a "quasi-system"°° of schools. For Jefferson,

the wealthy planters had never supported his idea of paying

taxes for an educational system they would not patronize.°‘

In Mercer's case, he had problems gaining support in the

General Assembly due to his image as being the "chief eastern

spokesman for western rights."'2 Regional tensions coupled

with political partisanship in the General Assembly helped

to defeat Mercer. ·The western counties of Virginia resented

the tidewater aristocracy’s dominance of the General

Assembly. Mercer's record of supporting western needs of the

state aroused eastern distrust in the Assembly toward this

Federalist.'3
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With the General Assembly pinpointing the Literary Fund

for the poor, Virginia continued a two-class educational

system with those in between left to fend for themselves.

This latter group included new settlers coming into Virginia

with political, religious, and social views different from

the planter aristocracy. Conflicts arose between these

groups, especially over education.‘ The new immigrants

described by John Otto as the "southern plain folk"°‘ helped

to generate the battles over education in the nineteenth

century.

The backcountry of the southern colonies (Maryland,

Virginia, Carolinas, Georgia) which included the piedmont and

mountainous areas, was settled between 1725 and 1775.

British (Celtic descent with roots in Scotland, Ireland, and

Wales) and Germanic farmers from southeastern Pennsylvania

first settled the backcountry. These southern plain folk had

come to the American colonies to find a safe haven from

economic, political and religious turmoil.°‘ Lemon, in his

book described the southern

plain folk's migration habits in southeastern Pennsylvania

and into the backcountry. Settlers coming to Pennsylvania

were primarily from the middle class of western European

society.°‘ They found refuge in Pennsylvania for their
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cultural and religious beliefs.°’ By 1740 southeastern

Pennsylvania had been largely settled. Settlers or plain

folk with their different religious, social, and political

views immigrated from Pennsylvania to the backcountry.°°

They brought with them their belief for "liberal

individualism" meaning they planned more for themselves than

as communities with the idea that the frontier was open to

conquest.°’

John Otto described these plain folk settling in the

backcountry as farmers with less than 20 slaves and land

totaling fewer than 300 acres. Other plain folk, according

to Otto, were the herders who had homesteads but grazed their

livestock on unclaimed public lands and slaveless farmers who

owned less than 200 acres.’°

The plain folk held different religious views from their

tidewater neighbors' belief in the established Church of

England. Otto reported that the backcountry settlers were

members of "dissenting British sects (Presbyterian,

Baptist,and Methodist).""

Dabney pointed to these dissenting sects as Scotch-Irish

Presbyterians, Germans, and French Huguenots, all of which

had common schools under church patronage. With backing from

their churches, these settlers established schools. Dabney

noted that "these church schools gradually educated the

people of these regions to demand schools for all. It was
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the people of the Virginia mountains who carried on the long

struggle for schools in that state."’2 Blair Buck reinforced

Dabney's argument by pointing to the Scotch and Scotch-Irish

settlers as believing that education was not just for the

wealthy, but for the "landless man" as well.°3

Virginia was being divided not only by the differences

in settlers, but also by its geographical features. 'The

Great Barrier' of mountains which included the Allegheny and

Blue Ridge spread across Virginia's "backbone" dividing the

state into distinctly separate entities.’* Maddox in

reference to this separation stated:

It became in fact a people
segregated into many sections, and
hopelessly divided by the Great Barrier;
the East and West growing daily apart in
distribution and character of wealth, in
religion and customs.’5

Maddox pointed to this change in distribution and wealth

in Virginia from 1790 to 1829. During this time period, the

population west of the Blue Ridge increased by 191,922 whites

for a total of 319,516. At the same time the white population

in the east increased by only 48,222 for a total of 362,745.

Yet representation in the General Assembly stayed the same

for the western counties as it had been in 1790."

In terms of black population, there were 440,000 slaves

in Virginia in 1829 with only 50,000 being found west of the

Blue Ridge. Slaves made up two—thirds of a percent of the
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western white population and 17 percent of the population in

the Valley. However, in the East, there were 40,000 more

slaves than whites.’7

This dominance of the slave population in the East was

used by the plantation owners in helping them to maintain

their hold over how the General Assembly distributed state

funds. In 1815, for example, people living in eastern

Virginia paid 350.00 dollars in taxes for every dollar paid

by those inhabiting western Virginia. This proportion was

still the case in 1829 as twenty eastern counties paid three

fourths of all the state taxes with the forty western

counties paying the rest."

Dabney, in analyzing this distribution of wealth,

remarked that "the most important kinds of property in the

South were lands and slaves."°’ He pointed out how the large

plantation owners opposed giving any political power to the

rising white middle class in Virginia because they paid so

little in taxes compared to the p1anters' share.*°° Eugene

Genovese, in his

bookpointedto an "aristocratic spirit" that developed in

planters as they accumulated land and slaves. Genovese

stated that "in the p1anter's community, paternalism provided —

the standard of human relationships, and politics and

statecraft were the duties and responsibilities of

gentlemen."*°‘ These "gentlemen owners" of land and slaves
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with easy access to rivers as a source of transportation were

disinterested in providing money for building roads in the

mountainous areas of Virginia. Dabney said of the landed

aristocracy:

They looked upon internal
improvements as they did upon education,
as mere excuses for taxation, and all

· taxation to them was evil. Schools and
internal improvements were classed °
together by the planters as evils to be
avoided.‘°2

While the landed aristocracy wished to avoid the "evils"

of education, the plain folk continued their battles for

schooling. This rising middle class resented the Literary

Fund compromise of 1818 whereby pauper schools were

established. For parents to send their children to a poor

school they had to make a formal declaration of poverty.‘°3

Due to this declaration, a strong resentment arose among the

plain folk toward the charity schools. By 1820 only four

counties had started charity schools.‘°‘

This resentment was fully expressed by Alexander

Campbell (minister and founder of the sect Disciples of
I

Christ) who was a western delegate to the Constitutional

Convention of 1829-1830. He testified: ·

Aristocracy does not thrive in
rough and high country like Western
Virginia; our farms are small...this
makes the district system seem possible
to us....Poor schools are a failure ·
because the most honorable will do
without education altogether, rather
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than admit their abject poverty or
afterward wear what they consider the
opprobrium of having been charity
scholars.*°5

While charity schools were not popular, education

remained an issue in Virginia. An attempt was made in 1829

to convert the charity schools into a common school system

that would allow middle class patronage without the

declaration of poverty. This was known as the District Free

School Act of 1829.*°‘

On February 26, 1829, the General Assembly passed the

District Free School Act giving a county or city the option

of converting the charity schools of 1818 into a common

school system for all. This law included the following

provisions:

1) Schools created under the new law would be
directed by the Second Auditor with the title
of "Superintendent of the Literary Fund." The
Board of Directors of the Literary Fund would
include the Governor, Treasurer, and the Second
Auditor.

2) There would be no mandated taxing for schools.
Voluntary contributions would be used to
supplement the Literary Fund Quota.‘°’

3) A per diem payment of four cents per child was
established.*°'

4) Localities had the option of establishing
schools free for all white children as followsz
(a) Each locality would be divided into
districts three to seven square miles with a
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school being built at a convenient location;
(b) Citizens of a district who donated
three-fifths of the total required to build a ·
school would receive the other two—fifths from
their quota of the Literary Fund provided that
the amount spent did not go over ten percent
of the local county quota; (c) County School
Commissioners could give 100 dollars from the
Literary Fund allocation for a teacher's salary
if the community would match it with an equal
amount; (d) Schools were free to all white
children. The County School Commissioners
would appoint one district trustee with two
other trustees elected.*°’

By 1832 only three counties had taken advantage of the

District Free School Act. These western counties were

Washington, Franklin, and Monroe (now West Virginia). As of

1846, only six counties and towns out of a 110 in Virginia

had enacted the district free school plan."°

The reason for the failure of this act both in the

eastern and western part of the state, according to the

Superintendent of the Literary Fund, had to do with taxation.

The Superintendent felt that since the citizens were not

required to have local taxation for the support of schools,

the act would not succeed.**‘ Evidence of this was found in

Franklin County which opted for the law. In districts that

relied heavily upon the Literary Fund, the quota could

provide only about one sixth of the total necessary to run

the schools."2

Another reason for failure had to do with thinly settled

areas. Some counties could not spend their annual quota from
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the Literary Fund because of sparsely settled areas.

Nicholas County commissioners, in a report to the Literary

Fund Board, complained of being unable to spend their quota

due to the fact that "a common convenient site cannot be

found.""3

This problem was especially true for the western

counties of the state. While this section had pushed for

district schools, they lacked the transportation and

neighboring cooperation necessary for building a successful

school system. Maddox stated:

To travel long distances over
wretched roads to a permanent
schoolhouse built in a neighboring
community, granting the site had been
agreed upon, was a prospect to arouse
community jealousies and to deepen the
feeling against taxation of one section
for the support of another."‘

Thus, the District Free School Act failed to arouse the

eastern or western sections of the state toward financing a

common school system. Schooling continued in a two-tier

system for the wealthy and the poor. The middle class

continued to provide an education for their children through

the hit or miss approach.

A common problem for all levels of Virginia's classes

was providing qualified teachers. Finding tutors for the

wealthy and supplying teachers for the charity schools
4

remained a serious problem in post Revolutionary War
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Virginia. This need for quantity and quality focused

attention on the need for teacher education, resulting in the

formation of the Institute of Education in 1831.

The Institute of Education was organized in 1831 as an

attempt to educate teachers by providing them with current

information related to schooling. This need for educating

teachers had been recognized fifty-five years earlier, at the

time of the Revolutionary War, when two-thirds of Virginia's

qualified teachers had returned to England. The Church of

England had provided the pool of teachers. (Out of 91 clergy

in 95 parishes before the Revolutionary War, only 36 clergy

in 36 parishes remained."5) These ministers loyal to the

Crown left Virginia, leaving behind few "qualified" people

to take their places as teachers."‘

Thomas Jefferson recognized that to build an education

system, Virginia needed qualified teachers. He stated:

The mass of education in Virginia
before the Revolution placed her with the
foremost of her sister colonies. Where
is her education now? The little we have

_ is imported, like beggars, from other
- states or we import their beggars to

bestow on us their miserable crumbs."’

Jefferson's low opinion of Virginia's teachers after the

Revolutionary War was shared by others. With the Literary

Fund Act of 1818 calling for teachers for charity schools,
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the demand for quality teachers could not be met. Getting

teachers to travel to a location to teach for four cents per

day per poor child did not attract Virginia's finest. County

commissioners of the Literary Fund reported to the Second

Auditor how the small salary attracted "a low grade of

teacher.""'

This sentiment was expressed in the Bighmgng_Enggi;g;.

The newspaper gave as reasons why, economically, poor men

stayed as teachers and the good left: teaching not

considered reputable for good men; pays too little; too

"laborious"; poor teachers cannot do anything else; and poor

teachers have some "physical misfortune.""’

Another problem in attracting good teachers had to do

with changes in population. As with the failure of the 1829

District Free School Act, sparsely settled areas made it

difficult to find a location for a school and attract

teachers.*Z°

James Brown, superintendent of the Literary Fund,

recognized the problems of procuring teachers. In 1830, he

began to push for better teachers and methods of teaching.

His efforts at trying to get consistency, quality, and

uniformity in teaching were aided by Reverend Dr. Jonathan

P. Cushing who was president of the Presbyterian College

named Hampden-Sidney.‘2‘
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Cushing formed the Institute of Education of

Hampden-Sidney College. The first institute was held on

September 29, 1831. Its purpose was to improve teacher

education. Information gathered on subjects relating to

education was to be distributed to teachers and the general

public. Cushing's Institute of Education was the first

society established in Virginia with the intent of promoting

public schools.‘22

The Institute's desire was to spread common schools

across Virginia with well trained teachers. The Institute

reported that in 1833 there were approximately 33,000

students which were "declared" paupers from 100 counties in

Virginia. Of this total, only 17,081 attended school and

then for only an average of 65 days out of the year.‘23

This scattering of education was discussed by Lucian

Minor, a William and Mary law professor, in 1835 at a meeting

of the Institute of Education. Minor called for universal

education as the only remedy to "enlighten the people" for a

strong government.‘Z‘

Summaxx

Virginia evolved into a two—class society with the .

wealthy plantation owners at the apex and laborers-slaves

making up the second class. Education was provided for

children of the wealthy through tutors, academies, and
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schooling in England. Education for poor children was

provided through Apprenticeship and Poor laws. Some wealthy

landowners established free or poor schools for children to

attend as a philanthropic means to "protect the established

society."‘Z‘ Without a strong middle class in colonial

Virginia, children in this group had few chances for an

education. What education existed was provided through

community or Old Field schools.

By the mid l700's, settlers were migrating from

southeastern Pennsylvania and western Europe into the

backcountry of Maryland, Virginia, Carolinas, and Georgia.

These settlers held different religious, social, and

political views from their English, tidewater neighbors. The

rising middle class group of southern plain folk viewed

education as a right for the landless man as well as that of

the planter's child.

Attempts were made to establish universal education in

Virginia in the late 1700's and early 16oo's. Schools had

to be built with the necessary funding to keep them in

operation. Before teachers and schools would become a

consistent reality, sectional differences needed to be

remedied. This meant finding solutions to transportation,

taxation, and equitable representation in the General

Assembly. Solutions would be difficult with two·centuries

of entrenched religious, economic, social, and political
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upper—1ower class differences. An emerging middle class had

begun to work with some of the upper class aristocrats such

as Mercer to start the political machinery necessary for a

common school system. But without a financial base, these

attempts had gained little in producing quality teachers and

district schools.

By the time of the formation of Floyd County in 1831,

Virginia's quasi-system of education revolved around charity

schools, hit or miss community schools, some private

academies, tutorial system, and a few colleqes. How Floyd

County fit into this quasi—system of education will be

analyzed in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER II

A QUASI·SY$TEM OF EDUCATION 1831-1870

By 1831, Virginia was divided into two distinct regions,

east and west. These two sections were separated in their

political ambitions by economic, geographic, and cultural

factors. The western portion of the state was located in

mountainous terrain and peopled by southern plain folk.

Floyd County, by its location, was part of this western

province. When the county was formed in 1831, its citizens

shared concerns associated with the western half of the

state, which included providing charity-common schools in

Virginia's quasi-system of education.

-
Floyd County was created from the county of Montgomery

by an act of the General Assembly on January 15, 1831.* The

county was named for the Governor of Virginia, John Floyd,

who held this office from 1830-34.2

The town of Floyd was first known as Jacksonville, named

for Andrew Jackson who was then President of the United

States. Jacksonville was incorporated on March 3, 1858 by

an act of the General Assembly.2 On February 19, 1892,

42
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Jacksonville was incorporated again into boundaries specified

in relation to the courthouse.‘ Jacksonville was changed to

the current name of Floyd by the General Assembly on January

23, 1896.5

Floyd County encompasses an area of 383 square miles5

with an approximate elevation of 2500 feet.7 Some ridges and

peaks are as high as 3200 feet with Buffalo Mountain being

the highest point in the county at 3971 feet.5 From the

csmss this i¤f¤rmati¤¤
concerning the elevation of Floyd County:

Floyd County is a plateau which
stands with its uplands somewhat over
1000 feet above the general surface of
the Piedmont to the southeast and
somewhat less than 1000 feet above the
surface of the limestone valley to the
northwest. On the northwest and on the
southeast borders and within the county
there are ridges and peaks which rise to
the height of 3000 to 3200 feet.’

Floyd County is bordered on the north by the counties

of Montgomery and Roanoke, on the west by Pulaski and

Carroll, on the east by Franklin, and on the south by

Patrick.‘° The 1835 Virginia Qgzgttegr described Floyd

County's main water source as that of Little River with

subbranches known as South, Middle, and West Forks. Around

these water sources are "the most fertile and extensive

meadows in the county."" Further information from the
I

Gazgttggr depicts Floyd County as being part of the Allegheny
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and Blue Ridge mountains. Due to the rugged terrain, some

land cannot be cultivated but lends itself to grazing

instead.*3

To this western mountainous county came John Otto's

southern plain folk. These early settlers arrived in the New

River Valley around 1745.*3

Mary and F. B. Kegley in their book Eg;ly_Agygg;g;g;g

described the pioneer families as

follows:

Their cultural heritage--Swiss,
German, English, Scotch-Irish was
transported with them. Their knowledge,
skills, education, and religion-—each
unique in its own origins and
applications--become Americanized and
melded in many cases beyond
recognition...Their migration to the
mountains demanded modifications and the
times required change, and they were able
to meet the challenge.*‘

The early settlers in Floyd County had an interest in

education. In 1813 (while Floyd County was still part of

Montgomery County) schooling was known to exist. This was

noted in the records of the Zion Lutheran Church in Floyd.
C

The Zion Lutheran Church was organized as a German

congregation. The first building used for church purposes

was a "little log school—house" which was built prior to

1813.*3

The early settlers or southern plain folk in Floyd were

mainly small farmers. The average size farm for persons
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known to be living in Floyd County in 1831 approximated 282

acres.*‘ Slaves represented a very small portion of the

population in Floyd compared to the state total. In 1830,

blacks comprised 42.7 percent of the total population in

Virginia.*’ For the newly formed Floyd County in 1831, 62

men and women were listed as owning 139 slaves over the age

of twe1ve.*'

Some of the crops produced by these small farmers in the

1830's were wheat, buckwheat, oats, and rye. Livestock

raised for market included horses, hogs, and sheep. The town

of Jacksonville offered the only businesses available to the

farmers. In 1835 there were "2 mercantile stores, 1 house

of public entertainment, 1 tan yard, 1 saddler, 1 blacksmith

shop, and a post office."*’ One doctor served the entire

county.2°

Taxes for Floyd Countians in 1833 totaled $294.46. For

1834 taxes were as follows:

on lots, $11 54-—on land, $171
56--151 slaves, $37 75--1191 horses, $71
46--6 studs, $27 00--1 coach, $2 00--5
carryalls, $5 00. Total, $316 31.2*

Farming and starting businesses were not the only

concerns in the early 1830's for Floyd Countians. Education

represented another interest. In 1832, $105.52 was expended

in educating poor children under Floyd County's share of the

Literary Fund quota. By 1833, this figure had risen to
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$544.50.22 The Literary Fund quota was based upon the free

white population of each county. It was up to the school

commissioners of each county to see that the money was

properly spent in educating the poor.22

School Commissioners played a crucial role in the

establishment and maintenance of charity schools. These men

had absolute authority over the selection of poor students,

controlling how their Literary Fund quota would be used.

Commissioners were appointed by the Court of Justices, which

was a governing body similar to the present day Board of

Supervisors.2‘ One of the first tasks for Justices of the

newly formed Floyd County was selecting school commissioners.

In October 1831, the Justices appointed five prominent Floyd

Countains to serve as school commissioners:2’

James Litrell——He owned 119 acres
and two slaves. He ran a 'House of
Private Entertainment' in Floyd.2‘ '

Daniel Shelor--His father, Daniel
Shelor (1750-1847) served in the
Revolutionary War and the War of 1812.
He owned 1000 acres in Floyd County and
operated the first iron furnace in .
Southwest Virginia.27

Archelaus Hylton—-He owned 2,711
acres and two slaves.2° ·
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Ira Howard--He owned 138 acres and
was a merchant. Later he became a
trustee of the Jacksonville Male
Academy.33 ·

Robert Kent——He kept on ordinary
(tavern) in the Town of Jacksonville.
He was one of five heirs of land
containing 1035 acres. Kent granted his
interest in the land to John Headen in
1834.3* He was appointed postmaster in
Jacksonville in 1834.3*

Ruby B. West in writing about the history of the Floyd

County schools said of these five men that "under these

gentlemen, the system of public, or free schools for the

county was begun."33 Some of the duties of these trustees

included:

--Making financial reports to the
Second Auditor

-—Dividing the county into
districts with a trustee per district

--Determining the eligibility of
poor children and deciding upon the ages
for which children could attend school
along with the proportion of boys and
girls

——Setting the rate of tuition not
to exceed four cents per diem each day a
poor child attended school

-—Limiting the purchase of books to
five percent of what each commissioner
may use from his quota33

Attendance of poor children was a major responsibility

of the school commissioners. The Second Auditor of the

Literary Fund suggested to the commissioners that the
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declared paupers attend school for at least six months. The

Auditor further suggested that for economic reasons, children

who lived long distances from a school, which could cause

their attendance to be spotty, should not be allowed to enter

school. Further, commissioners should select the oldest

child in the family for schooling in order to gauge

consistency in attendance. This, the Second Auditor

believed, would set the tone for judging whether younger

members of a family should be allowed to attend at a later

date. Two years of instruction were felt adequate for these

older children. The Auditor pointed out that with the

Literary Fund usually providing tuition for only one fourth

of a county, allowing only the oldest child per family to

enter school would make for better use of the money

allotted.3‘ (In 1828-29, of the 26,690 children declared

eligible for schooling, only 12,642 could be provided for due

to lack of funds.)35

School Commissioners were also encouraged to visit

schools. They were to examine the "qualifications and

attention of the teachers, their mode of instruction, and the

regular attendance, behaviour [sic], and improvement of the

children."3‘

Housing poor children in schools posed another problem

for school commissioners. The Literary Fund quota did not

provide money for the building of schools.3”' The Act of 1818
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provided no regulations for school houses, teachers, or

pupils.3° The only way money could be directly allotted from -

the Literary Fund towards a building program was through the

District Free School Act of 1829 that allowed for two—fifths

of a county's quota to be used for erecting a school if the

other three-fifths of the money needed was raised by the

community. Under this plan, schooling would be available to

all children.3° Yet few counties took advantage of the law

due to a scattered population, lack of mandated taxation,

stigma of being poor, and the Literary Fund quotas that were

too low to cover all needs.‘° Thus, the only real means that

commissioners had of funding schools for indigent children

represented pay schools. This worked in two ways. First,

in communities that had already built schools and hired

teachers on their own, poor children could attend on the

tuition rate of four cents per day." The second method

concerned communities that wished to start schools. After

determining the number of available pay scholars, a community

could petition the local school commissioner to furnish poor

children as the quota allowed to make up any deficit in

building a school and hiring a teacher.‘Z However, in some

cases, teachers did not want to accept the pauper children

at the low pay of four cents per day.‘3 This posed additional

concerns for the commissioners.
‘
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One final means of providing schools for poor children

had to do with voluntary contributions. Norfolk in 1855

raised $1800 to build a school house." An example of a

voluntary contribution in Floyd County for schools was found

in the court records for 1843. A land transaction dated

April 27, 1843 included the following information:

Issac Moor, Clark Hungate & Joel
Sowers grant, make and convey to the
President & directors of the Literary
Fund...in conformity with the District
School law for poor schools in that case
made and provided on the __ day of __ by
the Legislature of Virginia,...a certain
piece or parcel of land being and lying
in Floyd County and near the centre [sic]
of the School district No. 1 and
containing one acre one rood and 32 poles
and bounded as follows...for the benefit
& use of schools in school district No.__ in the said county. (The blanks in
this quote are in the original deed.)‘5

Dr. George Milton Wells attended the community school

built on the land donated by Issac Moore, Clark Hungate, and

Joel Sowers. Dr. Wells stated that prior to the Civil War a

common school education in Floyd County could only be

provided by the cooperation of communities. Citizens of

school age children would work together to provide

schoolhouses and teachers. Dr. Wells described the building

of Moore Schoolhouse, named for Issac Moore, as follows:

A subscription was circulated; A
patrons assembled; trees felled; logs
hewn; other materials assembled, as
donated, and a 'House·raising Bee' soon

_ saw the schoolhouse ready for occupancy.
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Such schoolhouses were used for
religious worship and other meetings in
the neighborhood."

Thus the first Floyd County School commissioners had to

solicit not only community support for building schools, but

had to decide upon eligibility for attendance, qualifications

for teachers, instruction, and student improvement. These

men had to make judicious use of their Literary Fund quota

in order to pay teachers and educate the poor. The product

of their work represented the charity-common school system

in Floyd County.

In antebellum Virginia, charity-common schools

represented a quasi-system of education. It took community

support to build and maintain schools with the state

providing limited funds for educating the poor. Records on

the number of poor children that attended schools were kept

by the school commissioners. They did not keep data on the

number of pay students as their responsibility rested with

educating the poor. Thus, Table 2.1 on the following page

reflects only those percentages based on children identified

aslpoor.

The number of charity-common schools, student

enrollment, attendance, amount paid per child, and quota of

the Literary Fund for Floyd County continually fluctuated.
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This fluctuation for Floyd County from 1831 to 1859 can be

I

seen from Table 2.1.

Reasons for variance in schools, attendance, and poor

children sent to school in Floyd County centered on four

causes. The first reason had to do with the school

commissioners. The commissioners had the responsibility to

promote schooling. The time and effort put forth by the

commissioners went without economic rewards. The Second

Auditor, Brown, reported in 1853 that without pay for school

commissioners, their reports and duties were at times poorly

performed." The commissioners may in some cases have viewed

their task as a burden rather than as a position of honor.

This issue was discussed in the 1832 Second Auditor's report.

Brown argued that the role of a school commissioner should

be viewed with honor instead of as "an oppressive grievance"

as many felt it was.‘°

With no pay and responsibilities that appeared to be

viewed as burdens, the turnover rate for commissioners was

high. This kept districts from building up schools and

identifying the number of poor on a consistent basis. This

point was made by the Floyd school commissioners in their

report to the Second Auditor in 1834. Their report included .

the following comment:

The school commissioners appointed
by the court in this county, know but
little about the business and therefore _
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they hold the office but a short space
of time, and then resign, which causes
frequent changes in the districts.‘°

The commissioners varied in number from six to nine per

year. Below is a list of Floyd County commissioners and

their years served. (Commissioners for Floyd County were not

listed by name in the Literary Reports until 1843. This was

also true for the year 1856.) Thus, the commissioners named

include those for 1831 and the years 1843-1852, 1855,

1857-1858.
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11 Thomas Banks 1843-49, 1851,
1852, 1855, 1857,
1858

1 W.H. Boyd 1857
12 Henry Bishop 1843-52, 1855,

1857, 1858
8 Harvey Deskins 1847-52, 1855,

. 1857, 1858
(Superintendent beginning in 1849)

1 S.M. Helms 1858
11 John W. Helms 1843-47, 1849-52

1855, 1857, 1858
? Ira Howard 1831-?
8 Joseph Howard 1847-52, 1855

1857, 1858
8 David N. Howell 1847-52, 1855,

1857, 1858
? Archelaus Hylton 1831-?
? Robert Kent 1831-?
4 John Lester Jr. 1847, 1849-52
? James Litrell 1831—?
3 Thomas M'Cabe 1843-1846
3 Issac Moore 1843-1846
5 Lewis Payne 1847, 1849-52,

1855
1 S. Payne 1848
1 Charles B. Reynolds 1843
? Daniel Shelor 1831-?
2 James Simmons 1857, 1858
1 Thomas W. Simmons 1855
1 John Soster (Lester) 1848

12 Valentine Thrash 1843-52, 1855,
1857, 18585°
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Of the above mentioned men, two served for the entire

time period listed. Six served for only one year. .

The second reason for variability in schools,

attendance, and poor children sent to school in Floyd County

had to do with the Literary Fund quota. An example of this

can be found in the 1836-37 school year. Floyd County

dropped from 20 schools and 263 enrolled poor students in

1835 to just 13 schools and 88 pupils in 1836. The reason

given for this by the commissioners had to do with the quota.

More students were enrolled and taught in 1835 than the

current quota could cover. To rectify this problem, the

commissioners deliberately cut back the number of students

to 88 in 1836 to make up for the shortage of funds from the

previous year.’*

The quota that Floyd County received varied. While the

allotment of $45,000 from the Literary Fund was based on the

free white population per county, a surplus in revenue was

added to this. This surplus in revenue came from investments

made with the principal of the Literary Fund. At any given

year this added revenue could vary. An example of this can

be seen in the 1843-44 school year. Floyd County's quota for

1844 totaled $356.98. Of this amount $250.40 was

appropriated from the $45,000 of the Literary Fund. The

remainder, $106.58, came from the surplus revenue available

for the year.52 Under laws enacted by the General Assembly
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in the l830's, the additional surplus was limited to $25,000

per year. This brought the total to $70,000 which could be

used to educate the poor.53 (It changed again in the 1840's

by the General Assembly allowing more than $25,000 in surplus

revenue to be used for education.5‘) Thus, a quota could

vary depending upon the surplus revenue available. The

variance in quota coupled with a turnover in commissioners,

made it difficult to plan for expansion of schools and

students.

In 1855, Floyd County's commissioners identified 927

children as being poor. This was a 46 percent increase over

the number last reported in 1849. Of this 927 total, 68

percent attended school. These students were able to enroll

in school due to another increase in funds. In 1853, the

General Assembly appropriated the entire amount of the

capitation tax (tax upon white population) for the purpose

of free and primary schools.55 This increase allowed the

commissioners to identify and enroll more students. An

example of this can be seen in 1856. Floyd County had 717

students enrolled in school. The quota for that year was

$536.13. The capitation tax allotment amounted to an

additional $402.10 to spend.5‘

Another way the quota affected schooling in Floyd County

concerned the school commissioner's use of the fund. The

maximum rate of tuition for a poor child was four cents per
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day attended. A school commissioner could limit the number

of children enrolled, thereby increasing the amount spent per

child, or decide to enroll as many children as the quota

allowed but with usually a decrease in attendance and money

spent per child.‘7 The variability in student enrollment can

be seen from the chart for the years 1832-1833 for Floyd

County. In 1832, only 33 poor children were actually sent

to school. Thus, allowing the commissioners to be able to

spend $3.20 per child. Due to this high expenditure, Floyd

County exceeded the state average for amount paid for each

poor child, but for only one year. In 1833, the

commissioners sent 128 poor children to school with the same

quota as the previous year. The increase in attendance

dropped the average amount spent per child in Floyd County

to $2.03.

The third rationale for the gains and losses in the

charity-common school system in Floyd County had to do with

the sparse population. The census for 1830 listed less than

11 white persons per square mile in Virginia. The Second

Auditor, J. Brown, estimated that children between the ages

of 5 and 16 represented approximately one-fourth of the total

white population. These small numbers meant, according to

Brown, that Virginia averaged two and three-fourths white

children per square mile.5° The state average of 1830 was

accurate for Floyd County according to the first census
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records available. Floyd County's total population was

4,453.66 By removing the slave population which totaled

173,6° Floyd County averaged 11.3 white persons per square

mile. This sparse population located in a rugged,

mountainous terrain helped to keep the school commissioners

from building up schools across the county. Floyd's

commissioners complained to the Second Auditor in 1836 that

the sparsely settled population kept them from adopting the

district free school plan established in 1829.6* However,

in 1838 the commissioners considered adopting the district

free school plan in parts of the county where the population

density was sufficient to try it. The county would be laid

off into 28 districts.62 By 1840, the commissioners had

given up on the district plan as the people were "somewhat

inimical."66 The reasons for the hostility may have been

similar to Maddox's views on the failure of the district free

plan. He pointed out that with rough roads and long

distances to travel neighboring communities were not friendly

in helping each other build schools.6‘ Another reason for

the lack of cooperation among communities in supporting

neighboring schools may be due to what James T. Lemon in his

book called "liberal

individualism." The early settlers in the backcountry viewed

the frontier as open to conquest. They planned more for

themselves than as communities.66
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The sparse population also affected attendance. Brown

1

noted in his 1837 report that thinly settled populations in

mountainous areas helped to confine school attendance to

approximately three months in portions of Virginia."

Besides the difficulty of getting to school, Brown also

pointed out that attendance was lowered due to poor children

being needed at home for labor."

Floyd County’s thinly settled population in a

mountainous setting helped to keep attendance below the state

average in every year but one. Floyd's attendance was

typical of most of the western portion of the state. The

eastern section of Virginia with milder weather and better

roads kept schools open for the "calendar year.""

The final reason for the fluctuation in numbers for the

years 1831 to 1860 in Floyd County and Virginia had to do with

the charity system itself. The second auditor wrote in his

reports of the continued "low feeling" toward the indigent.

Brown argued that the greatest sin of the poor was their

poverty." The second auditor noted in 1839 that the charity

system was hurt due to "contempt and neglect...from many of

the highly educated portion of our fellow citizens."7° This

attitude toward the declared poor could have affected .

attendance. As Heatwole noted in his book His;g;y_gf

teachers would refuse in many cases

to admit poor children to their classes." . _
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Another problem with the charity system centered on the

definition of poor which was determined by the commissioners

in each locality. Definitions for poor, according to Maddox,

included the following reasons: parents with no property,

parents with property but not enough to support a family,

parents not worth $150.00, parents who could not pay the

tuition charged without hurting the family economically,

orphans, day laborers, widows, and the pauper class which

included parents who were "lazy and intemperate."72 The

commissioners for Floyd County defined poor as "children of

those parents who are so poor as to be unable to educate them,

and orphans having no estate, as coming within the term

';nQiggg;' [italics added].’3 With the numerous definitions

for classifying the poor, a county could increase or decrease

its enrollment. The commissioners made the decision.

Thus, the increases and decreases in the charity-common

school system in Floyd were affected by the Literary Fund

quota, thinly settled population, stigma of being poor, and

the school commissioners. The later group identified the

number of poor, defined the poor, and decided upon how many

could attend school. They received no compensation for the

time and effort put into their work. How successful a

district or county was in building and maintaining schools

depended largely on the diligence of the school'

commissioners. 4
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Other areas of concern besides housing during the

charity-common era centered on teachers and instruction.

Trying to provide teachers and textbooks created additional

problems for school commissioners.

Students attended charity-common schools for short
A

periods of time. While in school, their instruction was

often provided by teachers who had little formal education.

Yet, Virginia's school commissioners, according to Second

Auditor Brown, were required to see that a rudimentary

education was provided to the "destitute class of our

fellow—citizens."" This "destitute class" included both
·

males and females. The 1833 school commissioners of Floyd

County made no distinction between the number of males and

females allowed to enter school.’5 The enrollment appeared

to be evenly divided as shown by the 1836 Literary report.

Of the 88 students enrolled, 45 were males and 43 were

females." This trend continued into 1844. The Floyd
l

commissioners stated in their report to the Second Auditor

that "no preference is given to boys or girls."" °

The ages of poor children attending school varied. In

1833, children attended school in Floyd County between the

ages of seven and fifteen.7° By 1838, this had changed to
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the ages of eight to eighteen." In 1844, the age span ranged

from seven to eighteen.°° .

The poor children in Floyd County attended community

schools with pay students. In their reports, the

commissioners compared the academic progress of poor students

to that of other children. The commissioners believed the

progress to be the same for both groups. This was noted in

the 1843 commissioners' report. They stated that "the

progress of the indigent children is fully equal to that of

other chi1dren."°‘ An example of a pay school in Floyd

County was reported through the WPA Historical Inventory

project in 1937-38. Six citizens of Floyd County discussed

the early history of White Oak Grove Church. They reported

that the log church was built in 1856. This structure was

also used as a school. The six citizens interviewed for the

WPA Historical project commented "there were no free schools

and the teacher was hired or was what was known as a private

teacher or instructor."°2 Amos L. Roop enrolled in the White

Oak Grove school during this period with Andrew Simmons as

his teacher.°3

Obtaining "qua1ified" teachers remained a problem for

the commissioners in Floyd County as well as other school

commissioners throughout Virginia. J. Brown noted the

concern for quality in his 1836 report. He argued the

necessity of hiring a teacher with "good moral character."
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However, it was not necessary for teachers to be proficient

beyehd the ability

te[italicsadded]" To obtain teachers who could "read, write,

and cypher well," Brown suggested that commissioners select

the "most promising children" of either sex enrolled in the

charity-common schools. Brown pointed out that students

attending colleges and seminaries in Virginia were not

inclined to become teachers in the charity schools. The

Second Auditor argued that the main resource left available

for commissioners would have to be from the charity—common

schools. Brown discussed the need for the commissioners to

make agreements with parents of promising students. The

agreement would require the students selected to "superintend

schools in the county for a term of years, on conditions

stipulated at the time."°‘

The teachers in Floyd County appeared to satisfy the

school commissioners in most cases. In their 1837 Literary

report, the commissioners made the following statement:

believed they are as well qualified as
teachers generally are in this part of
the state and their moral characters are
generally good."

This same viewpoint of the Floyd Commissioners continued

in 1845. They reported that teachers were “generally as well
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qualified as could be expected, where their salary is so low

as in this section of country."°7

A well known and "qualified" teacher in Floyd County

during the charity-common school era was Nathaniel Henry

(1790-1851). He was born in Henry County to Patrick and

Dorothea Dandridge Henry. In the early 1820's, he was

operating a school for boys in Leaksville (now Eden), North

Carolina. Nathaniel Henry was known to have a large personal

library. He appears to have moved to Floyd County in the late

1840's. He taught school at Turtle Rock (now Pizarro

community) in Floyd County. When he died in Jacksonville in

September 1851, the B1ghmggg_Enggi;g; included a notice of

his death with the statement that Nathaniel Henry had "great

conversational powers and attractive manners endearing him

to all around."°°

The main purpose of teachers in the charity-common

schools was to instruct children in the basic subject areas

of reading, writing, and arithmetic. The Second Auditor

acknowledged in his 1838 report that providing such

rudimentary subjects for the poor was not the means for a

perfect education. However, he felt this basic education was

better than none for the poor.'°

For at least one school in Floyd County, the basic

education went beyond reading, writing, and arithmetic. Dr.

George Wells recalled the curriculum taught during his tenure
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as a student in a community school (with a Mr. Payne as

teacher) as including "English Grammar, Natural Philosophy,

Bookkeeping, Surveying, Geography, and other courses of

study."’° Penmanship was also considered a vital component

of a student's education. Dr. Wells stated that a teacher

who could make a good quill-pen was excused from any

weaknesses displayed in the classroom.°*

Whatever subjects may have been taught in the

charity-common schools, textbooks played a role. Brown cited

the lack of textbooks in schools as a major problem. He

discussed this concern in his 1836 report. The second

Auditor stated:

The inadequate supply of school
books and stationery is a serious
obstacle to the improvement of the
children in their studies; for unless
their parents or friends have the means
of making up the deficiency, it is plain
either that numbers of the children must
remain at home for want of books, or if
they attend the schools, that they must
depend upon borrowing from their
schoolmates.’Z

Brown argued that commissioners were not prudent in

spending the five percent of their quota allowed for

textbooks. He chided Virginia's commissioners for buying

books retail instead of wholesale.’3 Textbooks in use in

Floyd County in 1834 included arithmetic and Webster's

Spelling." ·
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With the Literary Fund providing instruction and
U

teachers for only a portion of Virginia's declared poor, a

renewed effort was made in the 1840's for universal

education. Three separate education conventions were held

across the state for the purpose of promoting universal

schooling.When

in 1835 Lucian Minor, William and Mary law

professor, called for universal education as the only remedy

to "enlighten the people,"" he echoed a theme that was to

crest in the l840's. The 1840 census helped to spur this

renewed interest in a state school system. In 1840, the

school population (between the ages of 5 and 20) for the East

was 134,052 and for the West totaled 142,621. Even though

the West had more school population, the East had 323

academies and 978 common schools compared to just 59

academies and 583 common schools for the West. Along with

the discrepancies in the number of schools between East and

West, the 1840 Census also reported Virginia's illiteracy

rate to be approximately one in thirteen.°‘ The disparity

in schools between East and West and the high illiteracy rate .

renewed debates in the General Assembly over education and

representation. ”Newspapers such as the Bighmgng_Eggg;;g; and

magazines such as supported
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the push for the establishment of common schools. Out of

this effort came three common school conventions across the

state in l841."

The first school convention was held in Clarksburg (now

West Virginia) on September 9, 1841. Representatives to this

convention included some of western Virginia's most capable

men." Henry Ruffner, President of Washington College and

father of William Henry Ruffner, presented his plan entitled

"A Plan for the Improvement of the Common Schools in

Virginia." Ruffner's plan included a district school system

free to all white children to be supported by a tax on

property."

The second convention was held on October 26, 1841 in

Lexington, Virginia under the auspices of Washington College.

The convention's delegates from the counties of Augusta,

Botetourt, Bath, and Rockbridge adopted the Ruffner Plan for

District Schools first submitted at Clarksburg.‘°° Ruffner's

plan was given wide publicity by the press. Besides a

district free school system supported by a school tax and the

Literary Fund, Ruffner's plan included a State Board of

Education, county superintendents, and normal schools for

teacher preparation.‘°‘ The alumni of Hampden-Sydney College

(a Presbyterian school founded on principles of religious,

political, and intellectual liberty) promoted Ruffner's

proposal in the hopes of gathering support from the eastern
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section of the state. Delegates representing fourteen

counties and the cities of Williamsburg, Petersburg,

Lynchburg, and Fredericksburg attended the convention held

in Richmond on December 9, 1841. James M. Garnett, an

advocate of education for women and of universal education,

acted as president of the convention. The report prepared

by the delegates under Garnett's leadership to the General

Assembly pointed out that in forty counties in Virginia less

than one half of the poor children attended school. A plan

for small, permanent school districts to be funded by a

property tax was proposed to the legislature. The school

bill drawn up in this state convention passed the House of

Delegates, but failed in the Senate. The eastern

aristocrats, according to Dabney, had "defeated the schools

again."‘°2

While the momentum from the Clarksburg, Lexington, and

state convention in Richmond was temporarily halted, the

effort for universal schooling continued. A second state

educational convention in Richmond convened on December 18,

1845 with the eastern aristocrats in control. Under their

influence, the majority report declared that each county

should select a school system based on what the majority of

the people wanted. The present pauper system funded through

the Literary quota was defended as "the only system that is
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suited to the present finances and public temper of the

Commonwealth."‘°3 .

The western section of the state dissented from the

eastern viewpoint through a minority report. In the report,

a district school plan supported by local taxation was

proposed. The General Assembly rejected the minority report

in 1846.*°‘

To placate the different sections of the state, the

majority and minority reports were enacted into permissive

statutes by the General Assembly. These statutes were the

Twin Acts of March 5, 1846 and the Special Act of February

25, 1846.‘°5

The Twin Acts of March 5, 1846 comprised both the

majority and minority reports out of the second state

convention. The first act entitled "The Act to Amend the

Present Primary System" represented the majority report and

was largely obligatory.‘°‘ This act applied to whatever type

of primary system already existed in each locality. The act

stipulated that the commissioners from each school district

would comprise a county school board.‘°’ The board would

elect a superintendent of schools for the county on a yearly

basis. His salary would consist of five percent'of the

school quota.*°° I
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Floyd County's first school superintendent under this

act was Harvey Deskins. He was first listed as a

superintendent in the Literary Fund reports beginning in

l849.‘°’ Court records for 1850 include the following school

report:

Harvey Deskins was on the 17th day
of October by the board of School
Commissioners in and for the County of
Floyd appointed Superintendent of
schools for said county for the year
commencing the lst of January l851."’

Harvey Deskins was a native of Tazewell County,

Virginia. After moving to Floyd County (date unknown),

Deskins in 1832 was appointed postmaster. In 1833, he was

granted a tavern license and elected to the Court of

Justices. Deskins built a two-story frame house with a store

next to it in the town of Jacksonville. Besides operating a

store, Deskins was a land speculator and slave owner. He was

elected to the General Assembly, serving several terms

(nonconsecutive) between 1836 and 1850. He voted in the

affirmative as a member of the Convention in 1860-61 to

decide the issue of secession for Virginia. Prior to the

Civil War, Deskins was considered a leading and influential

citizen in Jacksonville. After the war, money was devalued

and Deskins was apparently over extended in his land

speculations causing him to lose.his property and take
‘

several people down to ruin.“‘
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The second of the twin acts entitled "An Act for the

Establishment of a District Public System" represented the

minority report. This act was optional in that it was left

up to each locality to accept or reject. The main provision

in the act stipulated that all white children receive an

education free of charge."2

The Special Act of February 1846 provided that district

free school systems be established in those counties which

had declared through voluntary petitions for "a favorable

attitude toward local taxation for education.""3 The few

counties that at first supported the Special Act withdrew

their enthusiasm after figuring the cost involved for free

schools."‘

These three acts left Virginia with a mixture of school

systems. Brown in his 1847 report complained of the

inconvenience in trying to prepare a comprehensive general

report for the legislature because of the different types of

school systems in operation. He argued for the need to

_ maintain one general law to cover all district schools."‘

Attempts were made again in the l850's for a state supported

school system in order to rid Virginia of this menagerie.

Governor Henry Wise through the state conventions held in

Richmond in 1856 and 1857 argued that 'schools should not be

a state charity, but the chief element of the freedom of the

state'.
‘*‘

The pleas of Governor Wise went unheeded in the
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General Assembly. With the start of the Civil War, the

primary system of schools ceased to exist due to the Literary

Fund being used for military purposes.*‘7 Thus, Virginia's

quasi—system of schools begun after the establishment of the

Literary Fund in 1810 ended in 1861 without settling the

issue of universal education.

The charity-common schools in Virginia represented one

source of education for some children. Other forms of

education existed in antebellum Virginia. Private schools

gave children whose parents could afford the tuition, the

opportunity for an education. For citizens of Floyd County,

private schools were available.

Floyd County was known to have three private secondary

schools during this time period. Two of the schools were for

women and one for men.

The Jacksonville Male

Academy was incorporated on February 28, 1846.‘*° The deed

and "laying of the cornerstone with Masonic rites" took place

in l847.*‘° However, according to the September 15, 1845

issue of the the Academy had commenced in

1845 "with every prospect of success."‘2° Trustees for the

Academy listed on the November 16, 1847 deed included:
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Harvey Deskins (also a school commissioner and superintendent
T

under the Literary System), David Kitterman, Thomas McCabe

(school commissioner from 1843-1846 under the Literary

System), Tazewell Headen, Samuel Dobyns, Major Howard,

Manasseh Tice, Asa L. Howard, Samuel A.J. Evans, J.M.

Zentmeyer, Alvin Graham, Fleming W. Lester, James B. Headen,

Ira Howard (school commissioner in 1831 under the Literary

System), and Jackson Godby.‘Z‘

On March 15, 1849 the General Assembly was petitioned

to change the name of the Academy to that of the Floyd

Institute. The trustees of the school were authorized to

hold property worth 50,000 dol1ars.‘22 While the name for

the school was officially the Floyd Institute, it was known

under a variety of names which included: Jacksonville

Academy, Jacksonville Male Academy, Floyd Academy, and the

Old Brick Academy.‘23

The Academy was constructed by Henry Dillon who was

known as a master builder, later building the Jacksonville

Presbyterian Church in 1850 and the courthouse. The Academy

was a two story brick building having two rooms downstairs

with fireplaces in each and two rooms upstairs.‘2‘ Classes

were conducted on the first floor.‘Z‘ The second floor was _

used by such groups as the Sons of Temperance in 1853.*26

The Jacksonville Male Academy does not appear to have

been formally affiliated with any church denomination._ The
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trustees represented a variety of church denominations

including Presbyterian, Lutheran, Methodist, and Old

Baptist.‘2’ The first principal of the Academy was William

T. Gannaway, a native of Wythe County and a graduate of Emory

and Henry College (Methodist sponsored). Other teachers

during the Academy years included: Reverend A. Poe Boude

(Methodist minister), Mr. John C. Rogers, Reverend Abram

Hogan (Methodist Minister), Reverend J.D. Shirey (Lutheran),

Dr. Andrew Hoback, Reverend J.P. Obenshain (Lutheran), and

Reverend Benjamin W.S. Bishop who was a "noted pastor of the

Methodist Church."‘2' Besides ministers serving as teachers,

the Methodist Church held Sunday School in the Academy for a

period of years.‘2°

The Jacksonville Male Academy served young men from

Floyd and the surrounding counties. Some of those attending

from outside of Floyd County included:

J.E.B. Stuart of Patrick County--later served as cavalry
general in the Confederate Army

John Stuart of Patrick County--brother of J.E.B. Stuart
and a medical doctor

John Staples of Patrick County
Elijah D. Via of Patrick County
Taliaferros of Franklin County
Penns of Henry County
Swansons of Pittsylvania County
Tompkinses of Bedford

Students of William Gannaway from Floyd County included:

Samuel Scott ,
Dr. Callehill M. Stigleman (first school superintendent

of Floyd County under the state system of education)
Colonel Joseph Howard .
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_ Giles Cannaday
John Tredwell Cannaday
Erasmus Graham
Cornelius W. Wickham
Abraham Hogan (later a teacher at the Academy
Dr. Andrew J. Hoback (later a teacher at the Academy)*3°

Male students attending the Academy received a classical

education. A former student, Dr. George Milton Wells, said

this of his training at the Academy:

At the time I entered Jacksonville
Academy it was patronized by a large
class of young men from Floyd and
adjacent counties. The principal was a
college—bred man, of fine personal and
literary accomplishments, who introduced
better methods and more advanced
training than had been previously
enjoyed.*3*

The advanced training at the Academy as advertised in

the September 8, 1845 issue of the Ei¤gas;le_Qgmgg;a;

included the following subjects and fees:

Boarding may be had here in the most
respectable families at the rate of five
dollars per month, and the prices of
tuition are as follows for the term of
five months:
Spelling, Reading, Writing, Arithmetic, y
Grammar & Geography, $5 00. 2
Natural Philosophy, Chemistry, ·

”“

Surveying, Algebra and lessons in
Elocution, $5 OO.
Instruction in the higher branches of
English Literature and in the Latin and
Greek languages, $12 00.*32

This classical education offered by the Jacksonville

Male Academy was similar to other academies in Virginia.

H<==a<=w¤l¤ in his b¤¤k
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described a typical academy’s course offerings in Virginia

as that of the classics, higher mathematics, and sciences. .

From 1800 to 1860 the General Assembly incorporated

approximately 250 academies in Virginia.‘33

In 1871 the Academy ceased to operate as a private

secondary school and was used instead for public school

purposes. (The state public school system began in 1870).

Minutes from the Jacksonville Public School District for 1871

list a public graded school being kept in both the

Jacksonville Male and Female Academies.*3‘

ggg3§ggyi11g_Egmg1g_Aggdemy‘ The Jacksonville Female

Academy was incorporated in 1856 by the General Assembly.‘35

The Academy was located in "The School House" on lot number

one on the northside of Back street in Jacksonville. This

schoolhouse existed as early as 1842 and was designated as

the Female Academy in 1856.*36

In a 1951 E1gyd_£;gg§ article, Miss Jessie Peterman

discussed the childhood of her mother, Virginia Williams

Peterman, who had attended the Female Academy prior to the

Civil War. Mrs. Peterman recalled that the school had one

large room with a stove in the center and a large fireplace

at one end. Her classmates included: Gay Godbey, Bess

Kirby, Sue Lester, Josephine Howell, Eliza Lesueur, Emma,

Sallie and Nan Shelor, Alice and Julia Godbey, Lou Howell,
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Octavia Simmons, Lucy, Mollie and Amanda Wygal, Mary and

Ellen Phlegar, Berta Kirby, Laura Zentymeyer, Julia

Kitterman, Laura Howard, Lizzie Howard, and Sarah Tuggle.*3’

Dr. Amos Wood in his

book£ggple_and_Zlaggsnamed some of the early teachers at the

Female Academy as follows: Miss Lizzie Ligon of Lynchburg,

Miss Emma Poston, Miss Della Huff of Lynchburg, and Mrs.

Nancy Rogers (her husband taught at the Male Academy). A

Lutheran minister, William Wier (Weir) served as pastor and

teacher from 1863 to 1867. Dr. Wood said of Reverend Wier:

"He would hold the final examination in the Presbyterian

Church during the day and the commencement exercises at

night——each pupil bring a tallow candle for lighting the

church..."‘3°

The Jacksonville Female and Male Academies were located

close to each other. The Male Academy was located on what

is now North Locust Street.‘3’ The Female Academy was

located on what is now Oxford Street at the back of Gardner's

Funeral Home."°

Both the Male and Female Academies were still in

existence at the time of the 1870 Floyd County Census. Under

the heading "Colleges, Academies, and Schools," two academies

were listed, one being for males and the other for females.

One teacher was listed for each academy with the Male Academy

having 20 students and the Female Academy enrolling 15
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pupils. Income to operate the two schools including tuition

totaled $800.00.*** The designation for both academies

changed from private to public graded schools in 1871 and the

formation of the state public school system. Minutes from

the Jacksonville School District for 1871 recorded a public

graded school being kept in both academies."2 Miss Annie

Maria Smith taught in the public graded school held in the

Female Academy in 1871-1872. She was the first woman who

taught in the public schools in Jacksonville and was

considered the "most popular teacher who ever taught in the

old Female Academy.""3 In 1872 the Jacksonville Male

Academy was made coeducational for public school purposes

with the Female Academy being abandoned as a school.‘*‘

Ellgn_Q*_§;giggg_§ghgg1‘ In the 1872 Virginia School

Report, a private high school for women was cited. The

principal-teacher was Ellen C. Stairs (Stairs is a misprint

for Staicos-see footnote)."5 The Staicos school was

incorporated in 1868. Ten young women were enrolled for a

session of ten months. The students' fees each month

included: board—ten dollars, tuition-two dollars, and

incidental charges-one dollar for a total of $130.00 during

the scholastic year. The date for the closing session of

school was given as June 29."‘ This school also went under

the name Jacksonville Female Institute. The Institute
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operated from approximately 1870 to the mid 1880's. Ellen

C. Staicos and her sisters, Annie Maria and Sarah Smith were

all involved in running the Institute (see Chapter V).

While the Jacksonville Female Institute and Jacksonville

Male and Female Academies provided secondary education for

some students, primary schooling had become almost non

existent due to the Civil War. At the start of the Civil War,
6

one out of seven whites in Floyd County over the age of 20

could not read or write."’ For the state, 74,055 whites over

the age of 20 were illiterate,"° representing nearly 22

percent of the white population.‘*° With the conclusion of

the Civil War, efforts were renewed to begin a state school

system in hopes of reducing illiteracy by offering education

to all children, black and white. The renewed effort for

education culminated in the Underwood Constitution.

The period of reconstruction was a time of change for

Virginians. The state became Military District Number One
Q

under the Union General John M. Schofield.‘5° Under orders

from Congress, Schofield was to call for a convention to
'

write a new constitution for Virginia. The constitutional

convention (1867-68) was presided over by John Curtiss

Underwood. A native New Yorker, Underwood had moved to

Virginia several years before the Civil War. 4He was the
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federal district judge for eastern Virginia having been named
·

to this position by Abraham Lincoln. Underwood presided over

a constitutional convention that contained 33 conservatives

and 72 radical Republicans, of which 25 were black."‘ The

majority of the white radicals were northerners having come

to Virginia with the Union Army.‘52 Underwood and his

radical allies helped to formulate the new Virginia

constitution.

During the constitutional convention, a proposal was

made for racially mixed schools. Dr. Barnas Sears,

representative of the Peabody Board and spokesman for a group

of Virginians opposing racially mixed schools, worked to

defeat the clause.‘53 Dr. Sears had found on his tour of the

South in 1867-68 a fear of federal interference to force

integration.‘5‘

With the racially mixed school clause defeated at the

convention, a push for a separate statewide system of

schooling for blacks and whites was proposed.‘5‘ John Barbee

Minor, a law professor at the University of Virginia, rallied

new support for the old theme of universal education. Minor

believed that education was the duty of the state. He used

the Virginia Education Association, organized by the

President of Hampden-Sydney College in 1863, as a vehicle to

focus attention on the issue of a state supported public

education system. Through the efforts of Minor and other
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supporters of education, such as Robert E. Lee of Washington

College, the delegates at the Underwood Convention included

a clause in the constitution for universal education.*** The

main thrust of the clause stipulated that the Underwood

Constitution could never be so amended as to deprive

Virginians of free public education. Further, a "uniform

system of public free schools" had to be in all the counties

by 1876.**7 Through the use of the word "uniform" in the new

state constitution conservatives and other interested groups

were able to keep schools separate for blacks and whites.**°

Though universal education was now mandated by the state

constitution, serious opposition remained. Two reasons were

cited by Dabney. The first dealt with finances. Virginia

had been devastated by the war. With a huge debt to repay,

there was concern expressed as to how a state school system

could be financed. The second point centered on the

aristocratic-conservative element still in control of the

General Assembly. Long accustomed to educating their own

children and providing rudimentary education for the poor

whites, they saw universal education as a "social menace" to

their established way of life. A public free education

system was equated with the charity-common schools during the

Literary Fund era.**’ This conservative attitude in a

poverty stricken state faced the first state superintendent

of public instruction, William Henry Ruffner._ The General
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Assembly elected Ruffner in March 1870. Ruffner, son of

Henry Ruffner, had to report within thirty days to the

General Assembly a plan for a statewide system of schools."°

Before Ruffner's plan could take effect, he needed to gain

some measure of support from the conservatives. John Minor,

in a letter to Ruffner in May 1870, gave him the following

advice to use with the conservatives in gaining support for

his education plan:"‘

1. That failure to proceed with the system
devised, would probably provoke further
humiliations from the wicked people who control
our fortunes ....

2. That such default would go far to secure the
passage of a free school bill by Congress for
the 'delinquent states' from which my soul
recoils with unexpressible loathing.

3. That it would afford a rallying point and cry
which would weld the colored vote inseparably
into one,...whilst it would cool no small
portion of the white vote....The conservatives
cannot afford the deadly risk of arraying
themselves in opposition, really or seemingly,
to popular education.

This fear of federal interference, black power and
”

rising lower—middle class white power forced the wealthy

conservatives in Virginia to support Ruffner's education

plan. While still opposing public schooling, they liked even

less the notion that Congress, aided by radicals and Negroes,

would set up a system for them if they did not. Due to this

perceived pressure, Ruffner submitted his education plan to
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the General Assembly. Under the new system (which was

similar to Henry Ruffner's plan in 1841), public schools .

would be controlled "by a state board of education, a state

superintendent of public instruction, division

superintendents of schools, and district trustees.""2 The

State Board of Education would include the governor, attorney

general, and the state superintendent. This board with the

concurrence of the senate would appoint the local county and

city superintendents. The superintendents would be paid

primarily from the Literary Fund. Three trustees per school

district would be appointed. Each county would be divided

into districts to correspond with the magisterial districts.

Each district would be subdivided into local districts of not

less than 100 persons. The county would still be recognized

as the unit of government with the local districts being the

subcomponents. Teachers would be hired by district trustees

and certified by the county superintendent. Funding under

the new state system called for an annual tax on property of

the state for not less than one mill (tenth part of a cent)

nor more than five mills on the dollar. The Literary Fund,

redirected to the war effort, would be used again for school

purpo=es. A capitation tax of one dollar which originated

in 1851 was added back to the Underwood Constitution for all

men over the age of 21 in support of public education. Local
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districts could tax themselves for educational purposes not

to exceed five mills per dollar.*66

Ratification of the new state constitution coupled with

the ratification of the Fourteenth and Fifteenth amendments

to the U.S. Constitution brought Virginia back into the Union

in 1870.*6* The approval of the constitution did not mean

easy acceptance of the state school system. The General

Assembly was still controlled by conservatives. Allen Moger

in his book Yigg1gig_Bgg;bgnism_;g_By;g discussed this

conservative power by stating "Virginians would live under

the 'reconstruction constitution' which had been framed by

radicals for a political democracy, but Conservatives would

control its application and determine state policies."*66

Summary p
At the start of the Civil War, Virginia's public

education system revolved primarily around the pauper system.

School commissioners in each county decided upon eligibility

for attendance, qualifications for teachers, instruction, and

student improvement without receiving compensation. They

played a key role in determining the success or failure in

establishing and maintaining schools built with community

support that included poor children. In trying to establish

and maintain schools, commissioners faced problems which

included: inadequate fundinq, stiqma associated with being
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indigent, parents needing children at home for labor, sparse

populations, and obtaining teachers.

This quasi—system of education left Virginians with few

alternatives for schooling. Among the few alternatives were

private schools, providing that parents could afford the

tuition. For Floyd County, three private schools were

available. These schools affected education on an economic,

cultural, and geographic basis. The Male and Female

Academies had close ties with the churches in Jacksonville.

Both academies had ministers as teachers and principals.

With all three schools located in the town of Jacksonville,

students for economic and geographic reasons had a better

opportunity to receive courses in higher learning that may

otherwise not have been feasible for them. Another economic

factor was the attraction of students from outside of the

county to the Male Academy which helped to bring in added

revenue.

The charity-common system and private schooling remained

Virginia's major sources of education until the Civil War.

After the war, the old issue of universal education again

received attention, but with a new twist. Northern radical

Republican delegates, who controlled the Underwood

Constitutional Convention due to their majority, called for

racially mixed schools. Dr. Barnas Sears of the'Peabody

Board helped to block this proposal, arguing that federal
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interference to enforce mixed schools would defeat universal

education in the South. Instead, a clause was adopted for

universal education under the guidance of John Minor and

other members of the Virginia Education Association. They ‘

were able to propose separate schooling for blacks and whites

through the word "uniform" in the new law.

Conservatives, still in control of the General Assembly,

resisted the mandate for universal education. Their culture,

tied to the English upper—lower class society, saw universal

education as a social menace to their established way of

life. Economically, they saw no reason to tax themselves for

a system they did not want to patronize. They were concerned

that with Virginia being in debt 45,000,000 dollars‘6‘ a

state school system would add a further financial burden.

William Henry Ruffner, as the first state

superintendent, pointed out to the conservative element that

failure to adopt universal education would provide a rallying

point for blacks, radicals, and lower—middle class whites.

Refusal to accept the constitutional mandate would give

Congress the excuse to create a system of their choosing.

By this argument, Ruffner with the help of John Barbee Minor

was able to persuade the conservatives to accept his plan for

universal education.

In 1870, Virginia began a system of public education

that had first been voiced by Thomas Jefferson in 1779 and
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again by Charles Fenton Mercer in 1818. Economic, cultural,

and geographic differences between eastern and western

portions of the state had helped to defeat universal

education prior to the Civil War, forcing a quasi-system of

education to be in effect. Political reasons after the war

had finally forced the governing powers of Virginia to accept

state supported education in Virginia. However, as Allen

M¤q¢r pviuted ¤ut

inconservativeswould control the application for the mandate

of public education. How the conservatives controlled its

application would affect not only the state system but local

level as well. Floyd County's adaptation to universal

education will be analyzed in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER III

BEGINNING OF THE FREE PUBLIC SCHOOL SYSTEM 1870-1876

In 1870 when the new state system for public education

began, Virginia was heavily in debt. Besides economic woes,

conservatives, still in control of the General Assembly with

their two centuries of upper-lower class attitudes, regarded

universal education as little more than an expanded charity

system. They had grudgingly accepted Ruffner's education

plan to avoid further northern and black interference. Their

cool reception toward universal education posed a powerful

obstacle for the fledgling system both politically and

economically.

Besides the turmoil over universal education at the

state level, local divisions faced their own problems. For

Floyd County, geographic conditions created additional

concerns. Rugged terrain with poor roads complicated school

construction with a sparse population of 25.98 per square

mile.‘ Trying to find suitable locations for building

schools with a scattered population posed political and

economic problems.

The southern plain folk of Floyd County were primarily

small farmers. The 1870 Census listed 1051 farms in the
‘

county. Products included wheat, oats, rye, Indian corn,

tobacco, and potatoes. Animals raised for market included

101
.
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cattle, sheep, swine, and horses. The businesses that
G

existed in Floyd County focused largely on the agrarian life

style. Some of the businesses included grist mills,

blacksmith shops, saddle shops, wagon makers, tanners,

boot/shoe shops, cabinet makers, and saw mills. These

businesses recorded in the 1870 Census helped to comprise the

99 "productive" industries situated in Floyd County.2 Revenue

from these small businesses and farms coupled with state

funding determined the amount of money available for

education in Floyd County.

Floyd County's church affiliations were similar to those

of the western portion of the state. Church denominations

in 1870 included Lutheran, Presbyterian, German Baptists,

Missionary Baptists, Methodist Episcopal South, Methodist

Episcopal, and Old School Baptists. These denominations had

for years pushed for education in the western regions of the

state. Some of these churches in Floyd County housed

libraries. There were three Sabbath school libraries and one

church library in Floyd County in 1870. The remaining twenty

private libraries in the county were primarily owned by

clergymen and lawyers. In all, these 24 libraries contained

2270 volumes.3 Under this rural setting, Floyd County's _

first superintendent was appointed to build a public school

system for blacks and whites. '
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Virginia's school superintendents faced the mandated

task of providing public education for blacks and whites by

1876. These educational pioneers had the responsibility of

organizing, building, and funding their school systems with

the aid of their district trustees. These individuals needed

public support in order to successfully promote schooling.

Floyd County's first school superintendent, Dr. Callohill

Minnis Stigleman who was appointed by the State Board of

Education‘ was well respected. Dr. Stigleman (l833—l905)’

was a native of Floyd County. He received his early academic

training at the Jacksonville Male Academy under William T.

Gannaway.‘ From June 30, 1854 to October 4, 1854, he served

as postmaster at Alleghany Springs (near Shawsville) in

Montgomery County7 A year later Callohill Stigleman was in

New York City. In a letter to his fiancee, Ellen Shelor,

dated October 1855, Stigleman wrote about his stay in New

York City while attending college. His aspiration to become

a doctor was cited in another letter to his fiancee in 1856.

By this time, he was enrolled as a student at the Medical

College of Virginia in Richmond. In the November 3, 1856

letter to Ellen Shelor, Callohill Stigleman wrote of his hard

study. He told Ellen that "it will be the 8th of March

[1857]...But if I can become an 'MD' I am willing to forgo

the pain of absence."° After Dr. Stigleman graduated from
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the Medical College of Virginia in 1857, he returned to Floyd

County to start his medical practice. He was one of the

charter members of the Virginia Medical Society.°

At the start of the Civil War, Dr. Stigleman organized

and commanded the first company from Floyd County that went

into the Confederate Army. He was Captain of Company A, 24th

Virginia Infantry known also as the "Floyd Grays"*° or the

"Floyd Rif1es."** His loyalty to the Confederacy did not end

with the surrender. Dr. Stigleman was instrumental in

getting a monument erected on the Courthouse lawn in honor

of the Confederacy. His granddaughter, Annie Lee Stigleman

Wray, believed Dr. Stigleman's death was brought on by the

cold weather conditions that were present the day of the

monument's placement on the Courthouse lawn. Dr. Stigleman

remained outside the entire day watching the proceedings.

He took pneumonia and died afterwards.*3

At the same time he practiced his profession as medical

doctor, Dr. Stigleman served as superintendent of schools for

Floyd County from 1870 to 1881.*3 Dr. Stigleman's title

included Superintendent and President of the Board.*‘

President of the Board, according to William Henry Ruffner,

meant having the power to "give the casting vote" in a county

school board meeting. At the district level, the

superintendent served as an advisory member.*3
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In addition to working with the district trustees,

Stigleman had a wide range of duties to perform. He looked _

after the finances of the school system, examined teachers

(44 in 1874),*‘ visited schools (34 of 40 in 1874),*7 held

teacher institutes, and made long range plans to expand the

educational programs in the county. Ruffner said of the

local superintendent that "his duty is to see that everything

is done, and done properly."*°

Getting things done "properly" was not always an easy

task. In 1874, Dr. Stigleman traveled 302 miles (during the

143 days employed) on school business as compared to the

state average for superintendents of 846 miles.*° One reason

for the fewer miles traveled may have been due to poor road

conditions. With the county being mountainous, roads were

crude and few.

School superintendents also had image problems to

overcome. Ruffner complained in 1874 of the "Old School

Commissioner" image plaguing superintendents. He argued that

"public school children are no longer Oliver Twists, to whom

a set of Bumbles are doling out small bowls of educational

soup."Z° Ruffner maintained that superintendents were

expected to set examples for everyone to follow. He

cautioned in 1872 that the man selected for the

superintendency should "never grow old." Ruffner cited a

Dutch proverb concerning the quality of leaders: 'Take care
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how you choose your inspectors [of schools]: they are men

whom you ought to look for with a lantern in your hand.'Z‘

Ruffner's belief in hiring effective leaders as

superintendents was shared by the Floyd County School Board.

The Board which was made up of the district trustees

requested of William H. Ruffner in 1873 that Dr. Stigleman

be reappointed. The Board adopted this resolution:

The Board unanimously recommended
that Dr. C.M. Stigleman County
Superintendent be proposed for
reappointment as such in appreciation of
his most efficient management of the
school system in this County.22

This appreciation for Dr. Stigleman's leadership as a

superintendent was noted in his obituary in 1905:

Without any disparagement of the
services of his successors in this office
it may be said that Floyd County never
had a more able and faithful
superintendent of schools, and one who
took more pride in his work. Dr.
Stigleman organized the schools of the
county with more dispatch and with better
school houses than was done in any other
county in this section of the State.23

To organize and plan for building the Floyd County

school system, Dr. Stigleman relied upon the district

trustees for support. The trustees worked with the local

communities to build schools for both blacks and whites.

Their effort resulted in the opening of 33 schools in

1870-1871.2* '
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Schools were under the direct control of district

trustees. Floyd County had three district trustees for each

of its six districts (see Appendix B). These men were

appointed every three years by the county electoral board.2‘

District trustees wielded political power. Their duties, as

described by Ruby West, elementary supervisor, in a 1962

Elgyd_£;g§g article included:

Administered the school business
for the district. Meetings of all
[districts] were held two to four times
a year for the purpose of setting the
school levy (this varied by district),
deciding upon construction of new
buildings, changing sites of schools,
setting salary scales, deciding upon the
opening dates for school, length of term,
choosing textbooks, and general
policy.2‘

The first county school board meeting in Floyd County

was held on December 5, 1870. At the meeting, Dr. Stigleman

and the trustees passed a resolution that a school should be

maintained for every 100 pupils in a district. By this date

no buildings had been erected for public education. To

obtain housing, the trustees had to use buildings already in

existence27 by absorbing school houses that were available

under the common or pay system prior to 187O.Z° An example

of a pay school becoming part of the county system was cited

by Dr. R.T. Akers in a 1937 £lgyd_£;g§§ article. (Dr. Akers
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attended pay and public schools in Floyd County and the

Oxford Academy. He was a school teacher and served on the

Floyd County School Board for 45 years.Z°) Dr. Akers

recalled that a school house built by Jacob Slusher prior to

1870 was later used by the county system. He stated that

"this was a neat building and was used for a number of years

by the county school system."3°

Besides absorbing pay schools into the county system,

vacant buildings were used as well. Dr. Akers attended a

public school established in a vacant house whose original

owner had died in the Civil War.3‘ This same vacant house had

previously been used as a pay school in the winter of

1868-69. Dr. Akers attended this pay school from December

through February with Lawyer C. Duncan as the teacher. Mr.

Duncan received free board and $15.00 per month as his

salary.32

Temporary housing was arranged for the countysystemuntil

buildings could be erected or purchased. One district,

Jacksonville, arranged for the formation of eight schools for

whites and one black school. The "Scholastic Year" would run

from August 31, 1870 to August 31, 1871. These schools were

as follows:
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School No. 1 Jacksonville 114 White Scholars
l

School No. 2 Phlegar's School House 89 White Scholars
School No. 3 Sowers' School House 110 White Scholars
School No. 4 Slusher's School House 101 White Scholars
School No. 5 Wedd1e's School House 87 White Scholars
School No. 6 Furnace School House 90 White Scholars
School No. 7 Agnew's School House 115 White Scholars
School No. 8 New Haven School House 98 White Scholars

TOTAL: 804 White Scholars

While schools were built for white children in various

locations in the district, only one black school was formed

for the 98 black scholars in Jacksonville.33 By the time the

Jacksonville district trustees met again on January 27, 1871,

they had increased the number of schools for whites to ten,

still leaving only one school for the black school

population.3‘ Whether having only one school for black

children in the entire district affected their attendance is

unknown. Attendance records for the Jacksonville District

do not exist.

The above named schools varied in the opening date.

According to the Jacksonville School District minutes,

schools in operation were numbered according to the date of

commencement as follows:
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SCHOOL TEACHER DATE TERM

No. 1 Mary Phlegar November 28, 1870 5 months
No. 2 Samuel Cannaday January 2, 1871 5 months
No. 3 Sallie Albright January 9, 1871 5 months
No. 4 Frank Edwards January 23, 1871 5 months
Colored William C. Dennis February 13, 1871 5 months
No. 5 J.P. Obenshain May 8, 1871 3 months
No. 6 E.M. Jett May 15, 1871 3 months
No. 7 James M. Stigleman May 15, 1871 3 months
No. 8 S.A. Cannaday May 22, 1871 3 months

The teachers all received $25.00 per month as salary

except for J.P. Obenshain who received $30.00.35 Reasons for

the variation in school openings, as determined by school

trustees, included: finding a suitable location for a

school, hiring of a teacher, and providing a school house by

either building, renting, or acquiring a dwelling.35

District trustees were influenced in their school opening

decisions by social and political factors. William Link in

his dissertation, "Public Schooling and Social Change in

Rural Virginia", noted that patrons exerted pressure on

trustees in selecting and removing teachers. Link added that

the location of a school in rural Virginia was often

influenced by trustees' allegiance to "locality, family, and

denomination."37 At times, conflicts over building and

locating schools led to community resistance. An example of

community opposition to schools in Floyd County was noted by

Dr. Akers. He recalled how trustees for the Indian Valley

district had to hire carpenters from Carroll County to build
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three school houses due to community resistance.3° The

Indian Valley community may not have liked the school

locations chosen by the district trustees; or, perhaps this

resistance was due in part to a spirit of "liberal

individualism" as described by James Lemon in his book The

Settlers living in that area may

not have wanted state or county influence in determining

educational opportunities for their children.

The early schools in Floyd County were primarily log

structures. Of the 39 one room schools in use in 1872, 27

were log and 12 were frame. The one graded school in the

county was housed in a building made of brick. Every school

in the county had a blackboard but only three contained "good

furniture." Two schools had globes and only one school had

a wall map.‘° Dr. Akers recalled how these early schools had

"hued [sic] walls with cracks chinked and daubed with clay

mortar."‘*

Dr. Stigleman in January 1871 directed district school

trustees to build school houses as follows:

20 x 24 feet on the inside, 12 feet
high, 4 windows, of 12 lights 12 x 18
inches, floor—tongued and groved [sic]
roof to be of chestnut shingles and the
eves [sic] to project 21 inches on all
sides.‘2

One district, Little River, requested that the height

of the rooms be changed from 12 to 10 feet. With the approval
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for change by Dr. Stigleman, Little River trustees agreed to

have their school houses ready for use by January 1872.*3 _

Proper housing was a concern not only for Dr. Stigleman

but for William Ruffner as well. Ruffner, in his 1872

report, attacked local school divisions for not providing

out—houses. He complained:

One of the unaccountable facts of
our civilization is that decent parents
should so long have sent their children,
yea, their daughters (!) to
school—houses where their modesty was
daily tried most painfully...

The aversion felt by many parents
to sending their children to promiscuous
schools may often be traced to this
prolific source of evil...but the proper
remedy is not to abandon the
school-house, but to improve its
premises; to make it a pure and sheltered
resort where all coarseness is
scrupulously guarded against. With the
facilities of the earth-closet there is
no longer any apology for the vulgar
custom still far too common.**

Floyd county in 1872 had only two of these earth-closets.*3

The district trustees worked toward ownership of the

schools. In 1872 the six districts owned 38 percent of the

schools. By 1874 the number of schools owned by the

districts had risen to 76 percent.*‘ This was in direct

contrast to the state average for district ownership of 14

percent in 1872 and 28 percent in 1874.*7

While the district ownership increased, the quality of

the buildings remained a concern for Dr. Stigleman. Dr.
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Stigleman in his 1874 report to Ruffner believed public

sentiment favored education but would grow in popularity

proportionally to the "good, comfortable and neatly furnished

school-houses."‘° Providing adequate school—houses required

funding. The financial support for public schooling posed

problems for local superintendents as well as William Henry

Ruffner.

When the state school system began in 1870, Virginia's

debt totaled $45,000,000. The debt resulted from attempts

to finance the building of railroads, canals, and turnpikes

prior to the Civil War. After the war, Virginia's

transportation system was in shambles. To further complicate

the state's financial problems, land prices had fallen.

Slaves were no longer items of property and Virginia had lost

a third of its territory due to the formation of West

Virginia.*’ Land was not the only acquisition for West

Virginia. At the state's creation in 1863, Virginia lost

over 400,000 white citizens and only 18,000 blacks. With the

loss of white population, blacks, by 1870, comprised 42

percent of the total population in Virginia as compared to

only 34 percent in 1860,‘° increasing the financial burden

on Virginians by having to fund a dual system for blacks and
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whites. William Henry Ruffner had 207,000 illiterate freemen

to educate in Virginia by 1870.5*

Virginia's financial woes was the main issue facing the

newly elected Governor, Gilbert C. Walker, in 1869. A native

of New York, Walker was both a lawyer and a businessman.52

He used the proposal by the 1866 General Assembly to repay

the state's entire prewar debt by issuing bonds.55 The

repayment of the state's debt was considered a badge of

honor. Virginia's "old guard" of eastern planter-aristocrats

coupled with whites living in the state's "black belt" aided

Walker in pushing through the Funding Act of 1871. Under

this act, Virginia would pay off two-thirds of the debt while

the remaining one-third would be paid off by West Virginia.5*

There was opposition in the General Assembly to the Funding

Act. Representatives from the western counties believed the

debt principal should be readjusted or scaled down. They

argued that under this Act the debt would increase or taxes

be raised tremendously to carry out the law. As a result of

the Funding Act, a political split began to take shape

between those who wanted to readjust (Readjusters) the

state's debt and those who advocated payment in full

(Funders). The newly organized state school system was

caught in the middle of this political battle. Even though

the state school system was mandated under the Underwood

Constitution, the Funding Act siphoned off a large portion
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of the revenue meant for education. These reductions placed

Ruffner and the county superintendents in a difficult

position of trying to build a system based on an "insecure

financial footing."5’

An example of the variability in funding can be seen in

the 1872 and 1874 yi;ginia_Sghggl_Bgpg;;s* Dr. Stigleman had

the following amount of educational funds available to him:5‘

State County District From Other
Funds Funds Funds Sources Total

1872 $4720.86 $1043.51 $858.89 $550.00 $7173.26
1874 $3920.00 $981.79 $1346.67 $1324.60* $7573.06

*Includes tuition paid by students over the age of 21.

While there was an increase in the total amount of money

from 1872 to 1874, the state and county funds were down.

Money from the districts and other sources had increased,

making up the difference from state and local funds. With

state funds being diverted away from education, this placed

a heavier financial burden on local districts. The taxes for

schools raised in a district stayed in that locale which

resulted in some districts being able to support more schools

than others.5’ Dr. Stigleman complained in his 1872 report

to Ruffner abut district funding. He commented that school

houses could not be built "unless in very wealthy

districts."’° n
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By law, local districts could tax themselves up to five

mills on the dollar." The Jacksonville trustees decided to

submit for public vote on May 25, 1871 a tax of one mill on

the dollar for expenses relating to "Public Free School"

purposes in the district:°° This additional tax would be

used to pay for the following expenses in the district:"

Clerk fees, registers + blank books $58.65
Books for indigent children $100.00
Blackboards $20.00
Brickets etc. [sic] $3.00

Total $181.65

Another means county superintendents had of securing

revenue was through the Board of Supervisors. In 1872, Dr.

Stigleman requested and was granted by the supervisors 7 1/2

cents on $100.00 of real and personal property for financing

the education system in Floyd County. However, Dr.

Stigleman's additional request of a $1.00 head tax on dogs

was denied.°2
‘

The tax on dogs was a sore spot for Virginians. In 1871,

Ruffner issued a circular entitled 'Against the Argument of

Poverty and the Dread of Taxes' in which he reported that

Virginians spent $10,000,000 a year on whiskey and dogs.

Ruffner wanted $1,000,000 of this total for education. The

state superintendent argued: 'Do the people love whiskey

more than education and dogs more than their children"? They ‘
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spend $2,000,000 feeding 160,000 dogs and make good their

damages for killing sheep."3 The General Assembly did allow

local supervisors to place a small tax on dogs for the

support of education, but there was so much protest that at

their next session, the legislators nullified the law.

Ruffner, distressed over this repeal, stated:

The great burden of Virginia today
is debt and ignorance. If the people
would drink less, reduce the number of
dogs and tax those remaining, and waste
less on personal indulgence, there would
be plenty of money for schools. The
struggle is not between ability and
poverty, but between appetite and
virtue."

With state and local funding for education on shaky

ground, Ruffner and county superintendents pursued alternate

sources of revenue. One primary source sought by school

superintendents represented the Peabody Fund.

George Peabody, a wealthy New England philanthropist,

gave one million dollars in 1867 for the purpose of promoting

and encouraging "intellectual, moral or industrial education

'among the young" in the Southern states." Just before his

death in 1869, he added another million." To aid in

dispensing this money, Peabody set up a board to oversee the

operation. The board by Peabody's orders was always to have

equal representation from both the South and the North with
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no extremists on either side." Throughout the history of

the trustee board, the membership included three Presidents

of the United States, two bishops, several members of

Congress, governors, and military personnel of both the North

and the South.‘°

Dr. Barnas Sears, president of Brown University,

represented the Peabody Board as an agent. He toured the

South in 1867 finding little organization for public

education due to the white population's fear of mixed racial

schools.‘° After his Southern tour, Dr. Sears worked against

the racially mixed school clause at the Underwood

Constitutional Convention.’° In 1874, Congress proposed a

new Civil Rights bill to require mixed schools. Dr. Sears,

by authority of the Peabody Board of trustees, lobbied

successfully against the bill. He argued that passage of the

bill would weaken the state system for both blacks and whites

leaving children without educational opportunities.7‘ Thus,

the Peabody Board of trustees, advocating separate schools

for blacks and whites, used their influence to inhibit any

move toward integration.

To dispense the Peabody Fund, Dr. Sears with the

trustees devised a plan to try to aid the South by helping

to create local school systems and institutions for teacher

training. Charles Dabney cited ten points that were
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developed as criteria for the disbursement of the fund as

follows:’2 ·

1. Aid only public schools and normal schools under
state authority.

2. Aid schools where large numbers can be gathered and
a model school can be organized.

3. Give preferences to places which will exert the
widest influence.

4. Aim at the power and efficiency of a few such
schools rather than at the multiplication of schools
languishing for support.

5. Try in all ways to improve the state systems, acting
through their organs and machinery wherever they are
proffered.

6. Favor separate state and normal schools over
departments in colleges or academies.

7. Give special attention to training women teachers
for the primary schools, rather than men in the
colleges.

8. Follow the same plan in training colored teachers.

9. Favor the appointment of superintendents, the
formation of associations of teachers and the
publication of journals for their improvement.

10. The Board should in no case meet the entire expense
of a school or institute. Only a small portion of
the amount, usually one-fourth would be given.

At first most of the money went primarily to establish

elementary schools.73 Money appropriated was given to the

State Superintendents for their disposal." The State

Superintendent allocated Peabody money for graded public
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schools operating for nine or ten months with one teacher for

every fifty pupils under the following trustee guidelines:75

For not less than 100 pupils....$300
For not less than 150 pupils....$450
For not less than 200 pupils....$600
For not less than 250 pupils....$800
For not less than 300 pupils....$1000

Floyd County received money from the Peabody Fund to

operate the Jacksonville Graded School. In 1872, Floyd

County received $450.00 out of Virginia's allotment of

$28,900 to operate the graded school in Jacksonville.7‘ To

qualify for $450.00, the Jacksonville Graded School had to

meet the trustee guidelines of maintaining a minimum of 150

students. This goal was exceeded with 160 pupils enrolled

in 1872.77 Graded, according to Ruffner, meant a "school in

which there is a prescribed course of study divided into

definite periods and progressive steps, which must be taken

in regular order by the pupils."7'

The Jacksonville Graded School began operation on

September ll, 1871. The school was housed in both the

Jacksonville Male Academy and Female Academy.7’ In 1872, the

Female Academy was closed and both male and female students

attended graded school in the Male Academy building.'° _

The School Board rented the Jacksonville Male Academy

building from its trustees for $75.00 per year. The contract
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was for two years at a time. The Peabody Fund, along with

state and county revenue, would pay the salaries of the three

teachers serving the graded school. Dr. A.J. Hoback was

appointed principal of the school and teacher of the first

grade. Miss Annie Maria Smith was appointed first assistant

teacher to take charge of the second level and Reverend J.P.

Obenshain was responsible for the third grade.°‘ The

salaries for the three teachers were: A.J. Hoback $55.00,

Annie Maria Smith $45.00, and Reverend J.P. Obenshain

$35.00 per month.'2

By 1874 the graded school had increased to 187 pupils

with four teachers at a cost of 87 cents per student per month

for the ten month session. The Jacksonville Graded School

received $450.00 from the Peabody Fund for that year.°3

However, problems arose in 1874 with the Peabody

appropriation to the school. In the Jacksonville trustee

minutes of June 3, 1874, the graded school failed to receive

the second allotment of money from the Peabody Fund. This

failure was due to the inability to meet the regional

percentage of attendance required. The school trustee board

gave the graded school $50.00 to partially fulfill the gap

left by the Peabody Fund.°‘

It appears the graded school held in the "0ld Brick

Academy" was abandoned in 1876 due to deterioration of the

building with students probably attending the newly built
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Jacksonville Public School House.°5 By 1878, the enrollment

at the graded school (held, it seems, in the Jacksonville

Public School House) had declined to 84 students and 2

teachers. Only two grades made up the school for a three

month session.°‘ After 1878 the graded school ceased to

exist. One reason that the Jacksonville Public School House

ceased to be a graded school was due to the lack of funds.

The Floyd County School system did not receive any Peabody

allocation after 1877. For that year the allotment of money

received was $100.00." This reduction from $450.00 in

1874°° to $100.00 in 1877 was true for the state as well.

In 1874, Virginia received $38,875 but only $16,850 in

1877.°’ One reason for this reduction was cited by Ruffner.

He pointed out that money from the Peabody Fund was now being

used primarily for educating teachers instead of supporting

school expansion.’°

Another factor which may have contributed to the demise

of the graded school was the opening of Oxford Academy

sometime between 1875 and 1878 by Reverend John Harris. The

Oxford Academy was located on the same street as the

Jacksonville Public School House (see map, Appendix D).°‘

The education of teachers was another concern for

Ruffner in forming the state system of education. While

emphasis had been given to securing schools and gaining

public support in the first few years of the state system,
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trustees and local superintendents had given little attention

to the need for hiring well qualified teachers.

The working conditions of teachers were heavily

influenced by political, social, and geographic conditions

where they taught. These factors affected their selection

and retention as well as their salary. Superintendents

examined and licensed perspective teaching candidates.

Before 1900 local school superintendents basically determined

what would constitute an examination of a teacher.’2 The

examination of teachers, Ruffner believed, would help choose

quality instructors. He stated:

But under test-examination by a
competent superintendent, to be
succeeded by an election ordeal before
the trustee board, the cheat [sic] will
commonly be screened out from the wheat,
and the best part of grain secured
although that may sometimes be rather
light.’3

Once licensed by superintendents under a variety of

standards, the local trustees influenced by their patrons,

decided which teachers would be hired. Politics and

community desires often were deciding factors regardless of .

how qualified the teachers were. This sentiment was

expressed by a Virginia citizen in stating that 'the school
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is a neighborhood affair, and it must be given to a

neighborhood boy or gir1."‘

Under this patronage system, the Floyd County School

Board carried out Ruffner's request for teacher examinations.

At their regular called meeting on September 2, 1872, they

issued this order:

It is recommended by the County
Board that the teachers to be imployed
[sic], in teaching the sevoril [sic]
districts schools be paid according to
their grade and qualifications. It is
therefore recommended that the
Superintendent of Public Schools append
to each certificate he may give, the
letters A. B. & C to distinguish the
grade of qualifications, And that the
various District Boards be recommended
to pay teachers with certificates A $28
B $25 & C $2O.’5

Teachers were paid according to the grade of certificate

earned which was based on the examination and judgment of the

local superintendent. It appears teachers were reexamined

on an annual basis. In the 1873 Edggg;ignal_;gg;nal of

Virginia, the annual examination of teachers was advocated.

The arguments for yearly examination were that it encouraged

teachers to improve themselves and afforded superintendents

the means to remove those of lesser abilities. Another

reason cited in the jggrngl for annual examination centered

on giving teachers the opportunity to improve their grade

certificates." The reexamination of teachers for Floyd

County appears to have taken place due to licenses being
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withdrawn. This was cited in the Jacksonville School Trustee

records for 1871 as follows: "By order of the County

Superintendent of Public Schools of Floyd Co., all the

Teachers of Jacksonville S.D. are revoked, To take effect Aug

31st 1871."’Ä

Salaries for teachers in Floyd County varied. Table 3.1

below shows the number of schools, months taught, teachers

by race and sex, and salaries in Floyd County for the years

1872, 1874, and 1876.

Table 3.1: Schools, Months, Teachers, and salaries

Average
Number Average

Of Teachers Monthly Salary
Schools Months W B All Sources Year
W B T Taught M F M F T M F

36 3 39 5.02 30 10 2 - 42 28.44 28.16 1872
37 3 40 4.80 33 7 1 - 41 26.01 31.42 1874
49 3 52 4.80 37 12 3 - 52 22.27 21.35 1876

Source: 1872. p- 115-
1874. pp- 23.

27-Report,1876, p. 46.

One reason for the variability in salaries from 1872 to

1876 involved differences in wealth of the districts. An

example of this can be seen in the 1872 yirgipie_§ohool

Report. Of Floyd County's six districts, the average for

teacher salaries ranged from $23.21 to $38.33.’°’ Another

factor in causing salaries to fluctuate was the inconsistency
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in state, county, and district spending. While Floyd

County's total revenue increased from 1872 to 1876, the money
'

from state, local, and other sources varied in any given

year. One prime example of this fluctuation in revenue was

in the category, from other sources. In 1874, Floyd County

received $1285.00 under this category, but for 1876 the total

had dropped to just $100.00.**

Salaries for teachers in Floyd County were lower than

the state average. Teachers in cities received the highest

salaries. Salaries for 1874 and 1876 are shown be1ow:‘°°

1874

County City State Average Floyd Co.

M F M F M F M F
$31.35 28.88 80.04 45.46 32.74 32.15 26.01 31.42

1876

$29.46 29.18 84.30 41.08 34.95 30.37 22.27 21.35

A comparison of salaries for blacks and whites was not

available. However, salaries for black teachers in Floyd

County appear to have been the same as whites in the early

1870's. A citation in the November 20, 1872 Jacksonville

trustee records indicates that the black teacher's salary was

based on the grade received at his/her examination:

At a meeting of the District Board
it was ordered that a Colored School be
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opened at Jacksonville, & Landon Deskins
be employed as Teacher of said School &
that he be paid according to the Grade
of his certificate.‘°*

Besides fluctuating salaries, teachers also had the

problem of being paid late. Dr. Stigleman in his 1874 report

to Ruffner wrote:

Another drawback to the popularity
of the schools is the slgw_pgymgn;
[italics added] of teachers. Only a few
days ago came the last installment of
State school funds to pay for services
rendered last winter! How long will the
public school system have to endure this
throttle around its neck!‘"2

Slow payment was not the only problem teachers faced in

receiving their salaries. Teachers found the school term cut

short, when an average attendance of fifteen pupils could not

be maintained, which resulted in less income for them.‘°3

An example of this was found in the Jacksonville trustee

minutes for 1874. The trustees reported the need to pay J.W.

Headen from the 1873-74 state-county funds "the sum of $80

for 4 month services at $20 per month said being colosed

[sic] at the end of fourth month for lack of average."*°‘

Children needed at home for labor, weather conditions, and

poor roads in rugged mountainous terrain are possible reasons

for not being able to maintain the average attendance

required. ”
Besides paying and hiring teachers, educating men and

women to teach was another concern voiced by William Henry
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Ruffner. He pointed out the importance of the teacher's work

by stating:

It has now come to be understood
that [italics added}
stage of education is the primary
[italics added]; that school-teaching is
among the most giffippi; [italics added]
vocations followed in society, and that
the difficulties of teaching ipgraaaa_aa

[italics
added].‘°‘

Ruffner argued that teachers lacked the proper education

necessary for the profession. He pointed to the need for

legislation to procure teacher education facilities. The

State Superintendent in his 1874 report noted that all

attempts had failed for establishing normal schools due to

the "want of effective public sentiment in that

direction."‘°‘ Ruffner elaborated further by stating:

We are in our fifth year of the
school system, and yet not a dollar of
public funds has been spent on the
teachers. The constitution requires
that normal schools shall be established

[italics
added].‘°’

While teacher education facilities were not yet popular

in Virginia, the Teachers' Institute had gained some

acceptance. The Teachers' Institute could be held at the

district, county, city, or state level. The most common

institutes were held at the county level with the county

superintendents presiding. The main theme of the meetings

dealt with "practical improvement in the art of teaching."‘°°
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Floyd County held teacher institutes. In 1872, two Teachers'

Institutes were conducted with Dr. Stigleman reporting that

at both "there was a tolerably full attendance of

teachers."‘°’ In 1874, 69 counties and cities held meetings

with Floyd County being part of this total. By 1876, 76

counties and cities conducted institutes. The meeting ranged

in number per county from two to monthly. Floyd County had

four Teachers' Institutes that year.**°

In the early years of the state system, teachers with

or without educational training taught students from five to

twenty-one years of age. Student enrollment was not

compulsory, making attendance irregular and instruction

difficult.

In nineteenth century Virginia, schools did not have

standardized curriculums. Localities used textbooks as their

curriculums, choosing from a list prepared by the State

Superintendent. These textbooks reflected the social and

cultural values of rural Virginia. For Floyd County, the

same textbooks were used in all six districts."‘ However,

this was not mandated by Ruffner. The State Superintendent

interpreted the phrase, uniformity of textbooks, in the

Constitution as being uniformity within a single'schoo1.

This was required by law. If districts chose to purchase the
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same texts, it would be for financial rather than educational
reasons."Z

Uniformity of textbooks, for perhaps financial reasons,

was decided at the April 21, 1871 county school board

meeting. After a discussion of the "merits" of the series

submitted, the "convention" decided upon the following

books:*‘3

Holmes' Spellers and Readers
Davies' Arithmetic
Maury's Geography
Bullion's Grammar

According to Dr. R.T. Akers, history was not added to

the curriculum until 1882.*1* One reason for the late
addition of history centered on Ruffner. He wanted to make

sure a history text was available that would portray the

South's struggle in the Civil War in a positive light. He

stated that no school should use a history text which failed

"to do justice to the honor and to the martial deeds of our

people in their late struggle for constitutional

government.""5 Other texts added in 1882 included Webster's

Dictionary, Elsworth Writing Books, and Stickney's Childs

Book of Language."‘

A chart listing the subjects offered and the total

number of students studying in each area is shown below:"7

Total school enrollment for 1872 was 2186 and for 1874was 2200. _
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1872 1874

Spelling 2186 2214
Reading 1556 1507
Writing 953 903
Math 621 714
Grammar 327 285
Geography 217 296
Other Branches 36 67

Why all of the students were not taught the same

subjects is speculation. The lack of textbooks and/or

materials may be one reason. A subject could have been

taught by age groups accounting for another difference in the

discrepancy of numbers. The importance of one subject over

another may be responsible for some variance in the totals.

Ruffner addressed this issue in his 1872 report. He

commented that besides religious knowledge, a child must

acquire "its mother tongue in all utterances, symbols and

combinations. Out of this grows orthography, reading,

writing, and grammar.""° Ruffner also pointed to the need

of arithmetic as a practical use. The State Superintendent

questioned the study of geography in primary school. He

believed this subject to be in its infancy. He urged

educators to move away from having children memorize pages

of names and facts. This he called "merely garret-lumber in

the brain.""’ Ruffner's negative attitude toward geography

may explain why only 217 studied geography in Floyd County
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in 1872 and 296 in 1874. One more reason for the variability

in students studying a particular subject may have been due

to the teachers. Some teachers may have been better

qualified or comfortable teaching one subject over another.

Student population, ages 5 to 21, and attendance during

the early formation of the school system is shown in Table

3.2 on the next page.
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Table 3.2:4 Pencentage of School Population and Attendance

Floyd County Z of State Z of
n

School Population Enrolled School Population Enrolled

White Black White Black

1872 60 35 1872 48.4 28.6
1874 59 36 1874 47.3 29.3
1876 59 31 1876 49.1 30.7

Floyd County Z of State Z of
School Pop. in Average Att. School Pop. in Average Att.

White Black White Black

1872 30 20 27.8 16.1
1874 28 21 26.9 16.3
1876 31 17 28.7 17.1

Floyd County Z of State Z of
Those Enrolled in Ave. Att. Those Enrolled in Ave. Att.

White Black White Black

1872 49 55 57.8 56.4
1874 49 61 57.4 55.4
1876 *70 *70 *76.3 *75.4

*Monthly Enrollment

S¤¤I‘¢¢= 1872, pp- 132, 221-
1874, pp-23,119-,

1876, pp- 6, 43-
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The average number of pupils per teacher in Floyd County

totaled:‘2°

1872 enrolled (52) average attendance (25)

1874 enrolled (54) average attendance (26)

1876 average monthly enrollment (35)

By the figures shown, more whites in Floyd County and

Virginia were enrolled than blacks. However, for the

percentage of those enrolled in average attendance in Floyd

County, blacks outscored whites. The state averages for this

category were close. Black attendance was addressed by

Ruffner in his 1872 report. Under the topic "Colored

People", he stated:

Continue to manifest a desire for
education,....showing in many counties a
somewhat better average of school
attendance for the blacks than for
whites,....The relative disparity in the
number of schools may, I think, be
ascribed mainly to the want of a
sufficient number of teachers and of
school houses for colored schools ....

The difficulty of procuring
suitable school houses is another
serious hindrance to the progress of
education among the blacks. The district
money bearing so small a proportion to
the public necessities, school
accommodations are largely obtained by
the use of old school houses, or by
private subscriptions; and hence
circumstances often give advantages to
the whites when no injustice is designed.
The only remedy for this is an adequate

‘

public provision.‘2‘ V
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Ruffner acknowledged whites as having resources

available to them that the black population, having been

freed from slavery only a few years before, did not. With

money a problem, those with the resources would have first

opportunity in providing a means for an education. Dr.

Stigleman in his report to Ruffner in 1872 addresses the

question of black education in Floyd County:

Colored people manifest the same
desire for education, but will not
voluntarily build their houses; but this
in a great measure is owing to their
poverty. The whites have manifested a
laudable disposition to assist them.*Z2

An example of blacks in Jacksonville being interested

in pursuing education can be found in court records. On

April 18, 1868, David and Sarah Kitterman (whites) sold to

David Akers, Luke Deskins, Thomas Egnew, Lewis Headen, and

Landon Deskins (blacks) a lot of land for ten dollars for the

purpose of building a school.‘z3

Procuring adequate resources to help build schools for

both blacks and whites continued to be a problem in the

1870's. By 1876, approximately $400,000 dollars meant for

education had been redirected for other governmental

obligations.*2‘ Yet, even with the reduced revenue, Ruffner

was still required by the state constitution to have a school .„~

system in place in every county by 1876.*25 _
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In 1876 there were almost 200,000 children in public

schools in the state. The average attendance was up two to

three percent. The state system had 333 new school houses

for that year with approximately one third owned by the

districts. For Floyd County, 2428 students were enrolled

with 52 schools opened (12 more than in 1874).*26 The

mandate for a school system was cited in the Floyd County

School Board minutes. On February 18, 1876 the Board met to

make plans to put into effect the law requiring the 'Free

School system to be in operation by the end of the year in

1876."Z7 At this meeting the names of the schools

completed, started but not finished, and number yet needed

by district were given as shown in Table 3.3 on the following

pages.
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Table 3.3: Schools and Their Cost for Floyd County in 1876

Money Necessary to N=Not Yet Started
pay for the schools to C=Comp1eted
be finished, started, S=Started
or already completed. School Name State of Completion

LOCUST GROVE DISTRICT

$250 Siners C
$250 Chestnut Level C
$125 Kelly's C
$125 Meadow Run C
$250 Mount Pleasant S
$250 Iddings S
$250 Brush Creek S
$250 Africa* S
$250 Sissons N
$300 Big Ridge** N
$250 Lick Ridge N

Total Cost: $2530.00 Total: 11
*B1ack School
**Name changed to Pine Forest on August 31, 1876

LITTLE RIVER DISTRICT

$275 Pine Creek C
$275 Moss Dell C
$275 Double Spring S
$275 Laurel Fork S
$275 Church Hill S
$275 County Line N
$275 Meadow Creek N
$275 Silver Leaf N
$275 Quartz Hill N
$275 Central N
$275 Grahams Mount N
$275 Gannaway N
$275 Ethopia* N

Total Cost: $3575.00 Total: 13
*Black School

JACKSONVILLE

$250 Mount Sterling ' C
$250 Deskins C
$250 Gray Bluff I C '
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$250 Jenkins S
$250 Mount Ruffner S
$250 Moors N
$250 Peabody N
$250 Harmans N
$250 Falling Branch N
$250 Kemper N
$550 Jacksonville N
$250 Squealum* N

Total Cost: $3300.00 Total: 12
*Black School

ALUM RIDGE

$247.63 Simmons C
$247.63 Girard C
$247.63 White Oak Grove C
$247.63 Altizer C
$247.63 Pleasant Valley C
$247.63 Dulaneys C
$247.63 Reeds C
$247.63 Center C

Total Cost: $1982.10 Total: 8

INDIAN VALLEY

$250 Caldwells C
$250 Duncans C
$250 Forest Hill S
$250 Pine Glen S
$250 Copper Valley S
$250 Alley's S
$250 Greasey Creek S
$250 Phillips N
$250 Hewitt N
$250 Vanderbilt N
$250 Mountain View N
$250 Liberia* N

Total Cost: $3000.00 Total: 12
*Black School

BURKS FORK

$250 Sears
”

C
$250 Huckleback** C
$250 Pluck Valley „ C
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$250 Mount Jackson C
$250 Stony Battery S
$250 Lee's S
$250 Buffalo Knob N
$250 Sunny Side N
$250 Pleasant Grove N

Total Cost: $2250.00 Total: 9
**Name changed to Union at August 31, 1876 School Board meeting.

Source: Floyd County School Board Minutes, 1872-1921. Floyd
County School Board Office, Floyd, Virginia, pp.
38-39, 43.
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The schools were to be let out at auction to the lowest

bidder. The School Board also requested the Board of
~

Supervisors to levy each district for the real and personal

property available. The levies would vary for each district.

Examples included Little River district with a levy of 9

mills upon every dollar in three years (three mills per year)

and Alum Ridge district with taxes of 12 mills on every

dollar in three years (four per year).‘2°

0f the 65 schools listed in the February 1876 Board

minutes as completed, started, or yet to begin, 52 were

opened by July 31, 1876. From the total of 52 schools each

with their own teacher, 49 were for the whites and three for

the blacks.‘2’

Smnmarz

Virginia's school system began at a time when the state

was heavily in debt. Virginia had lost a third of its

territory and over 400,000 white citizens to the formation

of West Virginia. With this white loss, blacks made up

almost half of the total population in Virginia.‘3° The

conservative element, with their two centuries of class

traditions, feared this rising black constituency. They

opposed racially mixed schools which they saw as a "social

menace."‘3‘ Leading educators, such as Dr. Barnas Sears of

the Peabody Board, opposed mixed schools fearing the collapse
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of the entire public school system. Dr. Sears noted on his

tour of the South in 1867 that it was not just mixed schools,

but federal interference to enforce black—white equality that

southerners also opposed.*32 This federal or perceived

"yankee" interference was a sore spot for the conservative

element in Virginia. While forced to accept public education

by the 1870 constitution, the Conservative-Funders, still in

control of the General Assembly, would decide how the state

education system would operate to avoid "the social menace"

and block federal interference.

One way this eastern conservative—aristocratic element

controlled the fledgling state school system was through the

Funding Act. Money intended for the education system was

redirected to pay off "Virginia's debt of honor." The state

debt took precedence for them over funding a school system

they still associated with the Literary Fund pauper era. A

political split began in the early 1870's over Virginia's

funding law. Those that wanted to readjust the state debt

formed a political organization separate from the Funders.

Among the Readjusters were representatives of the western

counties who argued that under the Funding Act the debt would

increase or taxes be raised to carry out the law.

Within this political and economic turmoil, Ruffner '

began to build a state school system. While the state school

system, including Floyd County's, was in operation by 1876,
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obstacles remained. Social, political, and geographic

factors affected decisions made by trustees and school

superintendents, especially when it came to hiring teachers

and locating schools. School trustees were influenced in

their decisions by allegiance to "locality, family, and

denomination."‘33 Teachers were licensed and examined by

whatever standards the superintendent chose. Trustees then

picked from this pool using their own set of criteria.

Teacher education received little notice in the early years

of the public school system. Providing enough schools for

both blacks and whites, especially in sparsely settled

mountainous areas, took precedence.

The most pressing issue for the infant state school

system continued to be finances. It took money to pay

teachers and build schools. Virginia's financial problems 7
under the Funder-Readjuster controversy continued to mount .

during the late l870's. The outcome of this political split

for Floyd County and the state would help to determine the

future of public education in Virginia.
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CHAPTER IV

DIFFICULTIES IN MAINTAINING THE
FREE PUBLIC SCHOOL SYSTEM 1876-1900

By 1876, Floyd County had met the constitutional mandate

of having a school system in operation. However, maintaining

the newly developed system at both the state and local levels
B

was difficult. At the local level, trustees and

superintendents were influenced by community desires in Ü

placing schools. Besides these social and political

pressures, geographic conditions provided additional

concerns. In areas such as Floyd County, district trustees

had the responsibility of maintaining ten to twenty schools

scattered over mountainous terrain. The General Assembly

passed the Subdistricting Act in 1878 as a means to aid rural

mountainous counties where trustees had to cover wide

territories.* However, this act aroused political and social

controversies in nineteenth century Virginia.

Political controversies at the state level resulted in

economic hardships for Virginia's school system. The General

Assembly was still dominated by the conservative-aristocratic

element that had grudgingly given approval to the state

system in 1870. Their class attitude conflicted with the

151
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southern plain folk in the western portion of the state who

viewed education as a right not a privilege. But their right

for education was being seriously challenged. The

Conservative-Funders in the General Assembly siphoned off

money intended for education to pay off the state's debt.

Those opposed to funding "Virginia's Honor" advocated

readjusting the state's debt. Virginia became a political

battleground between Funders and Readjusters with the main

casualty being the state school system. In 1878, nearly half

of the state school system's funds were diverted for other

purposes.3 Under this Funder-Readjuster clash, Floyd

County's school trustees had to build and maintain schools

in a rugged mountainous setting.

Conservative—Funders in the General Assembly redirected

public school funds for other governmental needs. By the

close of the school year in 1877, the deficit owed to the

public school system was $550,000.3 William Henry Ruffner

complained of this shortage by stating "I apprehend ssgisgs

[italics added] damage."‘ Others beside Ruffner feared the

damage to public education as a result of poor funding. In

1877, 22 independent-conservatives who advocated changingA
their Funder party's debt-paying policies were elected to the

General Assembly. One of these independents, James Barbour
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of Culpeper, proposed a bill in 1878 that would readjust the

state debt and fund the state school system.' The governor _

of Virginia, former Confederate Colonel F.W.M. Holliday,

vetoed the bill. Holliday believed it was Virginia’s duty

to fully repay the debt, even if it meant hurting the state

school system. Holliday argued against the Readjusters'

claim that schools took precedence over the state debt. He

said 'our fathers did not need free schools....They are a

1uxury...to be paid for, like any other luxury, by the people

who wish their benefits."

Funders celebrated Holliday's veto. John W. Daniel, who

would soon become a U.S. Senator, remarked that "he would

rather see a bonfire made of every schoolhouse in the state

than see the Barbour bill on the statute books."7 This

sentiment against financing public schools was echoed by

Professor Bennett L. Puryear of Richmond College. He argued

that "menial classes neither needed nor could benefit from

formal education."'

With the veto of the Barbour bill, the state school

system faced financial crisis. Ruffner pointed out in his

1878 report that 127 schools were closed with the loss of

education for 2,730 students in Virginia.' Ruffner said of

the financial crisis:

. The difficulty begins when the ‘
State revenue proves to be insufficient
for three grand objects, the maintenance
of the government, the support of the
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schools, and the payment of interest on
the public debt.‘°

By 1879 the deficit to the school system was in arrears

$1,500,000. Due to the financial crisis almost half of the

schools in Virginia could not open." Table 4.1 shows the

state school system's downward trend:

Table 4.1: Number of State Schools Opened, Percentage
Enrolled, and Percentage of Average Daily
Attendance for Students, Ages 5 to 21 for the
Years 1877-1879.

# of Schools % % Average Daily
Opened Enrolled Attendance

W B T W B W B

1877 3442 1230 4672 49.9 32.1 29.2 17.6
1878 3399 1146 4545 50.0 30.4 29.3 16.9
1879 1816 675 2491 25.7 17.6 15.9 10.4

Source: 1877, pp-5-6,,
1878, pp-

1-2,B.:-.p.or1;,1879, pp- 1-2-

Ruffner noted in his 1879 report that some counties had

accumulated debts to the point that local school boards shut

down their school systems. What money the boards did receive

went toward paying debts.‘2

For Floyd County, the school system continued to

operate, but on a reduced basis as Table 4.2 shows:
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Table 4.2: Number of Schools Opened, Percentage Enrolled,
and Percentage of Average Daily Attendance for
Students in Floyd county, Ages 5 to 21 for the
Years 1877-1879.

# of Schools Z Z Average Daily
Opened Enrolled Attendance

W B T W B W B

1877 63 4 67 73 48 40 32
1878 59 2 61 68 18 37 12
1879 16 3 19 19.2 36.4 9.8 22.8

Source: 1877, pp- 33,38,,
1878, pp- 90,

94,Rgpggt,1879, pp. xvii, xx.

Floyd County's total revenue which included state,

county, and district funds dropped 38 percent from 1877 to

1879. State funding for Floyd County alone dropped 61.5

percent during the same time period. Debts for teacher

salaries were in arrears $3,229.94.‘3

Dr. Stigleman in a report to Ruffner commented on the

financial crisis of the state school system:
I

Shortening of the session, the
failure to pay teachers, the agitation
by demagogues that the state cannot pay

·_ its public debt and keep up the school
system, have all had a tendency to
slacken the faith of the friends in our
public schools. It is, however, the
belief of our county school board, that
thé state can and ought to pay her public
debt, but that it is no better than theft
to take the school funds to pay off this
obligation." _
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With the school systems in Virginia closing or operating

at only partial capacity in 1879, the Readjusters mobilized

into a political force. The leader of the Readjuster

movement, William Mahone, who was a former Confederate

general and now a railroad tycoon, worked to gain control of

the General Assembly in the 1879 elections. The Readjusters

campaigned for the black vote by promising to pay teachers,

keep schools open, and offer higher educational opportunities

for black students. The result of the 1879 election placed

the Readjusters in control of both houses of the General

Assembly. The greatest support for Mahone and his

Readjusters in the election came from blacks and whites in

western portions of the state.‘5 This was noted in Floyd

County's November 4, 1879 election returns as follows: "Debt

Payers 277" and "Re—adjusters 1057.""

H. H. Riddleberger, a Readjuster who would later become

a U.S. Senator, offered a bill in 1879 to readjust the state

debt. The newly elected Readjuster General Assembly passed

Riddleberger's bill. However, Governor Holliday vetoed the

bill as being against the 'traditions of the commonwealth."7

With this veto, Mahone worked to place a Readjuster in the

governor's chair. In 1881 the Readjusters successfully

elected William E. Cameron as governor with the theme of

readjusting the state debt and supporting public education.‘°

During the same year, Riddleberger again offered a bill to
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readjust the debt which Cameron signed into law. In 1882,
1

the Supreme Court upheld the Riddleberger act forcing

Virginia's Conservative-Funders to accept the debt

settlement."

With the state debt no longer a burning issue, the

Readjusters passed additional laws to aid public education.

The Literary Fund was given an additional appropriation of x

$379,000. A cash payment of $400,000 was paid to the state

school system along with quarterly payments of $25,000. The

Readjusters kept their promise of offering higher education

to blacks. The Normal and Collegiate Institute was started

in Petersburg.2°

By 1882, the state and local school systems had begun

to recover from the crisis of 1879 as Table 4.3 indicates:
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Table 4.3: Number of schools Opened, Percentage Enrolled,
and Percentage of Average Daily Attendance for
Students, Ages 5 to 21 for the Years 1879 and
1882.

STATE FLOYD

Number of Number of
Schools Opened Schools Opened

W B T B B T

1879 1816 675 2491 16 3 19
1882 4062 1525 5587 67 6 73

Percent Enrolled Perceut Enrolled
W B W B

1879 25.7 17.6 19.2 36.4
1882 54.6 35.4 69.0 49.0

Perceut of Average Percent of Average
Daily Attendance Daily Attehdance

W B W B

1879 15.9 10.4 9.8 22.8
1882 30.3 19.8 39.0 24.0

Source: 1879, pp- 1-2, xvii, xx-
1882. pp- 10-12, 55-
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While the state school system prospered under the

Readjuster regime, the party's dominant control of the state

would soon end. Members of Mahone's own party saw him as

dictatorial and ruthless, demanding Readjuster office holders

to follow his commands. Leaders within the Readjuster party

referred to the tactics of William Mahone as 'Mahoneism.'

Personal and political differences with Mahone caused leading

members of the Readjuster party to split with him. As the

party began to unravel over "Mahoneism," Mahone aligned

himself with the national Republican party. In 1884, he

organized the Republican party in Virginia which contained

some members of his Readjuster constituency.Z*

Funder—Conservatives saw Mahone's splintered party with

ties to the national Republicans as a means to regain power. ”

The Funder—Conservatives, now calling themselves Democrats,

were successful in regaining control of the General Assembly

in 1883 by associating Mahone and his Republican friends with

black power. This fear of black power coupled with the

Danville race riot of 1883 placed the Democrats in firm

control of the state once more. The Democrats, by accepting

the Readjuster's two issues, broke Mahone's momentum. These

conservatives were able to focus the public's attention on

the issues of race and Mahoneism placing the Republican party

in an unpopular position. After 1883, the Republican party

ceased to be a serious threat to the Democratic machine.22
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During the brief period of total power for Mahone and

his Readjusters, 1879-1882, changes were made other than the _

debt settlement and financial support for public education.

Mahone saw to it during his reign that Funders as well as

others not associated with the conservative cause were

removed from office. Besides judges being replaced, Mahone

and his Readjuster General Assembly ousted school officials.

William Henry Ruffner at the state level and Callohill Minnis

Stigleman of Floyd County were part of Mahone's house

cleaning.

Mahone's newspaper, the Righmgnd_§hig, reported on

December 16, 1881 that a "Grand Sweep" was made by the

Readjuster Senate of county and city superintendents.

Fifty—four of the school superintendents in Virginia

appointed by the State Board of Education were rejected.Z3

William Henry Ruffner was also rejected by the

Readjusters. In his place was appointed Richard R.

Farr(1882-1886)who was chairman of the House Finance Committee

in the General Assembly and a Readjuster leader.2‘ Virginius

Dabney stated that "Mahone was determined for some reason to

get rid of him [Ruffner]."Z‘ The reason may have been due

to Ruffner's belief that school personnel should not be

involved in party politics. Ruffner in his 1880 report
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strongly argued against the union of politics and education.

He maintained that schools were for teaching children and not

for being partisan. Ruffner warned against school positions

being filled for party loyalty instead of merit.Z‘ He

stated:

Now, before the evil day has
actually come, may I not appeal to
leaders of all parties, and to all the
citizens of Virginia, to save the school
work from party invasion. Let the idea
be sharply apprehended and universally
proclaimed that those who help to
preserve the purity of the school system
are its best friends, and those who would
bring party politics into the school
system are its worst enemies.2’

Mahone may not have agreed with Ruffner's intent of

school neutrality. Whatever his reasons, the first state

superintendent was ousted after serving twelve years,

traveling 55,000 miles on behalf of public education, and

visiting all but six counties in Virginia.2° Charles W.

Dabney noted that after Ruffner left office, the state school

system became a "political machine." He maintained that it

was not until the tenure of Joseph Eggleston as state

superintendent in 1905 that public education was removed from

political interference.2’

At the local level, Dr. Callohill Minnis Stigleman was

removed from office after serving as Floyd County's

superintendent since 1870. In his place was appointed John

Webb Simmons (1882-1886), a Readjuster-Republican.3°
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John Webb Simmons (1859-1938) was a native of Floyd

County. His father, Roley M. Simmons, taught school during

the Literary Fund era and in the public school system

beginning in 1870. John Simmons was educated in the public

schools of Floyd County and at the Oxford Academy. After

attending the Oxford Academy, Simmons enrolled in the Medical

College of Virginia. He graduated with honors on April 2,

1885 and began his medical practice in the town of

Jacksonville. In 1886, he served on the First Board of

Trustees for the Jacksonville Burial Ground Association.3*

In 1898, Dr. Simmons moved with his family to

Martinsville. He served as President of the Patrick-Henry

County Medical Society in 1911. He was the local surgeon for

the Norfolk and Western Railroad Company. Active in

politics, he was presidential elector for the Fifth

Congressional District voting for the William Henry

Harrison-Morton ticket in 1888. In 1906, Simmons was the

Republican candidate for Congress representing the Fifth

Congressional District. He lost the election by

approximately 150 votes. Dr. Simmons was a member of the

Medical Society of Virginia and the American Medical

Association.32

At the time of his appointment as Superintendent for the

Floyd County School System, Simmons was 23 years old, making
I

him the youngest man in Virginia to hold that office.33
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During his tenure as superintendent, the Floyd County School

Board minutes reported him as "being in the chair."3‘

Simmons continued to perform duties similar to his

predecessor, Dr. Stigleman. He examined and licensed

teachers, conducted school board meetings, and visited

schools.35 Dr. Simmons' visitation of schools was low during

his four year tenure as superintendent. For example, in

1885, he visited only 7 of 88 schools.3‘ Reasons for this

may have been due to poor roads, bad weather, and time spent

in Richmond working on his medical degree.

A political issue that Simmons faced while

superintendent dealt with the Subdistricting Act of 1878.

Subdistricting was tried as a means of closely monitoring

schools and teachers in the mountainous communities of Floyd

County.

The General Assembly in March 1878 passed a law allowing

districts within counties to subdivide.3’ The primary

purpose for this law was to aid rural counties in which

district trustees had to oversee from ten to twenty schools

scattered over a wide area on crude roads. The law would

allow citizens to elect three directors for their

subdistrict. The directors would look after school property,

nominate teachers from those licensed by the superintendent
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for the district trustees to hire, and obtain voluntary
U

contributions from the patrons of their subdistrict.3° To

be a school director, the individual had to be able to read

and write. Citizens in the subdistrict could vote if they

were resident taxpayers or heads of families. A majority of

the voting patrons had to participate or an election could

not be legally held.3’

The law was permissive. County school boards could

decide whether or not to adopt the law. Few counties did.‘°

In 1879 only eleven western Virginia counties adopted the law

with Floyd County being one of the total. Of the eleven, few

reported the subdistrict law as being successful. Floyd

County reported the subdistrict operation as being met "with

some success" but teachers nominated by the directors were

opposed. For Wise County, the subdistrict plan had caused

"injurious results."*‘ In 1880, Dr. Stigleman reported that

he was not "pleased with the plan."‘2 Though Dr. Stigleman

had reservations over the subdistricting plan, the policy

continued. During Dr. Simmons' tenure as superintendent, the

subdistrict plan was in operation. One problem in the plan

was noted in the Jacksonville School District Records for

1881, 1882, and 1885. Elections were not held as prescribed _

by law. While notices were sent out by district trustees

informing citizens of the date set for the directors'

elections (see next page), the subdistricts failed to hold
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elections forcing the district trustees to appoint the

directors for their three-year terms.‘3

Reasons why citizens failed to show on election day,

requiring trustees to appoint directors, were not given.

Weather conditions, citizen apathy, and crude roads may have

contributed to low voter turn out. Blanch Sydnor,

superintendent of Nottoway County, maintained that the

subdistrict plan failed in Virginia due to political reasons.

Sydnor stated that 'the election of directors by the people

would bring up various questions of politics, religion,

social position...which would engender strife & ill wi11'."

Sydnor continued by commenting that it would produce

'rivallryl & jealousy between different neighborhoods &

different teachers."5 This fear of rivalry and jealousy may

have contributed to the Floyd County School Board's decision
V

in 1892 to remove the directors' power to nominate teachers

leaving them with the function of overseeing school

property." Building and maintaining schools for blacks and

whites remained key responsibilities for district trustees, __

and to a lesser extent directors and superintendents during

the nineteenth century.
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Schooling Conditions in Late -·_
Nineteenth Century Virginia

By 1882, Virginia's school system had overcome the

state's debt crisis that threatened its existence. While

school superintendents could now rely on some measure of

state financial support, localities provided the bulk of

expense for school growth, both black and white. It was the

responsibility of the district school boards to place, build

and equip school houses; plus, pay incidental expenses for

such items as fuel and insurance.‘7 The district trustees

determined the amount of money needed and requested the Board

of Supervisors to levy a tax which could not exceed over five

mills per dollar.‘° These tasks by trustees were carried out

under political and social pressure due to their loyalty to

family, church, and locality."

While trustees had the constitutional mandate to build

schools, they did so without pay. Only the clerks of the

district boards received financial compensation. Due to

their record keeping responsibilities, clerks could acquire

up to two dollars annually per school in their districts.‘°

A district clerk's records included the salaries owed

to teachers and school expenses. The latter contained costs

for building, maintaining, and equipping schools. As an

example in Floyd County, the clerk's notes for the

Jacksonville School District included debts to citizens for

items such as building materials, blackboards, repairs to

schools, buckets, brooms, stove parts, and firewood.5‘
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Firewood comprised a large portion of the Jacksonville

District clerk's records. Contracts for firewood were

awarded to individuals for different schools. Two examples

of contracts issued, one for a black school and the other

white, were as followsz

It was ordered that the contract to
furnish wood for the use of the Moors
public school be awarded to Floyd Pugh · '
who agrees to furnish same for $5 for
sesion [sic] 1880 & 81....Also to David
Akers (Cold) [colored] contract for wood
to the Colored school at 25 c for one
horse load and 50 for 2 horse loads.52

In April 1881, David Akers was paid by warrant on the county

treasurer for $5.00 for wood delivered to the Armstrong

(black) school.$3

The clerk's minutes for the Little River District in

Floyd County for 1889 included the following items and

cost:"

1 Broom .25
1 Box Crayons .15
1 Axe 1.00
1 Dipper .10

12 Window Glass 1.80
4 Lbs. Putty .24 „
l Box Tacks .05
1 Knob Lock .40
1 Bucket .20

Besides building schools, district trustees had the

problem of maintaining them. In 1879, the district trustees

for Floyd County reported to Dr. Stigleman on the condition
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of the schools. Of the six districts, four reported schools

as in good condition with some general repairs needed. Two

districts reported specific problems. The Indian Valley

trustees noted that "several of the houses put up by contract

was [sic] badly done and the floors are open." Burks Fork

trustees cited the school, Pluck Valley, as "nearly

worthless."" When the trustees reported to the

superintendent in 1880, little had changed in the way of

repair. The Indian Valley trustees identified Forest Hill

as needing a new roof. The schools Phillips, Hewett, and

Vanderbilt had open floors. The Mountain Cove school was in

the worst repair as the ceiling was coming off and the floor

was open."

Schools in Virginia and Floyd County during the

nineteenth century were primarily constructed of wood being

either log or frame. Below is a breakdown of the types of

school houses in the state:
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Table 4.4: Percentage of School Houses in the State,
1885-1900x

% % % %
Brick Frame Log Stone

1885 2.4 60.0 37.1 0.5
1890 2.5 70.1 26.9 0.5
1895 2.8 76.7 20.1 0.4
1900 2.4 81.3 16.0 0.3

*Inc1udes city averages

Source: William Allen Link, "Public Schooling and Social Change
in Rural Virginia, 1870-1920." Diss., University of
Virginia, 1981, p. 102.

For Floyd County, school houses were as follows:

Table 4.5: Percentage of School Houses in Floyd county.
1885-1900.

% % % %
Brick Frame Log Stone

1885 1.0 70.4 28.4 None
1890 1.0 79.3 19.5 None
1895 1.0 86.7 12.2 None
1900 1.0 90.3 8.7 None

Source: . 1885. p-62-.
1890. p-

44-Rgpggt,Biennial Report 1894-1895, Part III, p. 230.
Biennial Report. 1900-1901.

Part II, p. 123.

While Floyd County's percentage for frame schools was

higher than the state average, the county fell short of the
A

state in areas relating to furniture and outhouse

construction as follows:
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Table 4.6: Percentage of Schools with Outhouses and
A

Furniture in Virginia and Floyd county;
1885-1900.¤

STATE

% % % %
With With With With

Outhouses Good Patent Suitable
Furniture Desks Grounds

1885 19.9 51.7 -—-- 87.7
1890 , 18.4 60.0 14.4 89.5
1895 34.8 65.9 21.9 90.3
1900 42.1 68.8 30.6 93.3

*Above table includes city and county averages.

FLOYD COUNTY

% % % %
With With With With

Outhouses Good Patent Suitable
Furniture Desks Grounds

1885 1.0 --- --- 100.0
1890 1.0 2.3 --- 100.0
1895 2.0 8.2 --- 100.0
1900 6.8 --- --- 100.0

Source: yirginia_§ghgg1_Rgpg;;, Biennial Report 1900-1901,
Part II- pp-
123-124-BiennialReport 1894-1895, Part III, pp. 230- 231.

1890, pp- 44-45-
1885. pp- 63-65-
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Suitable grounds for schools appear to have been a

strong point for Floyd County. However, the County was well
„ below the state average in building outhouses and supplying

schools with good furniture. Economic and geographic reasons

for these differences may have centered on three points.

First, the state average included city totals which were

higher than the rural counties. Second, Floyd County being

mountainous, had timber to build schools but lacked the

transportation facilities to bring "patent desks" into remote

areas of the county. The third reason may have been

financial. District trustees were continually adding or

moving schools which tied up a large portion of their funds

to meet the population demands. Floyd County went from 66

schools in 1880 to 108 in 1900, a 64 percent increase.‘7 The

convenience of an outhouse and "good furniture" may not have

appeared as practical or essential under these circumstances.

Schools, whether log or frame, were available for blacks

as well as whites in Floyd County during the nineteenth

century. School board and district records did not indicate

any comparisons between the conditions of schools for blacks

and whites. However, black schools did receive attention by

trustees. The 1899 Floyd County School Board records cited

authorization for a new black school to replace the old

school named Armstrong.5' The number of schools opened for
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blacks and whites in Floyd County during the nineteenth

century were as fo1lows:5’

White Black Total

1880 61 5 66
1885 80 8 88
1890 90 9 99
1895 _ 98 7 105
1900 101 7 108

The decrease in black schools in 1895 and 1900 may have

been due to a decrease in black school population. Census

figures for 1885 show Floyd County's black school population

as totaling 564. By 1890 it had declined to 558. Census

records for 1895 give the black school population as 466.

The downward trend in black school population was also true

for the state. In 1890, the population was 275,388. By 1895,

it had declined to 268,503.‘°

While the black population in Floyd County was small in

numbers, the average school population to each school was

large. This trend was true for the state as Table 4.7 shows:
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Table 4.7: Average school Population To Each School,
1885-1900x

Floyd County State '
W B W B

*1885 57.8 64.3 67.6 125.7
#1890 58.7 62.7 64.4 123.2

**1895 56.6 79.7 62.4 122.8
##1900 54.5 66.6 60.3 115.0

*Based on 1880 Census figures
#Based on 1885 Census figures

**Based on 1890 Census figures
##Based on 1895 Census figures

*Ca1cu1ations were based on the school population for the
years 1880, 1885, 1890, 1895. The number of schools for
blacks and whites in the state and Floyd County were divided
into the school population for blacks and whites to obtain
the averages

S¤urce= 1882, pp- 58-59, 61-
Yirginia.§sh9Q1.Bep9rL, 1885, pp- 15, 229, 236-
!irginia.§shQQl.BepQrL, 1890, pp- 13, 81, 154-
yi;ginig_§ghggl_Rgpgr;, Biennial Report 1894-1895,
Part III, p- 197,
268-BiennialReport, 1896-1997, p. xvii. yirginig
§ghggl_Bgpg;§, Biennial Report 1900-1901, Part II,
p. 109.
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The disparity between whites and blacks in school

population per school was noted by the State Superintendent,

R. R. Farr, in his 1882 report.> Farr reported that almost

all the counties in Virginia had nearly doubled the

facilities for whites over blacks. The State Superintendent

commented:

It is a noticeable fact that in the
counties where the whites predominate
the school facilities provided for both
white and colored are much more nearly
equal than in those counties where the
colored population is largely in excess
of the white."

Farr argued further that state funding was based on

school population. Those counties with large black

majorities should have school facilities based on those

figures. He chastised the school personnel for not meeting

this obligation.‘”

The white population enjoyed not only a lower

pupil-teacher ratio over blacks, but also a higher school

attendance. Ruffner gave three reasons why whites had

advantages over blacks in school attendance and enrollment.

The first point dealt with population density. Whites had a

greater population density in most areas of the state.

Blacks were thinly scattered in portions of Virginia which

created problems in providing schools. The second advantage

centered on money. Whites were in a better financial

position to supplement teachers' salaries as well as provide
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adequate clothing and transportation for schooling.

Ruffner's last reason focused on child labor. Both whites

and blacks used their children for labor purposes. However,

whites appeared to be in a better situation of relinquishing

their children from labor in order to attend school.‘3 The

attendance and enrollment figures for the state and Floyd

County are shown on the following page:
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Table 4.8: Percentage of Student Enrollment and Average
Daily Attendance for Students Ages 5 tc 21,
1880-1900.

STATE FLOYD COUNTY
% %

Student Enrollment Student Enrollment
W B W B

1880 48.3 28.5 63.4 35.3
1885 62.0 45.0 78.0 63.0
1890 64.0 46.0 74.0 60.0
1895 59.0 45.0 71.0 40.0
1900 59.0 45.0 79.0 58.0

STATE FLOYD COUNTY
Z Average Z Average

Daily Attendance Daily Attendance
W B W B

1880 28.5 15.3 33.9 22.0
1885 36.0 25.0 44.0 41.0
1890 37.6 25.7 43.0 39.0
1895 35.0 24.0 41.0 26.0
1900 35.0 25.0 44.0 30.0

1880, 1885. 1890. 1894-95,
1900-1901.
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Students attending school were enrolled for only a few
W

months in Virginia. For Floyd County children, schools were

below the state average in operation. Reasons for this

stemmed from poor roads in mountainous terrain to the need

for child labor at home. Table 4.9 shows the differences

between state and county school openings.

Table 4.9: Average School Term in the state and
Floyd county, 1880-1900.x

STATE FLOYD COUNTY

1880 5.64 4.82
1885 5.92 4.80
1890 5.91 4.56
1895 5.95 4.80
1900 6.00 4.67

*The state figures above include city averages.

Source: yi;gigig_§ghggl_Bepg;;§, 1880, 1885, 1890,
1894-95, 1900-1901.

While schools in Floyd County averaged less than five

months per year being open, they provided a social,

educational environment that otherwise children missed. One

school, Brush Creek, in the Locust Grove district was

described by one of its former students in 1958. Charles

Henry Huff, who was approximately 85 years old, reminisced I
about his school days at Brush Creek as a young boy. Huff

recalled that the typical student attending Brush Creek came

from a log home with a few pupils living in frame houses.
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The Brush Creek school had one large room holding up to 65

students. School began at 8:00 AM and ended at 4:00 PM.

Students ranged in age from five to twenty-one. Charles Huff

remembered that students over the age of twenty-one could

continue in school by paying the teacher a dollar per month

or by attending the summer session."

Charles Huff began school at the age of five. Benches

were 'slabs held together by good stout pegs' with no backs.

Every student had a slate with some pupils having sponges to

use to erase their work while the rest just 'spit on their

sleeves.' He remembered as a boy the large wood stove

sitting in a sand box in the middle of the room. One of its

functions, besides giving off heat, served as a spittoon for

the older students who chewed tobacco.‘5

Another aspect of schooling recalled by Huff centered

on home remedies. A child with a sore throat was given

boneset tea or a yarn soaked in lamp oil was placed around

the student's neck overnight to help relieve the discomfort.

Charles Huff commented that a student with the latter remedy

was not allowed to stand near the stove. For cleaning their

teeth at school, the children used toothbrushes made of

dogwood."

For lessons, students had spelling matches, recited

multiplication tables, and did some singing of songs such as

'Sweet Marie' and 'The Spanish Cavalier.' Sometimes students
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were invited home with the teacher to spend the night. Huff

remembered recess as hunting for chinquapins, haws, or
”

picking mountain tea berries. Games played were such things

as the 'bull pin'."

Charles Huff recalled several of his former teachers.

One in particular was Henry P. Cummings who could calculate

long columns of numbers without any apparent effort. This

teacher was strict, never using tobacco, slang, or

participating in dances.‘°

Summary

Brush Creek school incorporated the culture of the

surrounding community through the use of home remedies, games

played, and teacher-student visitations. Students in this

mountainous area used homemade benches for furniture. Patent

desks had not been introduced in nineteenth century Floyd

County schools, apparently due to cost and lack of

transportation facilities to bring school furniture into

remote areas, such as Brush Creek.

Geographic factors in Floyd County posed other problems

for school trustees besides road conditions. The

Subdistricting Act of 1878 was passed by the General Assembly

to aid rural counties where district trustees had to oversee

schools scattered over wide areas. Counties, adopting the

permissive statute, could subdivide allowing more local
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control in building schools and selecting teachers. Few

counties took advantage of the law. One superintendent _

pointed to political reasons for the unpopularity of the law.

He claimed that the election of the subdistrict directors

would bring politics, religion, and social position into play

causing jealousy between neighborhoods. These reasons may

have been why citizens would not vote for subdirectors in

Floyd County, forcing the district trustees to make

selections. By 1892, the subdirectors' power had been curbed

in Floyd County by removing their privilege to nominate

teachers.

Schools in Floyd County were open for shorter periods

of time than the state average. Children needed for labor

was one reason for the short school season. Weather

conditions coupled with crude roads made traveling difficult

to schools. When students were enrolled, the pupil—teacher

ratio for whites and blacks in Floyd County was more closely

aligned than for the state average. R.R. Farr, state

superintendent, noted that counties having a large white

population were more inclined to provide "equitable" school

facilities for blacks than in areas where the black

population exceeded those of whites."

Besides the problems associated with building schools

for blacks and whites, trustees in nineteenth century

Virginia faced economic problems brought about by political
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turmoil at the state level. The Funder—Readjuster

controversy caused a financial crisis for school divisions

in the state. The Funders channeled money meant for

education into other areas of state government. Readjusters

pushed to scale down the debt and give financial support to

the state school system. The greatest support for the

Readjuster movement came from blacks and the western portion

of Virginia. Floyd County was part of this political force

voting in 1879 for Readjuster representatives to the General

Assembly.

Political decisions affected school growth in other ways

besides financial. During the brief period of time that

William Mahone and his Readjusters were in power, changes

were made in the state and local school leaderships. William

Ruffner was removed from office as state superintendent.

Ruffner had argued against the union of politics and

education. His warning went unheeded as Mahone replaced

Ruffner with a Readjuster, R.R. Farr. State politics also

played a role in the local school superintendents' selection.

Dr. Callohill Minnis Stigleman of Floyd County, along with

53 other school superintendents, was replaced. In Dr.

Stigleman's place was appointed a 23 year old

Readjuster-Republican, John Webb Simmons. During part of his

four year term, Simmons was absent from Floyd County earning

his medical degree in Richmond.
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When John Simmons was in Floyd County, he carried out,

as Callohill Stigleman before him, duties that included

visiting schools, conducting school board meetings, and

licensing teachers. Examining and licensing teachers was an

important function of the nineteenth century school

superintendents. While superintendents spent time in these

two endeavors, little attention was given to teacher

education in the initial years of the state school system.

As the state system overcame the financial crisis imposed

from the Funder era, teacher education became a political

issue. State and local school officials pushed for teacher

education facilities. The economic, geographic, and cultural

conditions that influenced teachers and their education in

nineteenth century Virginia, including Floyd County, will be

explored next.
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CHAPTER V

EFFORTS IN DEVELOPING TEACHER EDUCATION 1876-1900

By 1876, William Henry Ruffner had met one of the

mandates in the Underwood Constitution, namely having a

school system in place across the state. But this infant

state system had barely begun to function when, in the late

1870's, the Funder debt issue challenged its continued

existence. The political and economic turmoil surrounding

this crisis left Ruffner and county superintendents with

little opportunity to carry out another constitutional

mandate, establishing Normal schools. It was not until the

debt issue had been settled that teacher education began to

receive serious attention. Local and state superintendents

in the late nineteenth century began to call for public

funding to finance teacher education; however, politics again

interfered. Moreover, similar to their students, geographic,

and social factors also affected the type and amount of

education teachers received in both public and private

settings.

Tied to this issue of education was teacher

certification and examination. School superintendents

licensed and examined teachers based on their own individual

189
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criteria. The type of certification awarded to teachers by

superintendents influenced the amount of salary received.

Superintendents, with their power to set standards for

teachers, played a key role in shaping their school systems.

They were also influential in early efforts to educate

teachers. For Floyd County, the third school superintendent

George Willis, (1886-1897), worked extensively to improve

teacher education.

George Willis (1853-1932), was to play a significant

role in the development of teacher education and the public

school system in Floyd County. A native of the county,

Willis received his primary education in the one-room

schools.‘ His secondary education centered on Roanoke

College, (1874-1876),2 and the Oxford Academy in

Jacksonville.2

When he became superintendent in 1886, Willis ran his

office from his home in Hylton, Virginia (changed to Willis

in 1894).* His daughter, Lena McDonald, recalled that her

father took his education work seriously. She stated that

her father traveled by horse and buggy visiting schools all

over the county, staying overnight in the patrons' homes.5

During his eleven years as superintendent, Willis

traveled extensively on behalf of education. [In 1887, he
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logged 2000 miles compared to the state average for

superintendents of 851 miles.‘ This trend continued for

Willis in 1894. In that year, he traveled 1100 miles

visiting all but eleven schools in the county.’

When Willis became superintendent in 1886, he inherited

a rural school system. The occupations of parents for the

white school population in Floyd County recorded in the 1885

Census included the following:° (Occupations of black parents

were not given.)

Merchants 19
Farmers 1778
Mechanics 152
Laborers 195
Professionals 37

Willis recognized the need to expand educational

opportunities for his rural constituency. He told the school

board at his first meeting as superintendent that "he had the

advancement of the interest of the public schools at heart."°

For Willis, advancement included teacher education. He

continued to hold Teacher Institutes that his predecessors,

Stigleman and Simmons, had implemented. Teacher Institutes

held at the county level in Virginia became commonplace in

the late l800's. State Summer Normals were held in an

attempt to provide teachers with ways to upgradeltheir

teaching skills and certificates. In 1889, Willis was
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instrumental in bringing a State Summer Normal to Floyd

County,*° only one of six held in Virginia for that year."

Teacher education in late nineteenth century Virginia

centered primarily around three means: Teacher Institutes,

State Summer Normals, and Normal Schools. According to the

Underwood Constitution, Normal schools were to be established

"as soon as practicable."‘2 However, by 1883, the General

Assembly had not financed this constitutional mandate.

Virginia's governing body had focused its energy on the state

debt crisis, paying little attention to constitutional

requirements. State Superintendent Farr argued in his 1883

report that the General Assembly had bypassed this law for

teacher education by using the "as soon as practicable"

phrase as an excuse.‘3 Farr argued that teachers wanted

education but received little encouragement from the state.

In 1873, the General Assembly enacted a law limiting Teacher

Institutes and State Summer Normals by dictating:

The Board of Education shall have
power, at its discretion, to invite and
encourage meetings of teachers at ‘

· convenient places, and to provide
addresses to be made before such
meetings, touching the processes of
school organization, discipline and '
instruction: provided that no public
money shall be expended for the purposes ·
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of thissection;[italics

added]

Farr called this law a 'disgrace to the intelligence of

the state."‘ This left the Peabody Fund as the major

benefactor for teacher education in Virginia. For example,

in 1882, 1000 dollars of the Peabody Fund was used to hold

Normal Institutes for whites in Salem and Farmville, and for

blacks in Petersburg. The Peabody Fund also provided

scholarships for a few teachers each year to attend the

Nashville Normal College in Tennessee."

Nineteenth century teacher education in Virginia

centered on three levels. The first level composed the

Teacher Institutes held at the local level. The

superintendent presided over the meetings dealing with topics

such as "the practical improvement in the art of teaching"."

Local Institutes were held for blacks and whites in Virginia.

Occasionally teachers of both races attended the same

meeting. This was true for Floyd County in 1889 as Table 5.1

shows:
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Table 5.1: Number of Institutes and Teachers Present,
1880-1895

Number of Teachers Number of Teachers» Year Institutes Present Year Institutes Present

1880 2 * 1888 1 (W) 100
1881 6 * 1889 1 (W & B) 120
1882 1 66 1890 1 *1883 1 '_ 42 1891 None Held
1884 1 47 1892 No Report
1885 No Report 1893 **1 County 72
1886 1 (W) 62 1894 11 *1887 1 * 1895 No Report

*Information not available
**For that year, district meetings were held almost monthly.

Source: 1880, 1881, 1882, 1883,
1884, 1885, 1886, 1887, 1888, 1889, 1890, 1891,
1892-93, 1894-95.

One problem with local Institutes not only for Floyd

County but for the state was created by the law prohibiting

meetings of teachers from being held during the regular

school term. County Institutes were forced to be held in the

summer causing them to compete against the next level of

teacher training, the State Summer Normals.- Several school

superintendents complained in their 1891 reports of not being

able to hold county Institutes for fear of interfering with

the Summer Normals. This competition helped to make the

number of local Institutes vary from year to year in the

counties.‘°

The second level of teacher education, the State Summer

Normal Institutes were considered by Ruffner in 1881 to be a
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"great improvement" over the County Institutes due to longer

instructional sessions and better instructors.‘° Normal °

Institutes ran on an average of three to six weeks. They were

funded with Peabody money. The first Normal or Peabody

Institutes were held in 1880. One was held at the University

of Virginia for white teachers and the other in Lynchburg for

black teachers.2° Teachers paid their own way to the Normal

Institutes. Railroads allowed reduced rates for black and

white teachers attending the Institutes.2* Teachers in Floyd

County did receive supplements for attending Summer Normals.

The Jacksonville School District Records reported Cos

Dickerson and Sarah C. Eller as receiving ten dollars each

in 1885 for attending Normals in Christiansburg and

Wytheville.Z2

While a few Normal Peabody Institutes were held across

the state each summer, many teachers never attended. By

1891, 3000 white and 1000 black teachers had been identified

as never having attended a State Summer Normal.Z3 The

teachers that did enroll at the Summer Normals attended on

an irregular basis. State Superintendent Massey in 1891

pointed out that irregular attendance rendered detailed study

as impracticable. He called for legislative authority to

allow Institutes to be held during the school term. Massey

argued for compulsory teacher attendance with pay to offset

the problems posed by irregular attendance.2‘, The state
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superintendent argued for state financial support to increase

Summer Normals. However, it was not until March 1894 that

the General Assembly passed a law to appropriate 2,500

dollars of public school funds for the support of the State

Summer Normals.2‘

Floyd County teachers participated in the State Summer

Normals. In 1884, for example, twelve white teachers

attended the Peabody Institute held in Wytheville, Virginia.

The eight men and four women teachers ranged in age from

eighteen to thirty. All were natives of Virginia with two

being married and ten single. Five of the teachers had

attended Normal Institutes prior to the one in Wytheville.

Their educational backgrounds included public and private

schools. Nine were educated in the public schools. Two

received their training at the Jacksonville Female Institute

and one at the Oxford Academy in Jacksonville. Of the twelve

teachers, six had kept up a course of reading during the year

with four subscribing to educational literature. None of the

Floyd County teachers that attended the Wytheville Institute

held diplomas. However, all twelve indicated a desire to

make teaching a career.2‘ Teachers attending the Wytheville

Institute for its duration received certificates. At least

one teacher from Floyd County attended on a regular basis-

(see next page). While some teachers from Floyd°County

traveled to surrounding areas to attend Peabody Institutes,
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George Willis in 1889 brought a Summer Normal to

Jacksonville.

ElgyQ_1ng;i;g;g* The Floyd Institute was one of six

held in Virginia in 1889. Peabody Funds totaling $1,519.60

paid for all or part of the six Institutes. (Private Normals

for white teachers were also conducted in parts of Virginia

but without Peabody aid.) Three of the Peabody Institutes

were for blacks and three for whites. The Jacksonville

Institute was for white teachers.2’ While Peabody Funds were

used to pay for Floyd County's Normal Institute, the Floyd

County School Board trustees appropriated $15.00 to pay the

conductor of the Institute, Professor William Graybill. The

Board also charged teachers from other counties attending the

Institute one dollar to help pay for Graybill's services.Z°

The Floyd Institute ran from July 23 to August 16, 1889.

Three hundred and fifteen teachers representing 23 Virginia

counties and the states of North Carolina, Tennessee, and

Pennsylvania were in attendance. Five county superintendents

also attended the Institute. Teacher and superintendent

enrollment would have been higher had it not been for the

"unprecedented rains and swollen streams" which hindered

travel.2’
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The conductor of the Floyd Institute, William M.

Graybill, wrote to State Superintendent Buchanan in 1889

describing the Institute's location as follows:

All of the citizens have excellent
homes, into which the teachers were
received with old Virginia cordiality.
The pure water, healthful climate, and
invigorating atmosphere stimulated all
to achieve effort. Every other interest
of the town and community was made
subservient to the success of the
institute. The citizens of the
community, being in perfect sympathy
with popular education, provoked the

. teachers to diligence in study by their
kind attention and interest in the
exercises of the institute.3°

At the opening session of the month long Institute,

Superintendent Willis and his predecessor, John Simmons,

along with U.S. Congressman Posey G. Lester (Floyd native)

and the Reverend John K. Harris of the Oxford Academy

addressed the teachers. Instructors for the Institute were

as follows:3*

Principal William M. Graybill——Roanoke City Schools.
Conductor of the Institute. Instructor for
subjects: History, Physiology, Pedagogy.

Mrs. C.T. Bartkowska—-State Female Normal School in
Farmville. Instructor for subjects:
Arithmetic, Geography, Elocution.

Annie Rosser-—Danville Graded School. Instructor for
subjects: Grammar, Phonics, Calisthenics. ‘

:Professor J.E. Kittinger——Instructor for Music.

Lucy Boswell--Graduate of State Female Normal School.
Lessons in Drawing.
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Other lecturers during the month long session
included:

Superintendent William E. Duncan
Professor J.K. Harris of Oxford Academy in

Jacksonville
Professor G.B. Giles of Virginia Normal and Business

Institute
Principal J.R. Rutrough of Mountain Normal College in

Hylton (changed to Willis in 1894)

The daily program of instruction for the Floyd Institute was

as fo1lows:32

8:30 to 9:00 AM Devotional and General Exercises
9:00 to 9:45 AM Arithmetic
9:45 to 10:20 AM Physiology

10:20 to 10:30 AM Recess
10:30 to 10:50 AM Music, Calisthenics
10:50 to 11:30 AM Reading and Elocution
11:30 to 12:00 AM History
12:00 to 2:00 PM Intermission
2:00 to 2:10 PM Music
2:10 to 2:50 PM Grammar
2:50 to 3:20 PM Theory and Practice of Teaching
3:20 to 4:00 PM Geography
4:00 to 4:40 PM Drawing, Music

Upon request of teachers at the Institute, instruction

was also offered on Saturdays. One Sunday during the month's

session, two meetings, one being for men and the other for

women, were held. The Sunday session focused on social evils

and "the woman's influence in restraining vice and in

elevating society."°3 Teachers also met each weekday evening

except on Wednesdays to participate in music and literary

discussions. Wednesday evenings were reserved for worship.
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Teachers gathered with the local citizens for prayer and

Bible study.3‘

During the closing week of the Institute,

Superintendents Willis and Duncan gave an examination to the

teachers. The teachers' answers were forwarded to their
respective county superintendents. Graybill reported that

with "few exceptions" the exams "proved satisfactory."35

Examinations were also given during the Floyd Institute

to those teachers who applied for Peabody scholarships to the

Nashville Normal College.3‘ The Nashville Normal College

represented the third level of teacher education in Virginia.

Ng;mal§‘ Normal Schools represented the highest level

of teacher education offered in nineteenth century Virginia.

Students attending Normal Colleges enrolled for a two to

three year course of study.37 Four State Normals (two for

whites and two for blacks) were in operation in 1888. Of the

four schools in Virginia, the State Female Normal at

Farmville and the Hampton Normal received Peabody funds.

Besides the State Normal Colleges for educating teachers, the

University of Virginia offered a three month course on

teacher instruction. The college of William and Mary in 1888

was authorized to establish a Normal College for white males

who wanted to enter the teaching profession.3° '
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While teacher education was offered through State

Normals and some other colleges, few teachers received a '

formal education. In 1885, approximately six percent of

Virginia's teachers had received a college degree.3° (Floyd

County had one teacher with a degree from Roanoke College in

l885‘°). This lack of education was lamented by State

Superintendent Farr in 1883. He argued that teacher

education was an important goal. Farr stated:"

Some may still think that all are
bgrn [italics added] to teggh [italics
added], and that special training is not
necessary for any; but the practical
experience of every-day life destroys
this assumption, and makes it clear that
teaching is a profession, and does not
come by intuition, but that it requires
as much hard study and application as any
of the other learned professions.

Even with this appeal, higher education for teachers

remained unchanged. By the turn of the century,

approximately 80 percent of Virginia's teachers had no formal

education beyond high school with approximately one third

receiving no education beyond the primary level.‘2 At least

one teacher in Floyd County, Brownlow Light, was a notable

exception. Light participated in all three levels of

education offered to teachers during the nineteenth century.
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As a teacher, Brownlow Light (1861-1947) had a profound

impact on Floyd County. He taught school for more than 40

years and was considered to be one of the most outstanding

teachers in the county. Light's attitude toward his own

professional development added to his uniqueness as a

teacher. During his teaching career, Light sought to improve

his education by participating in Teacher Institutes, State

Summer Normals, and the Peabody Normal College.

A native of the county, Light's parents named him after

Governor Brownlow of Tennessee. His educational background

consisted of public and private schooling in the county. He

attended the Oxford Academy in Jacksonville under the

Reverend John K. Harris.‘3

Brownlow Light began teaching in 1879 at the age of

eighteen. From 1879 to 1922, Light taught school, primarily

in Floyd County. He taught for two years, 1885-86, in

Salina, Kansas. Light's reasons for moving to Kansas had to

do with relatives living in Salina coupled with the fact of

better wages and benefits for teachers. While teaching in

Kansas, the school board provided him with a pony to ride.

Besides Kansas, Light also taught one year in the counties

of Montgomery and Roanoke, Virginia. The only time Light was

not involved in the teaching profession was when°he enlisted

in the U.S. Army during the Spanish-American War."
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During Light's teaching career in Floyd County, he

taught at the following schools:‘5

Siner Meadow Run
Mount Pleasant Flint or Double Springs
Washington Chestnut Level
Halls Terry's Fork
Iddings Halls Graded School or Locust Grove

Brownlow Light attended several State Summer Normals

during his teaching career as follows:"

Abingdon 1881
Salem 1882
Blacksburg 1883
Wytheville 1884
Floyd 1889

Besides Summer Normals, Light also attended the Peabody

Normal College in Nashville, Tennessee. According to his

daughter, Christine Vest, Light and one other person from the

counties surrounding Floyd received Peabody scholarships.

The other person later became President of Shenandoah Life

Insurance Company in Roanoke, Virginia."

Light was respected by the superintendents in Floyd

County under whom he taught. In February 1881, Dr. Stigleman

wrote Brownlow Light a letter describing how he should carry

out the closing exercise of school. Stigleman told Light

that he had invited guests to attend the ceremony. Stigleman
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wrote to Light that he wanted people to see "what you ggg

QQH4 8

Light's reputation as a teacher was noted by George

Willis. In 1887, Willis issued Light a teacher's

professional certificate for two years without examining him

due to his "ability and experience." In 1903, Floyd County

Superintendent, P.F. Shelton, issued Light a professional
A

certificate good for seven years.‘° This certificate was

difficult to obtain. At the turn of the century, only 39

professional certificates were issued out of 8,836 teachers

in Virginia (see next three pages).5° The type of

certification awarded to teachers was influenced by the kind

of education received. Superintendents used teacher

education as one of their criteria for licensing and

examining teachers.

Superintendents examined and certified teachers during
I

the nineteenth century. Each superintendent developed and4
graded his own exams.5‘ Copies of the exams were sent to the

state superintendent's office. Teachers were evaluated on

their scholarship and moral character. Four levels of

certificates were issued to teachers based upon their

examination records as follows:
”

Teacher's Professional Certificate „
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First Grade (A)
Second Grade (B)
Third Grade (C) ‘

The teacher's professional certificate was issued for

two years. A superintendent could renew a teacher's

professional certificate for up to five years without

reexamination. A teacher who received this level of

certification was deemed by the superintendent as being

excellent in both teaching and scholarship skills. The other

three levels of certificates were issued on a yearly basis.

A superintendent could revoke a teacher's certificate at any

time.52

Few teachers received professional certificates in Floyd

County or the state. In 1885, teacher certification for both

blacks and whites was as follows:53

FLOYD COUNTY STATE

Professional Certificates 7 723
First Grade 17 2480
Second Grade 51 2007
Third Grade 13 1123

Total 88 6333

In 1896, the breakdown of teacher certification, black

and white, in Floyd County gave the following results:5‘

Professional Certificates 0 (W) 0 (B)
First Grade 35 (W) _ 0 (B)
Second Grade 46 (W) 3 (B)
Third Grade 17 (W) 3 (B)
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In 1891, a resolution was passed at a joint meeting of

the State Educational Association and Superintendents'

conference calling for a uniform examination of all teachers.

State Superintendent John Massey was requested to issue

semiannually printed exam questions. These exams were to be

given simultaneously across the state. Questions were

prepared in the following subject areas:55

Reading Arithmetic History Writing Geography
Grammar Physiology Hygiene Orthography
Theory and Practice of Teaching (First & Second Grade

Certificates Only)

In order for teachers to receive a first grade

certificate, an average of 80 percent was required. A second

grade certificate mandated an average of 70 percent and a

third grade certificate called for an average of 60 percent.

Teachers obtaining a first grade certificate were licensed

to teach for three years. The second grade certificate was

in force for two years with the third grade good for only one

year. To obtain a certificate, a person had to be at least

eighteen years of age. Furthermore, a first grade

certificate could not be issued to anyone under the age of

twenty who had not taught school for ten months.5‘ Exams for

blacks and whites covered the same subject areas but were-

different. However, the same rules and regulations for
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taking exams and being licensed to teach applied to black and

white teachers alike."

The state superintendent was also authorized to issue

two grades of State certificate. The professional

certificate was valid for seven years. Teachers receiving

this certificate were tested in the same subject areas

required for a first grade certificate plus additional

courses as the state superintendent dictated. The second

state certificate was the life diploma. To receive a life

diploma, teachers had to maintain a 75 percent mastery in the

subject areas tested. Teachers applying for a diploma or

certificate had up to two years to complete all

requirements.‘°

Beginning in 1895, teachers completing a prescribed

course of study through the State Summer Normals did not have

to take any examination for certificate renewal.5’ In 1898,

teachers graduating from the State Female Normal at

Farmville, college of William and Mary, Peabody Normal at

Nashville, Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute, plus

the Normal and Collegiate Institute at Petersburg obtained a

State certificate valid for five years without further

examination.‘° State Superintendent, Joseph Southall, in his

biennial report of 1897-98 outlined another means for teacher

certification. Teachers of first grade certificates could

receive a professional certificate for seven years if they
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successfully completed a three year home study program

directed by the State Board of Education."

Another means for certifying and educating teachers was

through the Virginia Reading Association. Formed in 1884,

the Association's main purpose was to encourage teachers to

peruse educational material. All white teachers were

eligible to join for a yearly fee of 50 cents. Teachers had

two years to complete all required readings after which they

were tested. Teachers who passed the examination received a

two year certificate. By 1886, 400 white teachers in

Virginia had joined the Reading Association. Floyd County

had one member in 1889.‘2

While uniform examination of teachers became the norm

in 1891, State Superintendent Massey argued that standard

certification had not been met. Massey stated that as long

as superintendents graded the exams there would be "as many

standards as there are superintendents."‘3 The many

standards continued until 1905 when a State Board of

Examiners was appointed to grade teacher exams."

Certification meant more to teachers than how often they

were examined by superintendents. Teacher salaries were

affected by the kind of certificate held. District boards

set the scales for salaries based on the certification of the

teacher. Salaries were also influenced by the teacher's sex

and race, available funds, plus attendance of students.
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§.e1..ari.¢§
Teachers faced many uncertainties in gaining and keeping

employment in nineteenth century Virginia. Once hired, they

earned little for their endeavors. From the beginning of the

state school system in 1870 to 1900, salaries increased

little for either men or women. For most, pay was irregular.

Teachers' salaries were paid out of state and county funds.‘5

It was the duty of the county treasurer to collect state,

county, and district taxes. The treasurer received no salary

for his task only a commission for the taxes collected.

Without a salaried job, the county treasurer usually had

another occupation which took time away from collecting fees.

During the nineteenth century, months could elapse before all

taxes were co1lected." Without sufficient funds, teachers

were delayed in receiving their salaries. For the school

year 1892-1893, Floyd County was one of 57 counties and

cities out of 116 divisions that reported a delay in the

payment of teachers."

When funds for schools were not met, county treasurers

had the option of applying for relief to the General

Assembly. The treasurer of Floyd County, J.C. Barnard, in

1892 applied for relief to the legislature. By an act of the

General Assembly, Barnard was advanced 1700 dollars for
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teacher salaries. The treasurer was to repay the loan after

collecting the remaining taxes.‘°

Attendance of students was another factor influencing

teacher pay. By law, a public free school, in order to

operate, had to maintain an average daily attendance of 20

students. This average was the basis used for paying

teachers. However, school boards could pay teachers for

lower enrollments. Teachers were paid proportionally based

on the average daily attendance of between 15 and 20

students. No public money could be used to finance a school

with an average daily enrollment of less than ten students.

One final clause to the attendance law allowed teachers with

an average daily attendance of 15 students to receive a full

salary if "peculiar geography of the district" or other

extenuating circumstances made higher enrollment

impossible.‘° Beginning in 1886, teachers were required by

law to keep a register showing student enrollment and

attendance (see Appendix H). The Virginia School Register

would be used for four years before needing to be replaced

and cost 75 cents per copy. The register was used by

superintendents to verify student attendance and enrollment

for salary purposes.7°

Teachers received higher salaries in the cities than in

the counties. On a yearly basis, city teachers had an

advantage due to the length of the school term. By the
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1690*s, cities averaged nine-month school terms whereas

county schools managed only five and one-half month sessions.

The discrepancy in monthly salaries between city and county

teachers was noted in 1893 as follows:7‘

CITY COUNTY

M F M F

$67.83 $39.45 $27.21 $25.48

As a rule, salaries for teachers in rural, nineteenth century

Virginia varied between 20 and 30 dollars per month’2 as

Table 5.2 shows:

Table 5.2: Average Monthly Salary for Black and white
Teachers in Floyd county and the state, 1880-1900

FLOYD COUNTY STATE

M F M F

1880 18.26 18.04 29.20 24.65
1885 20.02 21.30 31.00 26.88
1890 20.98 19.82 31.69 26.61
1895 20.33 19.86 32.82 26.95
1900 19.80 19.60 32.47 26.18

Source: yi;gigig_§ghggl_Rggg;;5, 1880, 1885, 1890, 1894-1895,
1900-1901. .

~

In only one year did female teachers in Floyd County

earn more than their male counterparts. Females also earned

less on a state wide basis. Females began to dominate the
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teaching profession by the late l880's in Virginia. Salaries

for women between 1871 to 1900 averaged a fifth to a fourth
‘

lower than their male colleagues.’3 The sex ratio for

teachers, black and white, in Floyd County and the state

during the latter part of the nineteenth century was as

follows:

Table 5.3: Percentage of Male and Female Teachers in Floyd
County and Virginia; 1880-1900

FLOYD COUNTY STATE
Percent Percent

M F M F

1880 74.2 25.7 61.7 38.3
1890 66.6 33.3 41.5 58.5
1900 46.3 53.7 31.5 68.5

Source: William Allen Link, "Public Schooling and Social
Change in Rural Virginia, 1870—1920," Diss.
University of Virginia., 1981, p. 111. Virginia
§ghggi_ßangr;a, 1880, 1890, 1900-1901.

Black teachers, both males and females, averaged lower

salaries than their white colleagues. Joseph Eggelston, who

would later become the state superintendent, estimated in

1902 that black teachers received 20 to 50 percent less for

salaries than whites." An example of salary differentiation

between the races was shown in 1884:
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Table 5.4: Average Monthly Salary By Race for Teachers in
1884x

State Floyd County

White Males $30.25 $19.66
White Females $26.18 $19.56
Black Males $25.77 $19.48
Black Females $23.52 $17.37

Source: William Allen Link, "Public Schooling and Social
Change in Rural Virginia, 1870-1920," Diss.
University of Virginia, 1981, p. 174. Virginia1884, p- 47

*Link noted in his dissertation that the only years averages
for black and white teachers' salaries were provided on a
statewide basis included: 1884, 1885, 1905, 1906, and 1907.

The black male teacher in Floyd County usually received

a lower salary than whites. However, there were exceptions.

For example, in 1894 the black male teacher for the Indian

Valley district received a comparable, and eventually higher

salary than his white male colleagues as shown below:’5

White Males $19.80
White Females $18.67
Black Males $20.00
Black Females ---——-

One reason why the black male teacher may have received a

slightly higher wage in the Indian Valley district dealt with

the school term. For that year, the school session ran for

4.5 months for the black school as compared to 4.48 for the

white schools in the Indian Valley district."
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The majority of teachers in Floyd County and the state

were young. Women left the teaching ranks to marry. Older

males appear to have left the teaching profession due to low

salaries.7’ Below, Table 5.5 shows the percentage of age

distribution for teachers in Floyd County and the state for

1885.

Table 5.5: Age Distribution of Teachers, Ages 18 to 30 and
30 to 60

Floyd County State

18-30 30-60 18-30 30-60
0A %

WM 71.1 28.8 50.6 49.4
WF 81.0 19.0 69.3 30.7
BM 83.3 16.6 70.3 29.7
BF 100.0 ---— 93.6 6.4

Source: William Allen Link, "Public Schooling and Social
Change in Rural Virginia, 1870-l920," Diss.
University of Virginia, p. 113, Vi;ginig_§ghggl
BQEQIL, 1885, p. 67.

Whether teachers were young or old, male or female,

black or white, salaries showed little gain in the nineteenth

century.’°

_l871 1901 Gain
··

Males $32.36 $32.66 +.30c
Females $26.33 $26.46 +.13c

Besides low pay, teachers faced other needs. With few

Normal Schools and State Summer Normals to aid in their
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education, teachers had to rely on local support. Private

schools provided another means for some teachers to use in

obtaining an education.

While public funding for teacher education during the

nineteenth century rested primarily on Peabody support,

private endeavors in schooling played an important role in

educating men and women. Floyd County had three private

schools during the latter part of the 1800's. These schools

were used as training grounds for teachers in the public

school system.

The

Jacksonville Female Institute (see Appendix D) was operated

by three sisters from Massachusetts. Of the three sisters,

Annie Maria Smith, achieved the most fame. Miss Smith was

recognized not only for her teaching skills but as a friend

of Edgar Allen Poe."

Annie Maria Smith (1817-1883) was born in Salem,

Massachusetts (see Appendix E). She attended Abbott Seminary

in Andover, Massachusetts, graduating in 1834. After leaving

the Seminary, Annie Maria taught school for five years in

Massachusetts. In 1841, she moved to Richmond, Virginia.°°

While in Richmond (1841-1861), Annie Maria ran a school for
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young ladies.°‘ In 1861, Annie and her two sisters, Sarah

Smith and Ellen C. Staicos, appeared to have moved to

Franklin County, Virginia in order to be with their brother.

The brother, Horace Smith, was a Presbyterian minister in

Franklin County. Around 1869-1870, Annie and her sister

Sarah moved to Floyd County to serve as governesses for the

Samuel Dobyns family. According to Horace Hood, in a 1939

Rgang3g_Iimgg news article, the sisters began operating the

Jacksonville Institute shortly after arriving in Floyd County

around 1870. Tip Fishburn aided the sisters in getting the

school started.'2 Annie Maria's and Sarah's sister, Ellen

Staicos, was listed in the 1872 Virginia School Report as

operating a private high school beginning in 1868 (see

Chapter Two).°3 It appears Annie Maria's Jacksonville Female

Institute was an outgrowth of the private high school run by

Ellen Staicos. Throughout the time the Institute was in

operation, Annie or her sister, Ellen Staicos, acted as the

principal.°‘

Besides operating the Female Institute, Miss Annie also

taught in the public schools. She was the first woman to be

employed as a teacher in the public schools in Jacksonville.

In the early l870's, Annie Smith taught in the public graded ·

school that was housed in the old Female Academy. She was

proclaimed by her students as the "most popular teacher who

every taught."°‘ While teaching both in the public and
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private schools, Miss Annie alluded to her friendship with

Edgar Allen Poe. Former students, Mary and Kate Tompkins,

recalled in 1939 of Miss Annie's discussions concerning Poe.

Supposedly, Annie Smith first met Poe in Boston after which

he called on her several times. Mary and Kate Tompkins

remembered a story that Annie Maria frequently told her

students. On one occasion when Poe visited Miss Annie, a

mouse ran into the folds of her skirt. She trapped the mouse

with her hand and held it against her body until Poe left.

In 1883, on Miss Annie's deathbed, she confessed of her

friendship with Poe claiming the poem, "For Annie," was meant

for her. Horace Hood in a 1939 newspaper article quoted

Annie Maria's nephew, Horace Smith, as stating that 'Annie

was known as the mystery woman in Poe's life.'°‘

Annie Smith was considered a 'good looking woman'

standing five feet nine inches tall. She was reputed to have

a beautiful voice." Perhaps due to her interest in music,

piano was offered as one of the educational offerings at the

Jacksonville Female Institute. The Salem Qggggryatiyg in

1876 published the following advertisement:°°

The Sixth session of this School

will commence September ll, 1876, and

continue ten months.
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TERMS

Board, per month $10.00
Washing $ 1.00
Tuition in English branches $ 2.00

and Latin, per month
Modern languages each per $ 1.00

month
Music or Piano per month $ 3.00

_ Use of piano per month $ 1.00

Drawing, Painting, Embroidery,
Waxwork, & extra charges.
Contingent fee $1.00 per pession [sic]
Pupils are expected to furnish one pair
of sheets, one pair of pillow cases,
one blanket, towels and table napkins.

Some of the young women who attended the Institute

became public school teachers. In 1884, two of the women

teachers that enrolled at the Wytheville Summer Normal named

the Female Institute as their alma mater. The Floyd County

School Board record's, Eggm_Li5;s_yi;h_Age, gave Olive Evans

Jett as having attended the Institute.'°

The Institute appears to have closed around 1885. Annie

Smith had died in 1883 leaving the school without its most

visible teacher.’° The Institute was not the only private

means of education available for citizens in Floyd County.

The Oxford Academy, located only a short distance from the

Institute (see Appendix D), was a well known academic

institution under the direction of Reverend John Kellogg

Harris. ·
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Q3fg;Q_AggQgmy* The Oxford Academy was established by

John Kellogg Harris (1832-1910) and his wife Chloe Bigelow '

Harris (1830-1897). The couple had experienced a variety of

educational careers before coming to Floyd County in 1872.**

John Harris was born in Ticonderoga, New York. After

graduating from Williams College in 1852, he taught in the

National School of Choctaws in Nebraska for two years. It

was during this period that Harris met his future wife, Chloe

Bigelow. A native of Vermont, Bigelow graduated from Mt.

Holyoke College in 1850. After finishing school, she moved

to Nebraska to teach at the Choctaw Mission. Harris left the

Choctaw school to enroll at Union Theological Seminary in New

York. While he studied to become a Presbyterian minister,

Chloe Bigelow moved to Virginia where she maintained a school

for young ladies. In 1857, Chloe Bigelow married John

Harris. When Harris graduated from the Seminary in 1858, he

moved to Virginia serving as both minister and teacher.

During the Civil War, Harris worked in the Confederate

hospitals and acted as chaplain. In 1867, Harris became
I

principal of Harrodsburg Female College in Harrodsburg,

Kentucky. He left the principalship in 1872 to accept the

pastorate of the Jacksonville Presbyterian Church in Floyd

County.*Z

After moving to Jacksonville, Harris continued his

former pattern of serving as both minister and teacher. The
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Jacksonville District records show Harris as principal of the

public graded school in July 1872. When the General Assembly

passed a law in 1875 allowing the "higher branches" to be

taught, Reverend Harris took advantage. The Jacksonville

District trustees granted Harris the right to establish a

"private arrangement" to teach Greek, Latin, and higher

mathematics so long as he did not charge a tuition fee above

two dollars.’3 With his interest in a "private arrangement,"

Harris and his wife applied to the Floyd County School Board

in 1875 to start a high school. The minutes of the school

board meeting acknowledged this request as followsz

"Reverend J.K. Harris applied for the principal-ship of the

Jacksonville High School and Mrs. J.K. Harris for position

of 1st Assistant. applications granted and appointments

made."" Whether this "high school" request was included as

part of the Jacksonville public graded school or the

beginnings of his private academy is not known. Harris

continued to teach in the graded school until it closed

sometime in 1878. For that year, the graded school was in

operation for only a three month session (see Chapter III).’5

Sometime between 1875 and 1878, the Oxford Academy began with

Reverend Harris and his wife as the teachers."

The Oxford Academy began as a log structure with two.

large ground floor rooms in the back yard of the Presbyterian

parsonage. Students called this building the 'North Pole.'
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The Academy was destroyed by fire between 1898 and 1900. In

its place, a new frame building was erected close to the

parsonage." (This building is still standing on Oxford

Street in the town of Floyd.)

Reverend and Mrs. Harris offered subjects at the primary

and secondary level to both males and females. Students

studying the higher branches were being prepared for college.

A common saying in Floyd County during the years of the

Academy was that "In Mr. Harris' room anyone could get a

college education if he wanted it; in Mrs. Harris' room one

got a good elementary education whether he wanted it or

not."°° An undated circular listed the subjects offered at

the Oxford Academy:°’

We teach much of the common College
Course...

We give great attention to the
Common School work.

We offer English, Latin, French,
and Greek, fitting pupils for the
Universities....

The Primary Department and that of
Piano Music have fine patronage.

To operate the Academy which included tuition, board,

washing, lights, and fuel, a fee of $126.00 was charged per

session. In addition, all boarding students were required

to board and worship with the Harris family. Day students

paid a tuition fee ranging from $16.00 to $26.00.‘°°
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The status of the Oxford Academy was cited by C.H.

Dunlap of New York City to Reverend Harris in a letter dated

February 8, 1902. Dunlap wrote:

It gives me great pleasure to say:
Oxford Academy has been recognized by the
University of New York State as being
equal or above the new York high schools.
Henceforth, its credentials in the hands
of its Alumnus [sic] will be credited for
its face value measured by the counts in
the N.Y. Univ's handbook.‘°*

In 1882, Reverend Harris moved with his family to

Nebraska to do home mission work. Reverend W.R. Coppedge

replaced Harris as pastor of the Jacksonville Presbyterian

Church and operated the Oxford Academy, or Oxford Seminary

as it was also called, until circa 1886. Coppedge ran the

school for four years until he moved from the county. An 1885

advertisement in the gave the following

description of the Oxford Academy:‘°2

Primary, classical and normal
school for both sexes.

Rev. W.R. Coppedge, A.M, Principal.
Thorough preparation for higher

classes in college or for business.

tgagh. [italics added]
Session begins 1st Monday in

October. Classical Department will
· close about July 1. Normal term will be

continued till August.

In 1889, the Harris family returned to Jacksonville due

to Mrs. Harris's declining health. She had been‘unable to

stand the extremely cold winters in Nebraska.' Upon his
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return, Harris reopened the Oxford Academy and served as the

pastor for the Jacksonville Presbyterian Church. The

Presbyterian Church took pride in the Academy. This was

noted through an undated newspaper article as follows:‘°3

Oxford Academy...is one of the most
important auxiliaries the church
possesses in this section and has done
much toward the success and upbuilding
of Presbyterianism in this county. Many
young men have graduated here who have
since made a name for themselves.

Some of these alumni were:‘°‘

Reverend Francis Phillip Price——"for 45 years a leading
minister, and advisor to the ruling powers of China"

Major B.H. Hensley-—United States Army
Warren Latimer--Business manager in sugar interests for the

Phillippine Islands
Judge John Edward Burwell--Trial Justice Court of Floyd
Paul Penick--Treasurer of Washington and Lee
Wells Goodykoontz-—United States Senator from West Virginia
Dr. R.T. Akers—-Physician, Served on Floyd County School

Board for 45 years
Dr. James T. Akers-—Taught English and modern languages at

Washington and Lee and Central University, Kentucky
Dr. John Smith, D.D., of the Lutheran Church
Dr. S.S. Guerrant—-Owner of one of the largest orchards in

the state.

The Oxford Academy helped to educate teachers and

superintendents of the Floyd County School System. Some of

the educators who attended the Academy were:‘°5

John Webb Simmons George A. Willis Dove Lawrence
Harry L. Lawson Etta Hancock Anna L. Willis
Hester A. Lancaster R.T. Lancaster Eula Lee Evans ·
Annie Maria Smith Fontaine C. Smith Lena A. Nunn
J.E. Cockram Susan A. Edwards Lena Lawson
Florence E. Graham Ocie Peterman Brownlow Light
Albert Peyton DeLong Jessie May Peterman Ara L. Willis
Nannie T. Dillon Lottie Lawson Minnie Tice
Mattie Ballinger India Edwards Olive Evans
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Enrollment at the Academy varied from year to year.

From 1892 to 1901, the number of students attending the

school ranged from 35 to 86. In 1897, Mrs. Harris died

leaving her daughter, Mayday Harris, along with Lena Lawson

to teach the younger children. Around_1903 or 1904, Reverend

Harris closed the Oxford Academy due to declining health.

He died on March 22, l910.‘°‘ Even in death, Reverend Harris

was not forgotten. Mission Schools were begun in the early

l900's in honor of him.

The Oxford Academy played an important role in the

development of the Floyd County School System. The Mountain

Normal which operated during the same time period as the

Academy also educated public school teachers. The Mountain

Normal began as a school offering a classical education but

changed ownership and direction in the latter part of the

nineteenth century.

Mggg;gjg_Ng;mgl* The Mountain Normal was conceived by

two men, John B. Wrightsman and Christian D. Hylton. By

legend, these two men made plans for a classical school in

Hylton (now called Willis), Virginia while on a fishing

expedition. The Normal was to offer "a well-rounded

education to country boys and girls and special training for

school teachers."*°’ Of the two men, it was Wrightsman who
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put the plan into action. Wrightsman was a native of Pulaski

County, Virginia. He was a self educated man who began

teaching school at the age of seventeen. Throughout his

life, he displayed a special interest in science, especially

electricity. Wrightsman traveled around the countryside in

a two—horse hack giving demonstrations on electricity and

promoting education.‘°°

In 1882, Wrightsman purchased two and one—fourth acres

from C.D. Hylton, and H.P. Hylton who was a Brethren minister

in Hylton, Virginia. A local Brethren congregation loaned

him $400.00 to begin his school. Church members were

entitled to use the Normal for services when not in use for

schooling.‘°° While the school was begun with Brethren

support, it was nonsectarian taking in students of all

denominations."° With land and money secured, Wrightsman

was granted a charter on October 18, 1883. A joint stock

company ($2000 to $10,000) was formed for the purpose of

supporting a school and boarding house for the students. The

joint stock company membership included: John B. Wrightsman

and his wife Fannie, Samuel S. Wrightsman, Hester Wrightsman,

Jennie Walters, William H. Spangler, and L. Dow Weddle. John

Wrightsman, at the age of 26, was to be both president and

treasurer of the stock company plus act as principal of the

school. To meet expenses, the company sold shares at $25.00
each.“’·

l
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According to an 1882-1883 circular (see next two pages),

the school was divided into three sessions with the first ·

term beginning in September and the last term ending in May.

Tuition ranged from $15.00 to $20.00 with board available in

private homes. Special attention was paid to men and women

who wished to become teachers.*‘2

The first class to enter the Normal comprised seven

students who were: W.S. Leake (later a Baptist minister),

W.H. Spangler, S.E. Wilkinson, Elias Wilkinson, W.M. Burwell

(later a physician), Solomon Hylton, and Mollie C. Thompson

(school teacher). Some of the other students who were known

to attend included the following:

E.A. West William West Grey Staples
J.A. Hooker Mollie Houchins Minnie Hylton
A.N. Hylton J.B. Hylton Alice Hylton
Elza Hylton Amos Bussie Carrie Campbell
J.F. Bowman Thomas Hall Catherine Hylton

Class size increased during the short tenure of the school

but never exceeded 60 students. Faculty members during the

Normal era included John Wrightsman, J.H. Rutrough, R.E.

Altizer, and Edward A. Miller. In 1885, Miller (a graduate

of Milligan College), became the principal of the school."3

In the 1882-1883 circular of the Mountain Normal,

students were to receive a "good business education." While

receiving textbook knowledge, they were also exposed to other
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educational endeavors. At the May 29, 1885 commencement

exercises of the Mountain Normal, students acted in the play

'Turn of the Tide.' Reverend J.C. Moomaw of Roanoke County

gave the commencement address entitled, "The Mind - its

possibilities.""‘

The Mountain Normal operated for only four years from

1882 to 1886. Financial problems plagued the school from its

beginning. By 1885, the school was in debt $3000. Part of

the problem stemmed from low enrollment. There were not

enough students to help offset the mounting debts. Bowman,

in his book Brg3hren_EQgga;ign_in_;he_Sguthgag;, stated that

"Principal Wrightsman was a promoter and salesman rather than

a businessman.""5 The Elgyd_Bepg;;g; offered encouragement

in its May 1885 edition stating that the Normal would

"sustain itself against the financial crisis occasioned by

some of its creditors closing down on it."‘*‘ However, by

1886 the stock company folded causing the school to close.

Wrightsman and Miller joined the faculty at Virginia Normal

School (now called Bridgewater) with J.H. Rutrough obtaining

employment as a teacher in the Roanoke High School."’
I

In 1890, J.H. Rutrough (an 1883 graduate of Milligan

College) bought the defunct Mountain Normal. His main

objective was to train teachers for the public schools.

Rutrough operated the Normal from March 1 (or after the one
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room school in Willis finished its session) until July 1 of

each year.**' (See next page)

The school consisted of two buildings, one for classes

and the other for boarding. The dormitory was comprised of

four stories with a full size basement and attic. The

basement housed the kitchen and dining room. Rutrough and

his family lived on the floor above the basement with doctors

and dentists renting other rooms that were available."’

During some of the years that Rutrough ran the Mountain

Normal, he had assistants. R.E. Altizer, who had taught with

Rutrough during the Wrightsman era, was an assistant. The

two men did not always work together in harmony. Once, they

had a disagreement causing Rutrough to move his classes into

two dormitory rooms with Altizer finishing his session in the

Normal building.‘2°

Subjects taught at the Normal, as remembered by a former

student, included: 'All public school branches, pure and

applied mathematics, book-keeping, Greek, Latin, French,

German, English and American Literature, general and English

history, the natural sciences, ethics, etc."2‘ Special

attention was given to men and women in the teaching

profession. A copy of a 1915 Mountain Normal bulletin ·

included the following information:‘22

This is the School for Teachers and
those preparing for College and the
professions. Special and elaborate work .
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done in all Free School Branches,
required for First, Second, and Third
Grade Certificates.

Those expecting to stand
examination for teachers will benefit
themselves greatly by coming to the
Mountain Normal. All students should be
present the first day.

Vocal and instrumental music may be
taken in connection with other work.

Phone connection to all parts.

-EXPENSES

Board, per month, including
furnished rooms,...$8.00 to $10.00

Tuition, per month,...2.00 to 3.00
Music, per month,...2.50 to 3.00

The Mountain Normal appears to have closed sometime

prior to World War I. The reasons for the closure seem to

stem from other schools opening and siphoning off students,

and the Normal not being able to meet increased state

requirements for education.‘23 The Normal trained teachers

for public schools from 1890 to the World War I era. While

the Mountain Normal in Willis was the largest teacher

facility in the county, other Normals were in operation. Two

such Normals, Pleasant Valley and Floyd, ran advertisements

as shown on the next two pages.
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Pleasantl Valley Denmal, A
qi-ALUM RIDGE, VA.:p«n•—•••·«»4•«•••· _

orzxaArzu.
••I•

Q;armcoxuxuusu wuuu.

A
LL who deslre to prepare for examinatloua, the uoble workof teachlng,
and general Improvement come and receive UP·’l'O-DATE IN8’l'RUC·

TION by experienced teacher:.
We will teaeh Public School Branches, English, General und American

History, Hiüer Arithmctie, Algebra, Geometry, Latin, Elocu-
tion, R toric,and English and American Literature.

TERMS:—Elementary Course, $1.00 per month; Public School Course,
$1.50 per month; Higher Course, special terms.

Q'Board can be obtalned ln good famillea at $4.30 to $$.50 per month.
_ . A. E. AKERS, Principal;' C. J. MARTIN, Assistant.

Property of Elva Keith , Willis , Virginia
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Summary

When the state school system began in 1870, little

attention was given to the need for educating teachers.

Superintendents were confronted with the mandate for building

and maintaining schools in a war ravaged state. The General

Assembly ignored the constitutional requirement for Normal

Schools, using the "as soon as practicable" phrase as an

excuse.

Teacher education was hampered by other political

decisions. A law was passed by the General Assembly which

stipulated that no public funds could be used for teachers’

meetings. Included in this act was the requirement that

teachers’ meetings could not be held while school was in

session.

Without state support, teacher education existed

primarily through county Teachers' Institutes, State Summer

Normals, and a few Normal Schools begun in the mid l880's.

Peabody funds were used to finance the bulk of teacher

education at the State Summer and Normal College levels.

However, even with Peabody support, over 4000 teachers, black

and white, had not attended a State Summer by 1891.*2*

Teachers who did enroll in the Summer Normals appear to

have attended on an irregular basis. One reason for the

irregular or nonattendance stemmed from county and state

institutes being held at the same time, forcing teachers to
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choose between them. Finances posed another problem in

attendance. Teachers had to pay their own way to attend the

three to six weeks Peabody Institutes. Geography played

another factor in that getting to the Summer Normals, which

were scattered across the state, was not always easy. The

Floyd Institute held in 1889 was hampered by rain-swollen

rivers keeping attendance below what was expected. It was

not until 1894, 24 years after the inauguration of the state

school system, that the General Assembly appropriated 2500

dollars of public school funds for support of State Summer

Normals.

Besides economic and geographic conditions affecting

teacher education, culture played an important role.

Teachers who attended State Summer Normals stayed with local
I

citizens where the institutes were held. During the Floyd

Institute in 1889, teachers attended worship services with

their patrons. Teachers were expected to be part of the norm

in the community. As part of this social structure, teachers

were graded on their morals. Certificates received by

teachers included evidence of "good moral character."

Private schools represented another means of tying

teachers and communities together. For Floyd County, the

Oxford Academy and Mountain Normal had religious

affiliations. Annie Maria Smith of the Jacksonville Female

Institute and Reverend Harris of the Oxford Academy taught
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in both public and private schools during their educational

careers in Floyd County. These two northerners were well

respected in the county. Miss Annie was considered the "most

popular teacher" in the Jacksonville community. At her death

in 1883, a circular (see Appendix E) was issued by local

citizens to raise a tombstone in her memory. When Reverend

Harris died in 1910, mission schools were begun as a legacy
l

to his ministry and teaching. All three schools were used

as training grounds for public school teachers. Two of the

first three school superintendents in Floyd County attended

the Oxford Academy.

Teacher education, both public and private, was one

criterion used by school superintendents for licensing and

examining teachers. During the nineteenth century, school

superintendents set their own standards for teacher

certification. Inconsistencies under this system caused

school superintendents to ask for uniform examinations. In

1891, the state superintendent issued uniform questions to

school divisions for examining teachers. However, school
‘

l
superintendents still graded their teachers' exams which left

"as many standards as there were superintendents" in
the-state. ·

Teacher education and certification affected the amount

of pay earned by teachers. Salaries were determined by the

grade of certificate held. Once a teacher was.licensed under
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a particular certificate, other factors, such as geographic

conditions, sex, and race influenced the pay received.

By 1900, teacher education was still in its infancy,

having survived the first 30 years of public schooling with

little state support. The need for teacher education had

been cited by Thomas Jefferson in 1820 and again through the

Institute of Education formed in 1831. Just as universal

education had gone through political struggles to gain some

measure of acceptance, so had teacher education. As the

twentieth century arrived, public education was received with

only partial acceptance. Only one half of the school age

population was enrolled with an average attendance of 58

percent.‘25 Teacher education, as public education, had new

battles to face.
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County Historical Society to the Special Collections
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SUMMATION

Education in Virginia evolved from a quasi-system to a

state supported program beginning in 1870. Political

struggles involving economic, geographic, and cultural

factors influenced this evolution at both the state and local

level. At the state level, Virginia was politically divided

into two different regions, east and west. The eastern

portion of the state was influenced by its ties to English

society. The planter-aristocrats had an economic base of

slaves and tobacco with easy access to rivers for

transportation. Educationally they took care of their own

and provided rudimentary schooling for the poor as a means

to protect their established way of life. These planters saw

little reason to tax themselves for an education system they

would not patronize. The western section of the state

contained a rising middle class of southern plain folk.

These settlers of Scotch-Irish, German, and Swiss descent

resented eastern dominance of the General Assembly and pushed

for public education. They viewed schooling as a right, not

a privilege. While these small farmers supported schooling,

they resisted, for different cultural and geographic reasons,

taxation for education. The western population was sparse

and scattered over the "Great Barrier" of Blue
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Ridge—Appalachian mountains, making travel difficult. With

communities spread far apart, these "liberal individualists"

were not inclined to tax themselves for support of their

neighbors' schools.

The cultural, geographic, and economic differences

between east and west created political battles over

education that resulted in a quasi-system of charity-common

schools in Virginia up to the Civil War. Localities had the

primary responsibility to maintain and support charity-common

schools. For Floyd County, located in southwest Virginia,

common schools existed where there was community support.

Citizens banded together to build schools and hire teachers.

Students attending school paid tuition. For children who

were too poor to attend, school commissioners appointed by

the county court paid a state tuition of up to four cents per

day per child. Commissioners had absolute authority over

choosing which poor children attended school. This

charity-common system posed problems for school commissioners

in Floyd County and elsewhere. Parents resented the stigma

associated with being poor, and refused to send their

children to school. Literary Fund quotas to educate poor

children were inadequate to meet all needs. In the rugged,

thinly settled, mountainous county of Floyd, schools were

scattered, making it difficult for commissioners, who worked
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without pay, to oversee the educational needs of their poor

students.

This quasi-system of education continued in Floyd County

and the state until the Civil War. After the war, political

decisions would again help to determine Virginia's system of

education. Old feuds between east and west reappeared as a

state school system was launched in 1870 due to the Underwood

Constitutional mandate. The eastern establishment had been

forced to accept public education in order to block further

interference by northern radicals and blacks. While

tolerating state schooling, this conservative group would

control its application through governmental decisions.

One governmental decision concerned the state debt. The

eastern-conservatives of the General Assembly became Funders

in the mid 1870’s, siphoning money meant for public education

into other governmental needs. Blacks and the western

portion of the state advocated readjusting the state debt and

supporting state education. A political battle ensued,

creating economic turmoil for the state system which forced

half of the schools in Virginia to close in 1879. It was not

until the Readjusters had won the debt issue that school

superintendents could begin to focus attention on other

educational needs, such as teachers and teacher education.

The superintendents who began to concentratelon teachers

after the Readjuster Victory were, for the most part, new.
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A political house cleaning took place in 1881 forcing the

state superintendent, William Henry Ruffner, and 54 school

superintendents out of office. Floyd County's first school

superintendent, Callohill Minnis Stigleman, was among the

victims. In Stigleman's place was appointed a 23-year old

Republican—Readjuster, John Webb Simmons, who spent a large

portion of his time as superintendent in Richmond, working

on his medical degree.

As the state and local school system began to emerge

from the financial crisis posed by the debt issue,

governmental decisions would again interfere. The General

Assembly banned teachers from holding meetings during school

terms. No public money could be used to finance their

meetings. While the General Assembly became actively

involved in dictating teachers' meetings, this governing body

ignored another Underwood Constitutional mandate which called

for Normal Schools to be established "as soon as

practicable." Peabody support combined with local efforts

provided some teachers in Virginia with the opportunity to

attend State Summer Normals. It was not until 1894 that the

General Assembly agreed to fund 2500 dollars toward Summer

Normals. By this time over 4000 black and white teachers had .

never attended a Normal due, in part, to financing their own

way and having to travel long distances over crude roads.

Floyd County's third school superintendent, George Willis,
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was instrumental in bringing a State Summer Normal to

Jacksonville in 1889, only one of six held for that year in

Virginia. This provided teachers in Floyd County with an

opportunity to receive educational information that may

otherwise not have been available to them.

Teachers had other problems besides lack of education.

Superintendents licensed and examined teachers based on their

own standards. The type of certification earned from their

examinations influenced the amount of salary teachers

received. Teachers' salaries were also affected by sex,

race, and attendance of students. Rural counties had

difficulty in meeting state requirements for student

attendance due to sparse populations and children needed at

home for labor.

State requirements were not the only concerns of rural

school divisions. Local politics, influenced by social,

economic, and geographic factors, affected public education.

District boards hired teaches and located schools. The

trustees were influenced in their decisions by loyalty to

family, church, and locality. For mountainous counties in

which district trustees had from ten to twenty schools to

oversee, the Subdistrict Act was enacted to allow counties

to maintain subdirectors. Floyd County was only one of

eleven counties in 1879 that opted for the permissive

statute. This law was declared a failure by most as it
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aroused community jealousies. One superintendent in Virginia

noted that the Subdistrict Act would invite politics,

religion, and social position into running the local schools.

As the twentieth century approached, Virginia had

managed to maintain a state supported system for only thirty

years. Thomas Jefferson had tried, beginning in 1779 with

his "Bill for the More General Diffusion of Knowledge," to

provide universal education. After 1779, attempts were made

in 1796, 1818, 1829, and 1846 to offer public education in

Virginia. Each time politics, influenced by economic,

social, and geographic conditions intervened. Once the state

system was finally realized, old political hatreds were

reincarnated to challenge public education's existence. In

1900, only one-half of the school age population was

enrolled. A state supported system had survived its initial

years, but with only partial public approval. William Henry

Ruffner in 1880 had argued against the union of politics and

education, but their entanglement had already been achieved

centuries before.
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Anpendix A

School Teachers in Floyd county 1831-1900

This is an incomplete list of teachers and principals

who taught in public and private schools from 1831 to 1900

in Floyd County. There were few records available that

included teachers prior to the state school system beginning

in 1870. After 1870, each district kept its own school

records which included the names of teachers. Only two of

the early district record books were located, Jacksonville

1870-1886, and Little River 1884-1907.

Mrs. Christine Vest of the Locust Grove district

provided names of teachers that her father, Brownlow Light,

knew and taught with in the l800's. Retired school

principals, Effie Brown and Freeda Harter, and retired school

teachers, Marie Williams, Eris Wade, and Elva S. Keith (also

a former principal) provided many names of the early teachers

in the county. Newspaper articles written in 1937 by Dr.

R.T. Akers in the Elgyd_£;g§§ included names of teachers in
A

the 1870's and 1880’s. Annuals and a 1915 Indian Valley

Teacher's Association record book (loaned by Rowena

Hollandsworth) were used to find names of teachers. Finally,

266 ·
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School Board records were also used to find as many names of

teachers as possible.

Two time periods were used to place teachers. The first

heading included those teachers for the time frame of

1831-1870. The second period ran from 1870-1900. Some names

may be included in more than one time period. For example,

if a teacher was known to be teaching in the mid 1800's and

late l800's, then the name was listed under both headings.

Women may be listed under their maiden and/or married names.
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The symbol* will designate a black teacher.

TAUGHT ONE OR MORE YEARS BETWEEN 1831-1870

Bishop, Reverend W.S.
Boude, Reverend A. Poe
Duncan, Lawyer C.
Gannaway, William T.
Henry, Nathaniel
Hoback, Dr. A.J.
Hogan, Reverend Abram
Huff, Delia
Obenshain, Reverend J.P.
Payne, ?
Poston, Emma
Rogers, John C.
Rogers, Nancy
Shelor, Ellen
Shirey, Reverend J.D.
Simmons, Roley M.
Smith, Annie Maria
Smith, Sarah
Staicos, Ellen C.
Weir (Wier), Reverend William

TAUGHT ONE OR MORE YEARS BETWEEN 1870-1900

Agee, Ella
Agnew, G.W.
Akers, Emma
Akers, Harvey Lee
Akers, J.T.
Akers, Lucretia
Akers, Muslow
Akers, R.T.
Akers, S.E.
Akers, W(M)T.*
Akins, E.D.
Albright, E.L.
Albright, Lelia
Albright, Sallie
Alderman, P.B.
Alley, A.C. _
Altizer, R.E. °
Angle, James C.
Angle, Lera M. _
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Ballinger, Ellis G.
Ballinger, Mattie
Barton, Edward Oscar
Bishop, Lorra
Bolling, N.G.
Bowers, Mrs. A.T.
Bowman, Sue V.
Boyd, Jos. L.
Brammer, Etta
Briggs, James R.*
Buckingham, Lewis
Burnett, Belle
Burnett, G.W.
Burwell, J.E.
Caffe, John W.
Cannaday, M. Ada
Cannaday, Callie
Cannaday, E.L.
Cannaday, S.A.
Cannaday, S.C.
Cannaday, Samuel R.
Cannaday, Samuel
Cannaday, Thomas B.
Carner, William
Carter, Addie May
Carter, Effie
Carter, Mary
Cassell, Laura D.
Castle, George W.
Chappell, J.E.
Clark, J.B.*
Clark, Walter S.* _
Clay, Thomas G.
Claytor, Harvey D.*
Claytor, John B.*
Claytor, Moses*
Claytor, T.G.*
Claytor, Virginia*
Claytor, W.O.*
Clowers, James T.
Clinginpeel, M.
Clinginpeel, Mannie
Clinginpeel, Marion
Clinginpeel, Irvin
Cockram, J.D. ~
Cole, H.V. _

Conduff, J.H.
Conduff, Lura A.
Conduff, Thomas I
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Conley, Isaac E.
Conley, Sue
Conner, D.B.
Coppedge, W.R.
Cox, Lawyer
Crockett, G.W.
Cronk, S.B.
Cummings, E.H.
Cummings, H. Clayton
Cummings, Henry P.
Cummings, John L.
Custer, Eliza '
Custer, P.H.
Custer, W.P.
Daniel, John L.*
Darnell, Thomas
DeForest, Josie C.
DeHart, John W.
DeLong, Albert Peyton

·Dennis, William C.*
Deskins, Landon*
Dickerson, Alice
Dickerson, C.B.K.
Dickerson, Cov
Dickerson, David Moses
Dickerson, Early
Dickerson, Elkanah M.
Dickerson, Julina E.
Dickerson, Lillie R.
Dickerson, Minnie L.
Dickerson, M.W.

' Dickerson, Vada
Dillard, M.P.
Dillon, Marcella
Dillon, Nannie T.
Dodd, Walter B.
Draper, Birdie
Duncan, Creed T.
Duncan, John F.
Duncan, Lawyer C.
Duncan, Noah J.
Duncan, Rosa Lee
Duncan, W.C.
Dunford, John
Edwards, J. Frank
Edwards, India V.
Edwards, Susan A. '
Edwards, T.H.
Eller, David L.
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Eller, Mary, J.
Eller, Sarah C.
Elliott, Addie
Elliott, Belle
Epperly, Caldonia A.
Epperly, E.B.
Epperly, Eden
Epperly, Rosetta
Epperly, Senous
Evans, Alma
Evans, M. Ella
Evans, Eula Lee
Evans, John L.
Evans, J.T.
Evans, Lucy M.
Evans, Mark D.
Evans, Nannie
Evans, Olive E.
Evans, S. Mollie
Foster, Asa
Frogg, Major J.*
Gardner, Miss Rosa
Gearheart, S.P.
Gibson, Annie L.
Godbey, J. Gay
Godbey, Walter
Goodson, Charles R.
Goord [sic], J.M.
Goode, Roberta
Goodykoontz, Flora
Goodykoontz, Ida
Graham, Florence
Graham, J.M.
Graham, J.W._
Graham, S.A.
Graham, Miss T.E.
Guerrant, A.L.
Guerrant, Giles H.*
Guerrant , Paul
Guerrant, Samuel H. [
Guerrant, Stephen*
Guthrie, A.L.
Guthrie, Fannie G.
Guthrie, W.S.
Hale, James Lee
Hall, C.D. [
Hall, Henry C.
Hall, Issac T.
Hall, Jacob T. _
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Hall, Susie Mars
Hambrick, G.E.
Hancock, Etta
Harman, Albert
Harman, Florence
Harman, Jennie
Harman, Henry A.
Harman, Urian
Harman, Vence
Harman, W.C.
Harris, Arabella
Harris, Chloe B.
Harris, Reverend John
Harris, Mayday
Hatcher, Ardella
Headen, Ellen N.
Headen, James B.
Headen, John W.
Helms, J.T.
Hoback, Dr. A.J.
Hogan, Minnie L.
Howard, Asa W.
Howard, Julia M.
Howard, Mary E.
Howell, India V.
Howell, Joseph
Howell, Julia M.
Howell, Minnie E.
Howery, Lucy
Houchins, Etta
Houchins, Virginia*
Hudgins, C.J.
Hudgins, E.K. ,
Huff, James C.
Huff, J.E.
Huff, Thomas B.
Huff, Thomas L.*
Hungate, Laura E.
Hurst, John W.
Hurst, R.N.
Hylton, Albert E.
Hylton, L. Alice
Hylton, Austin
Hylton, C.D.
Hylton, Claudia
Hylton, E.B. _
Hylton, Ella
Hylton, Hattie E.
Hylton, James S. _
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Hylton, L.C.
Hylton, Laura F.
Hylton, Lizenia
Hylton, Lydia
Hylton, Minnie
Hylton, Netie
Hylton, Rachael
Hylton, Mrs. S.M.
Iddings, Jennie
Iddings, Raleigh
Jack, Harry
Jenkins, Howard T.
Jett, E.M.
Jett, Olive E.
Jewell, Margaret
Johnson, Emanuel*
Jones, A.S.(T)*
Jones, Cornelia
Jones, Martha
Jones, Nella
Keaton, John S.
Keith, Alma
Keith, Arra A.
Keith, Eden
C.Kelly,Moses G.
Kenneday, George W.*
Kersey, Jocie B.
Kersey, Lynch
Kersey, Nelson
King, C.H.
King, P.M.
Kitterman, Birta
Kitterman, C.W.
Kitterman, J.F.
Kitterman, W.D.
Lancaster, C.T.
Lancaster, Davis G.
Lancaster, Hester A.
Lancaster, James A.
Lancaster, Leah
Lancaster, R.T.
Lancaster, Mrs. S.S.
Lancaster, S.A.
Lancaster, William P.
Lane, Kittie
Lawrence, Dove _
Lawrence, E.L.
Lawrence, Henry A.
Lawrence, J. G. _
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Lawrence, Mamie
Lawrence, W.A.
Lawrence, William P.
Lawson, Harry L.
Lawson, Lena
Lawson, Lottie
Lee, W.A.
Lemon, Minnie
Lemons, Sallie E.
Lester, D.W.
Lester, Lula
Lester, Posey G.
Lewis, Edna
Lovell, R.P.
Lowery, Miss E.P.
Light, Brownlow
Light, C.M.
Light, J.R.
Light, Samuel Jackson
Light, Scipio
Light, Stella
Link, C.M.
Livisy, O.L.*
Lucas, Dan S.
McGrady, J.C.
McNorton, Kate
Martin, G.I.
Martin, George W.
Martin, Green J.
Martin, Vanetta
Meredith, L.T.
Miles, James Henry
Miller, Edward A.
Miller, S.A.
Minnis, A.J.
Mitchell, T.E. _
Moore, Thomas Edward Glenn
Naff, William H.
Nunn, Lena
Obenshain, Reverend J.P.
Obenshain, Sallie
Owens, George W.
Payne, Mamie
Payne, W.L.
Pedigo, B.S.
Pedigo, Cordelia H.
Pedigo, Miss P. °
Pendleton, Lydia
Pendleton, Posey L. _
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Pendleton, Walter
Pepper, Sally A.
Peterman, Clarence
Peterman, Ella
Peterman, Emma
Peterman, Jessie May
Peterman, Ocie
Peterman, Virginia
Phillips, Robert Lee
Phillips, W.J.
Phlegar, Albert Q.
Phlegar, Elbert Oscar ‘

Phlegar, Henrietta
Phlegar, Lillian
Phlegar, Mary A.
Phlegar, Nannie
Poff, C.B.
Poff, Ira W.
Poff, P.W.
Poff, William E.
Preas, J.H.
Peston, P.L.
Price, Creed W.*
Pugh, Alice M.
Pugh, Henrietta J.
Pugh, W.H.J.
Pugh, ?
Purdue, J.B.
Radford, Gabriel
Radford, S.J.
Ratliff, E.L.
Reed, Elisha
Reed, Griffith D.
Reed, Henry
Reed, Michael
Reed, Mircom _
Reed, Samuel P.
Reed, William A
Reems, W.L.
Reimes, G.M.
Reynolds, Edith M.*
Reynolds, H.J.P.*
Reynolds, J.C.*
Reynolds, Mary E.*
Reynolds, P.D.
Richards, James R.
Richards, J.T.

‘

Ricks, M.E.*
Robertson, Walter
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Robinson, John C.
Roop, C.B.
Rutrough, Alma
Rutrough, Cabble
Rutrough, Professor J.H.
Rutrough, S.T.
Scott, Mollie J.
Scott, Rosa F.
Scott, V.A.
Semones, C.T.
Semones, Lydia
Shank, Jeff
Shelor, H.C.
Shelor, James F.
Shelor, M. Alice
Shelor, Sue J.
Shoemaker, Henry
Shortt, E.T.
Simmons, Calvin Lewis
Simmons, Flurnoy
Simmons, James C.
Simmons, Leathy E.
Simmons, Lelia
Simmons, Roley M. ‘

Simmons, Samuel Wayne
Simmons, Taz M.
Sink, C.M.
Slusher, Arthur A.
Slusher, Frank P.
Slusher, Harvey

”

Smith, Abe
Smith, Annie Maria
Smith, Fontaine C.
Smith, J.B.
Smith, John F.
Smith, Kyle
Smith, Rowena
Smith, Sarah
Snow, Mary E.*
Sowder, Clifton H.
Sowers, Aaron
Sowers, C.H.
Sowers, Ellen
Sowers, E.H.
Sowers, James A.
Sowers, James Walter
Sowers, Lillian '
Sowers, Miss M.J.
Sowers , Mandy
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Sowers, N.J.
Sowers, T.D.
Sowers, W.A.
Sowers, Walter R.
Sowers, Mrs. W.R.
Sowers, W.B.
Spangler, Bertha
Spangler, Mary Bernice
Spangler, Rosetta
Sparks, H.A.
Spence, Jermiah B.
Spence, J.C.
Staicos, Ellen C.
Stigleman, James M.
Stovall, James M.*
Strong, Mary Alice
Stuart, S.M.B.
Sumner, Charles E.
Sumner, James C.
Sumpter, Alemena K.
Sumpter, L.A.
Sumpter, Richard A.
Sumpter, Thomas E.
Sutphin, James Abraham L.
Swain, D.M.
Taylor, C.B.
Teel, C.W.
Terry, D.S.*
Terry, J.W.*
Terry, Noah J.*
Terry, O.L.*
Thomas, Stephen
Thompson, A.C.
Thompson, Asa A.
Thompson, Ida
Thompson, John D.
Thompson, Maggie
Thompson, Mollie C.
Thompson, Miss R.K.
Thompson, S.W.
Thurman, Archie W.
Thurman, D.S.
Thurman, J.W.
Tice, Minnie
Tompkins, M.H.
Turman, R.M.C.
Turner, Joseph F.

‘

Turner, John T.
Turner, S.P.
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Turner, J.W.
Underwood, Florence
Vaughn, Andrew G.
Vaughn, Charles Wilson
Vest, Issac J.
Vest, James T.
Vest, William M.
Wade, P. Giles
Wade, Noah J.
Walker, C.T.
Walters, J.W.
Walton, Ceaphas*
Washington,
Washington, F.C.B.
Weddle, Alexander
Weddle, B. Frank
Weddle, B.T.
Weddle, Reverend Leroy M.
Weddle, Louanna
Weddle, Lura A.
Weeks, Margaret
Wells, Lena R.

‘

West, W.J.
. Whitlock, C.O.

Wickham, Noah B.
Williams, Aaron T.
Williams, Hattie A.
Williams, James L.
Williams, Mrs. M.A.
Williams, Mattie E.
Williams, Nettie S.

· Williams, O.T.
Williams, P.W.B.
Williams, Sarah L.
Willis, Anna L.
Willis, Ara L.
Willis, Azula
Willis, George A.
Willis, J.C.
Willis, Mary Ellen”
Wilson, James H.
Wimmer, J.M.
Winter, Annie
Wood, Amos D.
Wood, D.R.
Wood, John G.Wood, M.F. ‘
Wood, S.A.
Woolwine, C.R. I
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Wright, Delia B.
Wright, Hattie A.
Wright, Kate Vaughn
Wrightsman, John
Yeatts, G.O.P.



Anpendix B

School Board District Trustéas in

Floyd county; 1870-1900

This is a partial list of all district trustees who

, served on the school board from 1870 to 1900. Records for

the early years are incomplete. Rarely did all district

trustees attend the two or three county meetings held each

year. Trustees may have served longer terms than the years

indicate.

Alum Ridge — AR
Burks Fork - BF
Indian Valley — IV
Jacksonville — J
Little River - LR
Locust Grove - LG

NAME DISTRICT YEARS SERVED

Akers, George LR 1872
Akers, Dr. Roley T. AR 1899-1937
Altizer, John E. AR 1870-74,

1878-79
Altizer, Joseph Asa AR 1884-1891
Basham, Ellis LR 1890-
Bishop, Dr. J.C. IV 1870-74, 1876,

1898-99
Booth, Henry M. AR 1878—84,1892-05
Burnett,W.V. IV 1880-1882
Burwell, J.E. BF 1898-1906,

1914-16
Cannaday, William LR 1872
Carter, H.D. IV 1890
Conduff, John T. BF 1890-1911
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Davidson, M.A. AR 1870-1873
Dewitt, Thomas K. LG 1873-1875
Dickerson, Burdine Capt. LR 1897-1912
Dickerson, Early J 1870, 1872-73
Dickerson, Lafayette ? 1884
Dickerson, William M. J 1887-88,

1890-93
1895-98

Duncan, Flem M. IV 1874-76, 1878
Earls, H.H. AR 1882, 1884,

1886,
1888-1912

Edwards, A.G. J 1895-1898
Eller, D.L. AR 1890-1899
Eller, George AR 1872-76
Elliott, Dr. B.P. J 1870-1873
Epperly, Eden J 1870-1873
Fisher, John H. IV 1873
Francis, W.T. LG 1873
Guthrie, A.L. IV 1900-1909,

1931-1948
Harman, F.P. LR 1884-1887
Harman, William H. LR 1888-1903
Hoback, Dr. A.J. LR 1870-1873
Hogan, Reverend Abraham J 1870-1894,

1898-1909
Howard, Charles A. J 1882-1892, 1894
Hylton, Austin V. IV BF 1879-82,

1902-03
Hylton, Bethuel BF 1870-74,

1876-87
Hylton, Hardin P. BF 1872-77,

1879-82
Hylton, Jacob BF 1886-1889
Hylton, Levi J 1898-1904
Hylton, M.B. IV 1892-1894,

1896-1900
Huff, Isaac LR 1872-75,

1879-80
1882-85,
1887-88
1890-92

Jenkins, Elisha BF 1872
Kenley, Lafayette IV 1899-1900
Lancaster, R.T. LR 1899-1900
Lawrence, Asa H. LG 1887, 1889,

1891, 1894
1896-1898, 1900

Lester, Lynch AR 1870-1872
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Lester, William T. AR 1872-76, 1879
Lesurrer, Martel LR 1875-76,

1879-1886
Lucas, J. IV 1872
Martin, James LG 1876
Martin, Moses G. LR 1873-1874
0'Neal, B.F. IV 1878-1879
Payne, John B. LG 1870-1873
Phillips, Nathan P. IV 1882, 1901-
Philips, Robert IV 1884, 1888,

1890-97
Potter, T.H. BF 1897-1905
Quesenberry, Henry BF 1890-1895
Quesenberry, M. IV 1882-1887
Reed, Elisha IV 1891-1896
Robertson, Thomas L. LR 1873-1876
Robbins, Thomas L. LR 1870-
Shelton, Peter F. LR 1893-1896
Shockey, John H. LG 1898, 1900-1912
Showalter, Henry IV 1873
Simmons, Noah J 1873, 1875-76
Simmons, Flurnoy AR 1884-1885
Sisson, David LG 1882, 1886,

1888
Slusher, Captain Henry BF 1870-1897
Slusher, Dr. Lafayette IV 1870-1873
Smith, J.W. LG 1870-1873
Smith, Noah J 1873
Sower, John J 1880-1881
Sowers, Joseph D. LR 1870-1872
Spence, Jerial (Jeremiah) IV 1870-1873
Strickler, Samuel LG 1882, 1884-1891

1893-94,
Z1986-1903

Strong, Clay IV 1888-1890
Sumpter, R.D. AR 1888-1889
Sutphin, Milton J. BF 1870
Swain, Lewis IV 1882
Thompson, James A. J 1884-1886
Thurman, Dr. J.W. LR 1894, 1896
Thurman, David S. LR 1876-1883
Turman, E.G. IV 1880-1881
Vaughn, Judge W.D. J 1875-1878,

1910-28
Wade, P.J. - BF 1887-1890
Wells, A.G. AR 1881-1882
West, John T. LG 1870-1872,

. 1874-1878
Whitlow, G.M. J 1895-1904
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Willis, David J 1880-1884
Wimmer, Hosea LG 1872-76,

· 1880-82
1886
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Appendix D

Map of Jacksonville Showing School Locations
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Appendix F

State School Superintendents 1870-1900

William Henry Ruffner 1870-1882

R.R. Farr 1882-1886

John L. Buchanan 1886-1890

John E. Massey 1890-1898

Joseph W. Southall 1898-1906
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Appendix G

Schools in Floyd County

Key: * Denotes a black school.

*Africa
Akers
Alderman '
Alleghany
Alley
Altizer
Alum Ridge High School (Pleasant Valley School)

*"A" Colored
*Armstrong

*"B" Colored
Barton
Beaver Creek
Buffalo Knob
Brush Creek
Bell
Burnette
Broad Shoals
Cabell
Caldwells
Camp Creek
Center
Chapel Hill
Chestnut Level
County Line .
Ciceronian
Cleveland
Copper Valley
Church Hill
Central
Chapel Hill
Conners Grove
DeHart
Deskins
Dickerson
Double Springs or Flint
Dulaney
Duncan
Eastview '

*Ethopia (Huckleberry built in place of Ethopia in 1905)
Forest Hill
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Falling Branch
Flint or Double Springs
Forest Hill
Girards
Graded Road
Graham Mount
Greasey Creek
Gannaway
Grey Bluff
Hacock (Haycock)
Halls
Halls Graded School or Locust Grove "Going to the Grove"
Harmans
Harmony
Harpers Ferry
Harris

*Harris Hart
Hewitts
Hobson
Howery
Huckleback also known as Union
Huffville
Iddings
Jacksonville Graded School
Jacksonville Public School House
Jenkins
Keith
Kemper
Kelly
Laurel Branch
Laurel Creek
Laurel Fork
Laurel Ridge
Lawson
Lee

*Liberia
Lick Log
Lick Ridge
Little Flock
Locus Grove "Going to the Grove" or Halls
Mangus
Meadow Creek
Meadow Run
Moors
Mossy Dell
Mount Jackson
Mount Pleasant '
Mount Ruffner
Mount Sterling '
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Mountain Cove
Mountain View
Mudhole
New Haven
North Shady Grove
Oak Hill
Palmer
Paynes Creek
Peabody
Phillips
Phlegar
Pine Creek
Pine Forest
Pine Glen
Pine Grove
Pine Swamp
Pizarro
Pleasant Grove
Pleasant Valley
Pleasant View
Pluck Valley
Possum Hollow
Quartz Hill
Reads or Reeds
Readville or Reedsville
Red Oak Grove
Rifton
Rocky Hollow

*Rosenwald
Rush Fork
Sears
Shady Fork
Shady Grove
Silver Leaf
Silver Pine
Siner
Simmons '
Sissons
Slusher
Sowder
Spangler

*Squealum (Armstrong)
- Stamping Birches

Stoney Batery
Stonewall
Strickler
Strongs '
Stuart
Sumner _
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Sunny Side
Sumpter
Terrys Fork
Tice
Thomas Grove
Thompson
Toncray
Union also known as Huckleback
Vanderbilt
Vaughn
Vest
Wahoo
Wade
Washington
Weldon
White Oak Grove
White Rock
Wills Ridge
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Private and/or Church Related Mission Schools

J.B. Albright's School-1884 Probably an "Old Field School"

Buffalo Mountain Mission School (served Floyd and
Carroll Counties)

Harris-Cannaday
Harris Chapel Training School
Franklin
Shooting Creek (served Floyd and Franklin Counties)

Jacksonville Female Academy
Jacksonville Female Institute

Jacksonville Male Academy also known as:
The Old Brick Academy
The Academy
The Floyd Institute
The Male Academy
Floyd Academy

Mountain Normal

Oxford Academy

Wood School-Half private and half public
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1;. I. DIGEST OF THE VIRGINIA SCHOOL- LAWS AND REGULATIDNS’·°
f V lt · RELATING TO TEACHERS.. ,_
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: ,' _ '
‘

By VVlI¤¤ S¤pl¤y¢d.—T¤chers are enrpioyed by diarricrbonrds ol ¤'¤lI£, and .n all¤ ( _ ’
~

_ · l
" «

jxlai -
·‘

area they must he eniployed and conuacted with ar a regular cr alled meeting of the board.-~ \°, — . ‘ _

V}
&’”

' A t¤achcränndr‘be.leglly ernployed byadisn-ice board unleu he holds a certlüaxe ol quali-
5.;;; äutlon, in tiall foree. {rom the Supennnendenr of the County in which he pmpdses to tuch.* fi}? if { V ·_ ' Wrl¤•¤ CotI¤a¤.—Bel'¤re he enters upon the dudea ol the school the teacher must have —. 7· ·

‘^
' V

::;*7 _ a written contrz with the dlrtrict board; without mia he anno: by law enioree payment tb: his ' ·
—s. » . ;_. , Z s ' \

-
.• ”

The School Register.-—Every teacher muar keep the School Register aceordingto form ‘ ajf
”

ml. Lt ,. .'&;:f_
·

_ by the Superlntendent of Public Instruction, and ar the close of hir term of service ,. · ;„ _. .VV_ 7 renrro it. in good order. to the clerlrol the disuicr board
S ; I

PJ
Tut-b¤ohe.—Teachers must zequire all pupils ro be supplied with the :¤tt-hoolts presertbed _: ·· — ·

' by law. and must nor toleraue any bdaers. Tue entbreelnerlt ot' this rule shll not work to the .‘
derrlnsent of the school in the matter ot' average atrendancei z. 1.. cite school shall hot be closed|‘

~. e a, _ •

}“"Ö_‘:;
‘_

' _' for thllureuo maxe the {egal average ii die detiuencylaas been oocadoned by the rejeeunn of» ·„
'

‘’
puplls tlar not eomplylng with the law as to unllormiry of text-books. The tacher shall be irr-
nlahod by the County Superinrendent with a copyoi the teguladons of she Board of Eduadon{

. concerning ¤ext~hookr. and this. together with the prlce·llsr. heshall keep posted in his school-mom. t -
„‘»

xp; [ . ·
Ti I Snhjeeu Tanght-ln every public school shall be uught orthograpny. ruding, vnnng,*' ’ • t ' °‘

-}°‘t‘§~ä— '. "« arlthmetlc. (animal-. and geoqvaphy. 'Kte Board of Eduurlon has added Lhe teaching pi the^ ,’
:3- · R
Ti; L

‘; -· history ol Virginia and ni' me United States.¥·· E 'Ä L ·° lr ‘f_It· V The Higher Branchen must not be auge: except by authonty ot' the dlstrict ‘:-oard. andJ; -7 ·· l--..-·.—:$„°_’:*
.j ‘

under no orcumsunces must they be allowed to inrertere mrh regular and etädent mstrucdon
_ in the elemenmry ~tu«lies. ln schools taught by one teacher not less than five hours each day

snall be gives exclusively toinstrucnon En the elentehury branches.7 wir r
·
' Puplla over ‘I'wenty•one Years nf Age.—Teache¤ must not ennsll {ny person over

y, 5;
{ ‘

twenry-one years ol age wno does not present a written pertnir from the board All tuch. Z 3
"-;:3; . V pupils are required to suhntitto the same rules as the other pupila.

_ Reports to County Supednresade¤¤.—Teache¤ must malte Monthly and Term Reports”,:ä,;V
V tn die County Superintendertt nf éehools. according to tbrtns fumisned. The Monthly Repair' °;;!„\ ;

must be sent so him etthin three days alter the close ot' the school month. and du Term Repgt 4_‘:*,$= R
~ _ vithln three days alter the close oi the school term. — .:5 •a .. ‘ ' la

°
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Q2 8 _ Tu: Vuntsna Puauc Scrsoor. Rnozarn. r
:‘j··l§{.„;§·„• ·; l° ··; May Sttqsend P¤plls.—T¤chera may suspend puplla ibr suticlut unse until theuae ‘»: . „,

·,£;‘2~¤:° :.2
‘ '

- · : ·-~i3¤2j'Ä;_;j' — _ Opening and Cloalag School.-The time For opening andclosing school isiiegulased by,_ _ the board. subject to the apptuval ot' the County Superintendutc hut no school shall Be c-gi- — _
"f

<_ •

- ,.
taughtludtanslaitmsraeachday. : .‘ ‘

‘,,—„
U

••
p Not to be Book-Agent:.-A tcscherof a public school annotact as agent be any pub-

·_ - !lshe1·ol'•cboolbooka.ordlreedyorindlrecdyreoelveanygifzcmolutnencrewardorpmmiseof
‘

revardferuslnghislnänenoetosecuredteadoponnofanybools 1f’_li_Ä{?‘
if teams from suwing as the medium of transfer between the dalc and the puplis without pay A

‘irw ' .
‘ 'a '- 'fg

L orfrompurehedngbooitswithhlsownmoneyand keeping them on hand tbrthecoovaliuseeoi . :;l‘¢.;c:‘ . . sehnen-l ° ,,
tl-_ hj _

E$$X¤ß•—•T¢\¢h¢¤ arc cxempt front aerving on juries and from mllina auwice in nine giR
Ä,-°‘ penon. during vamtion as well as during die scbonl tem. _

C-.„
-1 ·

~·’Ü"• ‘T‘?
";_C — r Conugions Diaenaea.—?ersons surierlng with oontagioua shall be eaciuded nom ,li! .

T ::5 ·:- rhe public schools while in that and no puplls snall be adtnitted unless they have beenT
i}·l€:i":

- vaodnated, unless this clause slull have been suspended by theschool board of the ccunty gr city
‘

'?-Q. 2,4

School Month.-—"The school month shall conslst of tbnr weeks ot' :ive school Jag-; geh,
;?:;r~ and deduetlnn shall be made from the pay oi teachers for every day they lose. except auch days Q_ g_ as may have been iieclared by boards ot' school trustees to he legal l1olld.sys.°‘ '°
l_.

~i •. ._?_‘T_“ -? ‘1'eaehera’ Certiticat•a.—Tcache¤’ cerntimtea shall staae the branches on which the holder 1l;‘i:',’
Z hu been eaantlned. shall be given tor only one year. and smll be of three grad; The i'«arllsn' —

f—.:L:" Prnjrsnbnal Cvtarirlue shall he given hat two yute: provided. that any teacher wno has pre~ T-
:__ i

viously held it may be recontrniasioned rbr any period not uceening hve at the disc-enon - ' _
“

nf die County Superintendent. The dilkrence in the giades ol tne cerntlutes Es mtenned to
represent oiierent grad ot' ability. experience. attalnntenv. and succus.

€‘;g':;.

Age.-All applianta For caarnmadon for a license to tuch in the public schools must he
,

at least elgnteen yurs old. ,
Iii „s¤:l

J Adnainlicn uf Pupila Living Oußidé fh! living outside a’
J

_ ';•
·«—§i _

,.. Yéhdol diatrlct may beadmitted to theschools ol that distrlct by previous arrangement between„ I

Y sdtool boards ot' the two diamcts. _·;‘¤ ,• ' .‘ ‘~ ‘ _
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. [Fxut Tux.] ‘
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Reghterddivered i¤?r:r:Lorder¤o.aZ!¢’¤.74¤•-««¤«, Teaelies ei School ·_ ' Ü}.,‘ _
° No....£°;_.«.Ü„e«...ZA..<i.1_x8*f«T‘ ' T- ***1.

. _.,Ji‘1Q?Q‘Z. _ ‘
DistrictClerit.1

- Y ., —•·r··—r——¢” „ —> · FZ• •$ — S__,. „__. . . Register named in-:ß.<ZZi¤rder by . Teacher nf Säbel
‘
..

":“‘
._

. _ _ . -.. . mmcm. J}
[Stcqxu Tux.] _ . — _,

Teaeees ei SchoolJ.V;*..
_;;,.J_-e*·;7_ g · { --Z crm. · -1*i

- Jg; :.3LeT ' _. ’ , ~ ' ·-1-—@•-•-@‘l’_Ä5"
‘Üpgg Rezisur Nuimed i¤@.order by. ... -—..-.....£......@ Teaclzes ei Sdseel _ L '

°‘~_j'?_{;'j-_. · ....——.@.....— --.-... . . District Clesit. ,·'

Ä N __. 6 ~ . .. . ' - "' .-.J if Regtsurdeuvered @7. .1·%erder to- :c¤eol
J

‘ N¤--.1aL.-i-..... ...--.-¤s71„
tr1ct Clerlt.'·_-*;*2; »;..; -:—•@‘ ., ,r . . . . /YS!-IHIQÄ IH ...... .... . areeroy.111 , _ __, , _ , Teagher ot' School

li ”J
J .-.. -. -.. -. - . .. .----1- . District Clrnt.€

L
JT)

{Factor: Tun.]
iß order IO . .. Tegngr of School·“.

ix, No- ....—. @1. . .. iS .
.3}·1 ......... -........... .. -. ..... .. -. District Cient.

Rtgißtf P¢¢¤!¤¢·d in . . . . .... order by . . -.-.--.1.... .. . .- --, Teacher of School„‘:?·iT~ se. . . .. - - .s .1 .— *t?'°‘ l'‘—·
' . ...-1 .-1.. Distdct Cierk.

‘_..
9 ·

.ä_ikjéig

—°
Tur-Bmu adopted {er uaem me couruy nor xbur years. {rom August L. id .:o August x. :8 :"‘

'{A -.—...//€.Ö l1!d4._-...-.. Seellers. ., -fr;-•-·jL„ä;Ä.v , . Copy-Books.
_ . , H . .. .„ Readers. .. - ..- History of '.°a,

4 History ar U. 5‘
, ,;' .. , Geographie:. Dictionaries.

,, ,Grammar:.·
E. · Qäüedistriet clerlt vnll till z.·i•_elanks in tne above berbre delivering the Registertu the teachenjL
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-
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(ABSTRACT)

This dissertation addresses the cultural, economic, and

geographic factors that politically affected the development

of schooling in Floyd County, located in southwest Virginia,

from its formation in 1831 to the beginning of the twentieth

century. Floyd County was formed in 1831 during Virginia's

quasi-system of education. This quasi-system was created due

to the "peopling" of early Virginia. Colonial Virginia

provided educational opportunities for the rich and poor.

The General Assembly, which was dominated by the

planter-aristocrats, opposed state education. These

aristocrats saw no reason to tax themselves for educational

opportunities they would not patronize. As settlers of

Swiss, German, and Scotch-Irish descent migrated into the

backcountry of Virginia, they brought with them a desire for

universal education. The conflicts between the eastern and

western portion of the state resulted in the Literary Fund

Act of 1818 which provided funds to educate Virginia's poor.

The wealthy continued to educate their own with the middle

class left to their own devices. This quasi-system of



education lasted until the Civil War. At the end of the war,

conservatives, still in control of the General Assembly, were

forced to accept state supported education due to the

Underwood Constitutional mandate. Separate schools for

blacks and whites were begun under the state plan in 1870.

By July 1876, Floyd County had 52 schools in operation; but

this expansion faced ruin when the General Assembly used

funds to pay off the state's debt. The debt issue split

Virginians into two political camps, Funders and Readjusters.

It was not until the Readjuster victory in the early 1880's

that Virginia's state system began to stabilize.

Political decisions continued to affect education in the

late nineteenth century. District boards hired teachers and

located schools for political and social reasons which were

often tied to community loyalties. Superintendents licensed

and examined teachers based on their own standards. The

General Assembly denied teachers the right to meet during

school terms. No public money could be used to finance their

meetings. What education teachers did receive was financed

by local efforts and Peabody funds. By the 1s9o's, over 4000

teachers in Virginia had not attended State Summer Normals.

Floyd County had a higher percentage of teachers attending

Normals due to its third superintendent bringing a Normal to

Jacksonville in 1889.

By 1900, schooling in Floyd County had survived its

first 30 years, but with only partial success. Political



entanglements, dating back over two centuries, had affected

public education at the state and local level with the

results that by the beginning of the twentieth century, half

of the school age population in Virginia had never attended

school.


